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Chapter 1

Introduction

Humans and other animals make sense of and navigate through a rich
visual world, where physical objects carry meaning and motivate us to
act. For example, discovering a ripe fig while on a walk might motivate us
to collect it and eat the fig so we will be less hungry. With this example, it
is easily overlooked how hard it is to recognize a fig and other objects in
the first place. Before we can assess whether a tree carrying figs has any
that are ripe enough to eat, we must identify the tree and its fruit first (see
Fig 1.1). So, what does it take to recognize a fig? What are its features
that distinguish it from all other objects in this world? Is it its shape and
size, its colour, perhaps its texture? How can we judge these features both
in the early hours of the day and in the bright daylight? How do we take
into account that a fig’s appearance changes depending on how ripe it is?
All these questions are connected to the broader question of how we can
possibly link all potential visual appearances of a fig with a single kind
of object and its meaning (see left panel in Fig 1.2). This describes the
challenge of object recognition that humans solve so effortlessly and in
the blink of an eye (see Fig 1.2).

The example of discovering a fig also illustrates that object recognition
is influenced by many other, non-visual factors, such as our hunger, our
physical state, and the context that we are in. Together, these factors all
affect our chances of recognizing the fig. For instance, are we hungry and
looking for something edible, and are therefore paying attention to the
trees? Do we expect to find a fig tree in this location, have we been here
before? Or perhaps we are running, our heart is pounding, and the visual
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1 Unripe figs on a branch of a Fig tree at the Roeterseiland campus of
the University of Amsterdam.

world is rushing by — would we then still recognize the fig? These exam-
ples make it clear that our ability to recognize objects cannot be separated
from our physical state, our goals, and expectations. Instead, navigating
and understanding the visual world entails making use of our knowledge
and structure of this world. This is the topic of this thesis. In particu-
lar, I used computational modelling to characterize the interplay between
object recognition and other factors such one’s physical state, attentional
focus, and recent visual experience.

1.1 Visual cognition
[...] of things that are perceptible to the sense of sight, some are
perceived by pure sensation, others by recognition, and others still
by a judgement and an inference that goes beyond recognition[...]
the manner of perceiving the visible particular properties does not
in most cases become apparent because of the speed with which
they are perceived and the speed of the inference by means of
which visible things are in most cases perceived, and because the
faculty of judgement performs these inferences naturally, employ-
ing them not by thinking and exertion but by nature and habit.

ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen), Book of Optics, Book II, 1024, translation, Sabra, 1989;
review Howard, 1996
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1.1. Visual cognition

For almost a millennium, it has been known that seeing is more than
meets the eye (Al-Haytham, 1024). Instead, the cascade of neural acti-
vations triggered when light hits the retinae in our eyes only contains ini-
tial clues about what is out there. Our knowledge about the world from
past experiences is needed to complete the puzzle. In the same spirit, it
has been proposed that seeing contains a measurement and an inference
stage (Cavanagh, 2011; Marr, 1982). While measurement describes the
analysis of incoming information based on the preference and the con-
nectivity of the neurons in the visual cortex, the inference stage refers
to how these measurements are evaluated with regard to other evidence
and knowledge about the world (i.e., knowledge about objects). Simi-
larly, others have proposed a System I low-level vision module, which
feeds into two ‘higher-level’ systems: one (non-attentional) system for the
setting and context, and another (attentional) system concerned with ob-
jects (Rensink, 2000). Inherently, these kinds of divisions make two key
assumptions: (1) that the incoming information from our senses is in-
sufficient to determine a percept, such that other sources of information
(e.g., previous experience, action, communication) are necessary to make
sense of the input; (2) that this limitation is overcome by the interaction
of a set of complementing, yet qualitatively different systems (i.e., one au-
tomatic and reflexive, the other integrative and adaptive). In this thesis,
the computational interaction between such systems is what I refer to as
visual cognition, where perception takes place at the interface between
sensation and cognition.

Computational descriptions such as the ones outlined above are at-
tractive for the sake of their clarity and ties to philosophy of mind. How-
ever, the brain does not necessarily have to be organized in this exact way.
That is, the computational problem addressed by visual cognition could
be tackled inmany different fashions on the algorithmic and implementa-
tional level (Marr, 1982; Marr & Poggio, 1976). For instance, neuroscien-
tific evidence of the effects of attention, predictions and (working) mem-
ory on sensory processing suggests an intricate interplay, where compu-
tations linked to both sensation and cognition are realized in a closely
intertwined fashion in space and time (e.g., Roelfsema & de Lange, 2016,
for a review on early visual processing). This showcases a clear disconnect
between the computational level (perception as the interaction between
sensation and cognition) and the algorithmic and implementational level,
where visual cognitionmay be realized in amultitude of processes and im-
plementations during neural processing. The goal of this thesis is to gain
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.2 Representational parallels between the visual ventral hierarchy and
deep convolutional neural networks during object recognition. Recognizing ob-
ject categories in real-world images is a challenging task. Consider these four pho-
tographs of a fig, all depicting the same object but featuring dramatically different
colours, shapes, and textures. How can a visual system learn to map all these im-
ages to the same category? Research in the visual system of the primate brain and
artificial neural networks suggests that this feat can be achieved by using a hierarchy
of increasingly complex filters. In such a sensory hierarchy, early filters are thought to
translate an image into a representation that highlights edges and outlines (see stripy
pattern above). The subsequent level of processing then further filters this output for
specific textures and shapes (see example of the grainy texture). Ultimately, late fil-
ters are thought to assess these results for specific conjunctions of textures and other
shapes (see the fig part, combining the specific shape with the grainy texture). Using
this hierarchy of increasingly complex filters, the image is progressively transformed
into a representation that is useful for recognizing figs, in all its forms and colours.

a better understanding of visual cognition by mimicking these compu-
tational interactions using neural mechanistic models at the algorithmic
level.

1.2 Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs)

To date, the most comprehensive mechanistic neural models for vision
are deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs). In what follows, I will
briefly review the origins of today’s DCNNs and their shared history with
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1.2. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs)

neuroscience. I will then revisit the key engineering efforts that led to the
current widespread success of DCNNs in real-world applications.

DCNNs have their origins in the first artificial neural networks
(ANNs) initially conceived to better understand neural computations by
developing algorithms that solve the same tasks. For instance, in 1958,
based on the prior work by McCulloch & Pitts (1943), Rosenblatt (1958)
developed the perceptron, driven by the idea that recreating a model that
followed comparable principles as the nervous system can help to address
outstanding questions in psychology and neuroscience. In particular,
Rosenblatt asked whether it would be possible to learn the link between
a stimulus and a concept in a structured environment, initially proposed
by Hebb as a form of associative learning (Hebb, 1949). The perceptron
— a set of artificial neurons linked via weighted connections — indeed
learnt to update its connections after receiving feedback to tell apart its
inputs (punch cards, either marked on the left or on the right, Rosen-
blatt (1958)). Thereby, the perceptron became the first working neural
network that associated a stimulus (punch cards shown to a camera) to
a concept (right/left). This also makes the perceptron a first mechanistic
neural model describing the mapping between sensory inputs and con-
cepts or categories.

In 1982, Fukushima & Miyake (1982) proposed a novel ANN archi-
tecture, the neocognitron, built on the initial successes of the perceptron.
Yet, in contrast to this earlier model, the neocognitron took more explicit
inspiration from the brain, and visual processing in particular. Thismodel
was designed tomimic the workings of simple and complex cells observed
in primary visual cortex. Previous research by Hubel & Wiesel (Hubel &
Wiesel, 1962, 1959) had shown that early visual cortex could be viewed as
a collection of filters tuned to specific locations in the visual field — the
simple cells — which were in turn summarized by another set of cells —
the complex cells. Fukushima and colleagues translated these neuroscien-
tific findings into two key ingredients of modern neural networks: con-
volutions, mimicking the filtering observed in visual cortex, and pooling,
reflecting the summarizing of complex cells. Finally, the neocognitron re-
peated these operations by feeding their respective outputs to a new set of
filters and pooling operations, leading to a hierarchy of features that could
eventually be setup to recognize digits (Fukushima & Miyake, 1982).

This choice by Fukushima & Miyake (1982) of stacking and repeating
computational operations to form a sensory processing hierarchy was a
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1. Introduction

key idea during the development of modern neural networks. This idea
was also inspired by sensory processing in the brain: whereas the first
perceptron only featured a single hidden layer next to its input and out-
put layer, the neocognitron and modern neural networks contained mul-
tiple hidden layers — hence the later coined term “deep neural networks”
(DNNs) describing the deep stack of computational layers (see middle
panel in Fig 1.2 for an example). This (computational) depth endowed
the networks with the ability to learn complex features that map the input
to the output layer— one of the key ingredients for solving complex tasks.

While these early and neuroscientifally inspired models shared many
of the key ingredients with modern DCNNs, they did not perform very
well yet on tasks such as object recognition. From today’s perspective, it
is clear that the size and complexity of these networks was still severely
limited by the lack of an effective learning algorithm, efficient computing
infrastructure, as well as large-scale training datasets. For instance, only
after the popularization of an efficient algorithm to determine these com-
plex features in the deep stack of hidden layers (backpropagation, Rumel-
hart et al., 1986) did it become possible to deploy convolutional neural
networks to real-world problems such as handwritten digit recognition
(LeCun et al., 1998, 1989).

The breakthrough moment for modern neural networks can be pre-
cisely dated back to a single model (AlexNet, Krizhevsky et al., 2012) in
2012. The authors showed that a deep convolutional neural network can
outperform any other algorithm by a large margin on the ImageNet Large
Scale Object Recognition challenge (Deng et al., 2009; Russakovsky et
al., 2015), a competition set up to test computer vision models on ob-
ject recognition. In particular, this challenge consisted of telling apart
1000 different object categories depicted in photographs scraped from
the internet. At that time, using deep neural networks for object recogni-
tion was rather unconventional andmost object recognition systems used
strategies and features carefully developed and hand-picked by engineers
(e.g., Csurka et al., 2004).

This raises the question, what was different in 2012 compared to ear-
lier attempts to deploy CNNs to real-world challenges (such as LeCun et
al., 1998, 1989)? The key ingredients that fuelled the success of AlexNet
were the availability of large-scale image datasets due to the rise of the
internet and online databases such as Flickr, as well as the insight that
the computations of DCNNs can be greatly sped up by adopting graphics
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1.3. DCNNs as mechanistic models of the visual ventral stream

cards developed for video games. These two developments enabled re-
searchers to optimize larger and more powerful networks (LeCun et al.,
2015). Thus, whereas deep neural networks had a strong link to psychol-
ogy and neuroscience in their early days, this link later weakened when
most progress was made on the level of efficient implementation and scal-
ing of the models to encompass more parameters and learn from larger
datasets.

Still, while the success of AlexNet was fuelled by engineering efforts
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012), it immediately became clear that these complex
features linked to high performance on object recognition tasks may also
have deep implications for understanding neural visual processing. Re-
markably, over the course of its training, AlexNet developed features early
in its computational hierarchy that replicated the hallmarks of feature se-
lectivity known from early visual processing in the brain (V1). That is, just
as described by Hubel and Wiesel for simple cells in V1 (Hubel & Wiesel,
1962, 1959) different filters specialized for different directions and spatial
frequencies. This similarity was suggestive of a shared strategy for extract-
ing boundaries and edges in the visual input between these networks and
the primate brain. Yet, in contrast to previous models such as the neocog-
nitron, these filters emerged during end-to-end training to find amapping
between over a million images and a thousand object categories.

1.3 DCNNs as mechanistic models of the visual
ventral stream

Even though neural networks were not popular among computer vision
researchers before 2012, it could be argued that researchers in visual neu-
roscience anticipated their later success. That is, these hierarchically or-
ganized neural networks were already the leading framework for mod-
elling object recognition along the visual ventral stream in visual neuro-
science (DiCarlo & Cox, 2007; Pinto et al., 2008, 2009; Riesenhuber &
Poggio, 1999; Serre et al., 2007). Key models such as HMAX (Riesenhu-
ber & Poggio, 1999) also focussed on the interaction between simple-and-
complex-cell-style computations as proposed byHubel andWiesel (Hubel
& Wiesel, 1962, 1959) as central building blocks, similar to the neocogni-
tron. Yet, in addition, HMAX combined these building blocks with the
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1. Introduction

emerging evidence from neural recordings reporting a high degree of in-
variance to low-level transformations (i.e. illuminations, scale etc.) com-
bined with a specificity to objects in neurons in higher visual cortices (Lo-
gothetis et al., 1995; Perrett et al., 1992). These experimental findings pro-
moted the idea that object recognition in the brainwas achieved by a func-
tional hierarchy along the visual ventral stream, increasing in complexity
while decreasing in spatial specificity (Kobatake & Tanaka, 1994). HMAX
showed that one could build a working model based on these principles
and even explain differences in object recognition in human observers
for real-world images (Serre et al., 2007). Yet, while HMAX-style models
could keep upwith object recognitionmodels used in computer vision be-
fore DCNNs entered the field (Serre et al., 2005), their performance was
not comparable to that of human observers. Moreover, to integrate the
various insights from visual cortex, HMAX models consisted of a range
of carefully chosen components and routines (e.g., a Gabor filter bank to
mimic early visual processing). While this built-in knowledge was pow-
erful for small datasets, it made thesemodels less flexible during inference
and less amenable to training.

The success of AlexNet on the ImageNet challenge also quickly
spurred interest in visual neuroscience and led a number of research
groups to investigate whether these models may share more with the vi-
sual ventral stream than the reported feature tuning that resembled early
visual cortex. The key insight for modelling the visual ventral stream was
that optimizing these kinds of DCNNs on tasks such as object recogni-
tion not only produced models that performed on par with human ob-
servers on standard images (Van Rullen, 2017), but also brought about
network features predictive of visual processing along the visual ventral
stream in primates (see Fig 1.2, Yamins et al., 2014; Güçlü & van Gerven,
2015; Khaligh-Razavi & Kriegeskorte, 2014; Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016).
That is, like to the anecdotal observations that AlexNet had similar fea-
ture tuning as early visual cortex, other parallels were identified: DNN
features were also found to be predictive of both neurons in V4, an in-
termediate stage of the visual ventral stream linked to the processing of
shapes (Pasupathy & Connor, 1999, 2002) as well as of neurons in infe-
rior temporal cortex (IT), which had been noted for their selectivity for
complex feature configurations (Kobatake & Tanaka, 1994) and objects
in various configurations (DiCarlo et al., 2012). Since then, these find-
ings have been replicated across many neuroimaging domains (including
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1.4. Towards DCNN models of visual cognition

fMRI,MEGandEEG,Cichy et al., 2016; Eickenberg et al., 2017; Seeliger et
al., 2017; Xu&Vaziri-Pashkam, 2021) and evenwere shown to enable pre-
cise control on a single neuron level in both V4 (Bashivan et al., 2019) and
IT (Ponce et al., 2019). Together, this converging evidence has led many
researchers to advocate for DCNNs as the most promising approach for
studying the mechanistic principles of primate object recognition (Cao &
Yamins, 2021a, 2021b; Cichy & Kaiser, 2019; Kietzmann, McClure, et al.,
2019; Kriegeskorte, 2015a; Lindsay, 2021; Richards et al., 2019; Scholte,
2018; Schrimpf et al., 2020).

While anticipated by some neuroscientists (DiCarlo et al., 2012; Di-
Carlo & Cox, 2007; Pinto et al., 2008; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999; Serre
et al., 2007), the discovery of these representational parallels between
DCNNs and the visual ventral stream was far from trivial. Mathemat-
ically, deep neural networks are universal function approximators (e.g.,
Hornik, 1991), and thus it is not surprising that these networks could
learn how to perform object recognition given the right circumstances.
What is surprising, however, is that both DCNNs and the primate visual
ventral stream appear to have converged on similar solutions for solving
object recognition as suggested by the correspondence between represen-
tations evoked by images in the models and measured in neural record-
ings (Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016). There is still an on-going debate on how
this seeming convergence should be interpreted (e.g., Zador, 2019; Saxe
et al., 2020), whether it is general (Jacob et al., 2021; Jozwik et al., 2022; Xu
& Vaziri-Pashkam, 2021), and even whether it is informative at all (Bow-
ers et al., 2022; Kay, 2018). Nonetheless, this convergence has sparked a
wider enthusiasm in neuroscience and psychology, with some researchers
proposing to adopt a deep learning driven approach to study the brain as a
whole, using DCNNs as a model system (Scholte, 2018) or even as a gen-
eral theoretical framework for neural computation (e.g., Richards et al.,
2019).

1.4 Towards DCNN models of visual cognition

The hope that DCNNs might generalize beyond sensory processing is
warranted, given the close connection of visual processing in the primate
brain to other tasks and to other sensory and motor domains. Notably,
recent years have seen a surge in evidence that sensory cortices are not
a mere post-processing pipeline of camera (retinal) inputs. Instead, a
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1. Introduction

myriad of signals has been reported that modulate sensory processing in
highly specific ways, such as motor signals (Musall et al., 2019; Stringer et
al., 2019), state variables such as arousal (McGinley, Vinck, et al., 2015;
Stringer et al., 2019; Waschke et al., 2021) as well as signals linked to
goal-directed behaviour, such as working memory and selective attention
(Roelfsema et al., 1998; Roelfsema & de Lange, 2016; Supèr et al., 2001;
van Loon et al., 2018). Together, these various influences suggest that
sensory areas may be much less specialized on sensory processing than
previously thought. Instead, sensory areas might rather already interface
with various other factors to promote adaptive behaviour (e.g., Avitan &
Stringer, 2022).

To understand the functional implications of these influences and
their contribution to perception and visual cognition, it is critical to study
them in the light of the complex sensory processing implemented along
the visual ventral stream. For instance, it is often not clear how mech-
anisms proposed based on observations in early visual cortex — such as
gainmodulations linked to selective attention (Martínez-Trujillo &Treue,
2004; Reynolds & Heeger, 2009) or arousal (McGinley, David, et al., 2015;
Neske et al., 2019; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015) — may interact
with the sensory hierarchy as a whole. Crucially, the recent advances un-
covering the representational parallels between DCNNs and visual pro-
cessing in primates allow us to simulate these influences and to formu-
late theories about them at an unprecedented scale (see also Battleday et
al., 2021; Peters & Kriegeskorte, 2021). That is, while embracing sensory
complexity by leveraging the rich statistical features learnt by DCNNs,
we can test proposals of cognitive modulation in a mechanistic fashion.
Thereby, DCNNs allow us to revisit and reframe long-standing questions
about the interplay between sensation and cognition at a new scale.

1.5 Thesis overview

The main goal of this thesis is to understand whether deep neural net-
works can help us to build a computational account of object perception,
by modelling the interaction between sensation and cognition. It specif-
ically asks: can we use the rich statistical features learnt by DCNNs as a
foundation for modelling and understanding of the cognitive factors that
shape and enable object recognition in the brain? All four empirical chap-
ters in this thesis present computational modelling work that speaks to
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1.5. Thesis overview

this overall question. Next to the use of DCNNs as neural mechanistic
models, all chapters share their focus on modulations of object recogni-
tion behaviour.

Starting with an unspecific modulation, the first chapter (Chapter 2)
focusses on the observation that perceptual performance is strongly af-
fected by an organism’s state, often referred to as arousal. Interestingly,
the best perceptual performance can be found across different arousal
states depending on a task’s difficulty, an observation first made by Yerkes
& Dodson (1908). These state changes are typically accompanied by
changes in cortical gain. In this chapter, I developed a DCNN augmented
with a global gain mechanism, and found that it reproduced the same in-
teraction between arousal state and task difficulty in its performance on a
perceptual task. Investigating this model revealed that global gain states
differentially modulated the encoding of sensory information across the
model’s processing hierarchy, which explained their differential effects on
performance depending on a task’s difficulty.

InChapter 3, I turned to amore specificmodulation of object recogni-
tion: the costs and benefits associated with selective spatial attention. By
adopting a spiking DCNN, I asked whether we could arbitrate between
different mechanisms proposed to implement selective attention in neu-
ral sensory processing. By comparing effects of precision (internal noise
suppression) and two types of gain modulation mechanisms on perfor-
mance on a visual search task with complex real-world images, I observed
marked differences in the effects of different attention mechanisms on
both the network’s performance and its processing. Taken together, the
results favoured a gain-based mechanism over a precision-based one as
a more effective means for implementing selective modulations during
naturalistic visual search.

In Chapter 4 and 5, I delved into the consequences of recent sensory
experience for object recognition, the most momentary and specific kind
of modulation studied in this thesis. Specifically in Chapter 4, I studied
how different neuralmechanismsmay support the ability to recognize ob-
jects across a wide range of timescales. By examining human and model
behaviour on a rapid serial visual presentation task (RSVP), I showed that
a lateral recurrent model with a form of neural adaptation was best at cap-
turing the performance patterns of human observers. Building on these
results, in Chapter 5 I expanded these findings to dynamic object recogni-
tion more generally by assessing performance across a range of different
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1. Introduction

tasks (including RSVP, perceptual masking and animacy classification)
as captured in different behavioural markers (perceptual sensitivity, ac-
curacy and reaction times). I found that a lateral recurrent model was
able to mimic human performance on a set of dynamic visual recognition
tasks. But this ability depended on the model being high-performing and
temporally stable. Taken together, the results from both chapters advo-
cate for a key role for lateral recurrence in object recognition based on
continuous and dynamic input streams, and highlight the need to study
object recognition in more dynamic contexts.

In Chapter 6, I summarize and draw general conclusions from these
modelling studies. Finally, in Chapter 7, I discuss the opportunities and
challenges afforded bydeepneural networks asmodels of visual cognition.
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Chapter 2

Arousal state affects perceptual
decision-making by modulating

hierarchical sensory processing in a
large-scale visual system model

This chapter has been published as: Sörensen, L. K. A., Bohté, S. M., Slagter*, H.
A., & Scholte*, H. S. (2022). Arousal state affects perceptual decision-making by
modulating hierarchical sensory processing in a large-scale visual system model.
PLoS Computational Biology, 18(4), e1009976.

* Shared senior authorship
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2. Arousal state in DCNNs

Abstract Arousal levels strongly affect task performance. Yet, what
arousal level is optimal for a task depends on its difficulty. Easy task per-
formance peaks at higher arousal levels, whereas performance on difficult
tasks displays an inverted U-shape relationship with arousal, peaking at
medium arousal levels, an observation first made by Yerkes and Dodson
in 1908. It is commonly proposed that the noradrenergic locus coeruleus
system regulates these effects on performance through a widespread re-
lease of noradrenaline resulting in changes of cortical gain. This account,
however, does not explain why performance decays with high arousal lev-
els only in difficult, but not in simple tasks. Here, we present a mechanis-
tic model that revisits the Yerkes-Dodson effect from a sensory perspec-
tive: a deep convolutional neural network augmented with a global gain
mechanism reproduced the same interaction between arousal state and
task difficulty in its performance. Investigating this model revealed that
global gain states differentially modulated sensory information encoding
across the processing hierarchy, which explained their differential effects
on performance on simple versus difficult tasks. These findings offer a
novel hierarchical sensory processing account of how, and why, arousal
state affects task performance.

14



2.1. Introduction

2.1 Introduction

Cognitive performance is not stable but varies over time and across situ-
ations. Arousal state, the overall activation level of the nervous system, is
thought to be a key determinant of variability in cognitive performance
(Waschke et al., 2021). As an example, consider a student taking the same
difficult test in two situations: in the first situation, it is a practice test.
The student is calm. In the second situation, it is the final exam. The
student is very nervous. The difference between these situations is that
in the latter, the student might be overly aroused, leading him to per-
form more poorly on the test. Indeed, a large body of work indicates
that arousal level is an important determinant of task performance and
perceptual decision-making across species (de Gee et al., 2020; Gelbard-
Sagiv et al., 2018; McGinley, David, et al., 2015; McGinley, Vinck, et al.,
2015; Neske et al., 2019; Pfeffer et al., 2018, 2021; Podvalny et al., 2021,
2019). Yet, arousal state does not affect performance on any task in the
same way (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908; for reviews see Teigen, 1994; Hanoch
& Vitouch, 2004). Specifically, while performance on easy tasks improves
with arousal level, performance on difficult tasks exhibits an inverted U-
shape relationship with arousal level, with performance peaking at inter-
mediate arousal levels. Thus, optimal performance occurs at different
arousal states as a function of task difficulty, a phenomenon commonly
referred to as the Yerkes-Dodson effect. At the neural level, the inverted
U-shape relationship has been associated with the functioning of the lo-
cus coeruleus (LC), the central release site of noradrenaline (Fig 2.1). The
phasic noradrenergic response (upon target detection) in particular also
follows an inverted U-shape in its responsivity across LC baseline firing
levels. Based on this observation, Aston-Jones & Cohen (2005) suggested
that this change in responsivity brings about the inverted U-shape in per-
formance, thereby optimizing engagement based on task utility. Yet, this
influential view does not address why arousal levels differentially impact
performance on relatively easy versus difficult tasks. Indeed, the hetero-
geneity in findings of recent studies suggests a more complex interplay
between arousal state, perceptual performance and other factors such as
task difficulty: While some studies report enhanced perceptual perfor-
mance with increasing baseline arousal levels (Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2018;
Podvalny et al., 2019), others find performance increases with decreasing
baseline arousal levels (van Kempen et al., 2019) or observe a curvilin-
ear relationship between performance and arousal (McGinley, David, et
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al., 2015; Neske et al., 2019; Podvalny et al., 2021). Possibly, differences in
arousal states explored and in task difficulty across studies can account for
this diversity in findings. Yet, systematically characterizing the relation-
ship between arousal level and task difficulty is hard to achieve experi-
mentally, in part because it is difficult to cover the full range of possible
arousal states and task difficulties within one experimental setting. While
this might explain the diversity in findings, it also highlights the need for
a suitable modelling framework that can encompass factors such as task
difficulty.

Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) allow us to address this
question. In particular, these networks optimized for object recognition
not only parallel human performance on some aspects of object recogni-
tion (Van Rullen, 2017), but they also feature processing characteristics
that bear a remarkable resemblance to the visual ventral stream in pri-
mates (Eickenberg et al., 2017; Güçlü& vanGerven, 2017; Khaligh-Razavi
&Kriegeskorte, 2014; Kubilius et al., 2018; Schrimpf et al., 2020; Yamins et
al., 2014). Both of these aspectsmake them an attractivemodelling frame-
work for testing computational hypotheses about the link between neu-
ral processing and behavior (Kietzmann, McClure, et al., 2019; Scholte,
2018). Notably, recent studies show that heightened arousal increases the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of sensory neurons (McGinley, Vinck, et al.,
2015; Neske et al., 2019; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015), both by
decreasing variability in spontaneous activity and by increasing neuronal
responsivity or gain (McGinley, David, et al., 2015; Mineault et al., 2016;
Neske et al., 2019; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015), with conse-
quences for perceptual performance (McGinley, David, et al., 2015; Neske
et al., 2019). This raises the intriguing possibility that arousal may affect
task performance by modulating the processing of sensory features that
perceptual decisions are grounded in. Here, we use DCNNs to test this
notion and systematically investigate how a wide range of arousal states
modulates sensory processing and perceptual decision-making for tasks
of varying difficulty.

In line with the early findings of Yerkes & Dodson (1908) and oth-
ers, we recover the same interaction between arousal state and task dif-
ficulty with our DCNN model. That is, also in our model, easier tasks
were best solved at high global gain states, whereas difficult tasks were
best solved at medium global gain states. This relationship was specific
to perceptual difficulty and absent for other types of difficulty (e.g., in
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Figure 2.1 Global gain as a model for cortical arousal. (A) Schematic illustration
of the projections of the locus coeruleus following Aston-Jones & Cohen (2005) and
Sara (2009). The locus coeruleus is located in the pons of the brain stem and fea-
tures efferent projections throughout the brain. Note that subcortical projections have
been omitted here for clarity. The grey shaded areas depict the early visual cortex
and the visual ventral stream that we sought to model in this work. (B) Illustration of
the DCNN architecture and the locations of the activation functions where global gain,
our implementation of cortical arousal, was manipulated (blue framed rectangles). A
DCNN takes images as an input and produces a prediction as an output. Importantly,
the global gain of the model can be altered with a single parameter that is applied to
all activation functions. This takes inspiration from the widespread noradrenergic pro-
jections reported for the locus coeruleus (e.g., Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) and their
effects on sensory processing (e.g., Reimer et al., 2016). (C) Changes in global gain
resulted in a multiplicative scaling of the activation function. Higher gain levels (dark
blue) resulted in higher values compared to the baseline (blue), which corresponds to
a gain of 1, and reduced gain levels (light blue) lead to lower activation values.
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response complexity). Moreover, we found that how global gain states
affected performance on a given task could be explained by their effects
on information encoding across the processing hierarchy. High global
gain states enhanced encoding of information in early network features
that easy tasks capitalized more on, while intermediate global gain states
enhanced encoding of information that was more important for perfor-
mance on difficult tasks higher in the processing hierarchy. These findings
critically inform current debate as to how arousal may impact perceptual
decision-making.

2.2 Results

We augmented a DCNN with a global gain mechanism to investigate how
arousal state changes in sensory areas may affect performance and relate
to the Yerkes-Dodson effect more specifically. To this end, we used a
ResNet18-architecture (He et al., 2015) with a biologically-inspired acti-
vation function (see Fig 2.1C for an illustration, Zambrano et al., 2018,
Chapter 3). The global gain mechanism targeted all activation functions
in the network simultaneously. For every activation function, a change in
global gain resulted in a change of response gain (δ global gain, see Fig
2.1). All networks were trained in a neutral gain state of 1, corresponding
to a standardDCNNwithout global gainmodulation. Subsequently, these
trained weights were evaluated across a range of global gain states (with-
out any further training). Using this model allowed us to control global
gain state so as to isolate the mechanisms underlying the interaction be-
tween arousal state and task difficulty as captured by the Yerkes-Dodson
effect.

A DCNN with global gain replicates the Yerkes-Dodson effect in
performance

A hallmark of the effect of arousal state on performance is the interaction
between task difficulty and arousal state, the Yerkes-Dodson effect (see
Fig 2.2A for an illustration). In our first set of analyses, we show that our
DCNN with a global gain mechanism replicates this effect. That is, we
show that easy and difficult tasks require different global gain values for
optimal performance across a range of performance measures, with easy
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Figure 2.2 A perceptual decision-making task to test the Yerkes-Dodson effect.
(A) Left: Schematic of the Yerkes-Dodson effect, showing performance-gain profiles
for difficult and easy tasks. While difficult tasks (orange) typically follow an inverted
U-shape relationship between arousal state and performance, easier tasks have been
associated with an increasing relationship between arousal state and performance.
The dots on the performance-gain profiles denote the peak performance. Right: The
Yerkes-Dodson effect can be also expressed as a difference in arousal state linked to
the peak performance across task difficulty conditions. From this perspective, easy
tasks are linked to high arousal states and difficult tasks to medium arousal states for
the best performance. (B) Illustration of the network’s task. The network was tasked
to distinguish between real and average images. To manipulate perceptual difficulty,
these average images consisted of an increasing number of images per average im-
age. During training, we fine-tuned an output node for every perceptual difficulty level
without applying any global gain changes. This allowed us to dissociate between the
network’s trained ability and the effects of global gain. For every perceptual difficulty
level, we fine-tuned ten network instances. During testing, we presented the fine-tuned
networks repeatedly with the same dataset (new set of test images), while adjusting
the global gain parameter. This resulted in a binary accuracy result for every global
gain value for each of the model instances. Here, we show example images from the
real image condition and from the average image condition for three levels of difficulty:
difficult (average of 1.25 images), medium (average of 3 images) and easy (average
of 20 images). The pictures in B are illustrative examples from the public domain.
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tasks yielding the best performance at high global gain states, and difficult
tasks performing best at intermediate global gain states.

To study the Yerkes-Dodson effect, one needs to effectively manipu-
late task difficulty. Task difficulty is commonly manipulated by changing
stimulus strength or complexity in perceptual decision-making tasks, for
instance, by altering the signal-to-noise ratio of a pure tone embedded in a
sequence of noise (McGinley, David, et al., 2015) or by phase-scrambling
black and white images (Podvalny et al., 2021, 2019). In a similar vein,
we adopted a task, in which the model has to decide whether an image is
real or an average image, created by averaging over a variable number of
images, taken from a pool of images consisting half of real and half of av-
erage images. Task difficulty was manipulated by varying the number of
images that were averaged for making the average images. This makes
that an average image consisting of few images (e.g., 1.25 images) was
relatively similar to and therefore hard to distinguish from a real image
and vice versa, an average image consisting of many images was relatively
dissimilar and hence easier to distinguish (see Fig 2.2B for example stim-
uli). We chose to use averaging as our difficulty manipulation reasoning
that it would result in difficult images closer to the training images of the
DCNN, thereby increasing the task difficulty. Comparing performance at
a neutral gain state (i.e., global gain is 1) in Fig 2.3A shows that our ma-
nipulation of perceptual difficulty was effective in producing performance
differences. For every level of perceptual difficulty, we trained a separate
output layer, while keeping the rest of the model weights unchanged. Af-
ter training, we tested themodel on a new set of images across awide range
of global gain states. This allowed us to get high-resolution estimates of
the performance-gain profile for every level of perceptual difficulty.

Based on the Yerkes-Dodson effect, we expected to see changing
performance-gain profiles across task difficulties and in particular, a shift
in the arousal state linked to the best performance (see Fig 2.2A for our
hypothesis). Strikingly, we indeed reproduce the Yerkes-Dodson effect
with our global gain manipulation, as reflected in a right-ward shift in the
performance-gain profile with a decrease in task difficulty (Fig 2.3A) that
translates to a U-shaped relationship between gain and performance for
difficult tasks, but an increasing relationship for easier tasks when a more
limited range of arousal is taken into account (see below, Fig 2.3B). Iden-
tifying the global gain level associated with peak performance for every
task difficulty (Fig 2.3C), reveals that there is a quasi-linear negative rela-
tionship between task difficulty and the global gain state associated with
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the best performance, with easy tasks being performed best at high gain
states and difficult tasks being performed best at medium gain states. To
further dissociate which aspects in themodel’s performancewere changed
by the global gain mechanism, we also analyzed performance with regard
to changes in sensitivity and bias, twomeasures from signal detection the-
ory (SDT). Whereas sensitivity refers to the ability to distinguish a signal
from noise, bias describes the propensity to answer irrespective of the sig-
nal. In turn, accurate performance is defined by high values in sensitivity
and a bias close or equal to zero. Following this definition, we identified
the global gain state linked to the best performance for both measures.
As with accuracy, we observe for both sensitivity and bias that the best
performance for easy tasks is observed at high gain states, whereas for
difficult tasks it is obtained at medium gain states close to the neutral gain
(Fig 2.3D). These findings show that global gain did not merely result in
a change in the networks responsivity or bias, but rather also changed its
sensitivity, or its ability to distinguish between real and average images
across different task difficulties.

One could argue that the observed inverted U relationship between
gain and performance, centered on the neutral gain value of 1, simply re-
flects state-dependent learning, as themodels were trained and fine-tuned
in a neutral gain state of 1. However, arguing against this alternative ac-
count, the observed pattern of results in Fig 2.3A shows that the models
not only generalized beyond their trained global gain state by achieving
similar levels of performance, but critically, that model performance at
easier tasks was even better at higher global gain states. This not only dis-
plays the models’ robustness towards global gain changes, but also sug-
gests a computational advantage of high global gain states for easier tasks.

It is hard to assess a wide range of arousal states experimentally, not
only because of experimental constraints, but also because organismsmay
be very unlikely to visit these extreme arousal states due to homeostatic
constraints (hypo- and hyperarousal). Thus, the experimental data so far
available likely stem from a much narrower range of arousal states than
we explored here. Indeed, it has been argued that some studies might
have observed a linear increase in performance as a function of arousal
state, because they only sampled from the left-side of the invertedU-shape
(Faller et al., 2019; Waschke et al., 2019). Mimicking a limited global
gain range with our results (Fig 2.3B) reveals a qualitative correspon-
dence to the experimental data observed for arousal state manipulations
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Figure 2.3 Incorporating global gain in a DCNN reproduces the Yerkes-Dodson
effect. (A) Binary accuracy for all levels of perceptual difficulty as a function of global
gain state. The shaded areas represent the 95% confidence interval (CI) across the
ten network instances. (B) As in (A) but for the three levels of difficulty (easy, medium,
difficult) and a limited global gain range. It can clearly be seen that as expected, the
easy perceptual difficulty condition shows a monotonically increasing relationship be-
tween gain and performance, while the difficult perceptual difficulty condition shows
an inverted U-shape relationship between gain and performance. Our gain manipu-
lation thus reproduced the Yerkes-Dodson effect in DCNN performance. (C) Global
gain level linked to peak performance per difficulty condition in A. As predicted by the
Yerkes-Dodson effect, peak performance was associated with reductions in global gain
level with increasing task difficulty. The error bars correspond to 95% CI across ten
model instances. If multiple gain states were linked to the best performance, the me-
dian was used to summarize them. The dashed line corresponds to the neutral gain
state from training, during which no global gain changes are applied. (D) As in (C) but
now global gain states linked to the performance for sensitivity and bias. Hit and false
alarm rates, sensitivity and bias values for all perceptual difficulties and global gain
states can be found in Fig A.1.
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across task difficulties (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908) and shows how plausibly
an increasing relationship between arousal state and performance would
emerge for easy tasks, if only low and medium arousal states are experi-
mentally sampled. For our data, inspecting a wider range of arousal states
clarifies that, in fact, all performance gain profiles could be readily de-
scribed as an inverted U (see Fig 2.3A). This finding can explain how a
diverse set of curvilinear relationship can be identified experimentally if
the highest arousal states are not accessible.

To summarize these findings, we have replicated the behavioral signa-
tures associated with the Yerkes-Dodson effect across three performance
measures. Further, our data offer an explanation for the diversity in ex-
perimental findings showing how these could result from sampling a lim-
ited range of arousal states covered here by our global gain manipulation.

Yerkes-Dodson effect is robust to the shape of the activation
function

As mentioned above, we here adopted a biologically-inspired activation
function in our global gain model. However, most DCNNs feature a rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU, Nair & Hinton, 2010). Since global gain directly
acts on the activation functions, the shape of this function might deeply
matter for the observed effects on the network’s performance. For in-
stance, global gain could simply compress the activation at high levels of
activation due to the shape of the activation function (see Fig 2.3C for
an illustration), which cannot happen with a ReLU, since it is fully lin-
ear in the positive range (see Fig A.2A for a comparison). To determine
the specificity of our findings, we repeated the same experiments as pre-
sented in Fig 2.3, but with a DCNN featuring ReLU units. Crucially, we
fully replicated our findings (see Fig A.2). This indicates that the Yerkes-
Dodson effect observed here is not a by-product of applying global gain to
a specific activation function, but rather reflects a global gain mechanism
acting on a sensory processing hierarchy of learned perceptual features.

Yerkes-Dodson effect is absent for another manipulation of task
difficulty

Our results so far show that the Yerkes-Dodson effect can be replicated
in our model with a manipulation of perceptual difficulty. Yet, in many
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frameworks, the Yerkes-Dodson effect is linked to task difficulty more
broadly (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Broadhurst, 1959; Diamond et al.,
2007; Hanoch & Vitouch, 2004; Teigen, 1994). In turn, an obvious ques-
tion to ask is whether our observations also hold for other manipulations
of task difficulty. With task difficulty manipulations, we here simply re-
fer to changes to the task that result in performance changes at a neutral
global gain state (i.e., 1, without applying any global gain changes). In our
next analysis, we show that another task difficulty manipulation, response
complexity, does not reproduce a shift towards higher gain states with de-
creases in task difficulty, suggesting that the Yerkes-Dodson effect may be
specific for perceptual difficulty in our model.

To introduce a new task difficulty manipulation, we altered the num-
ber of answer options available to the model (Fig 2.4B), while keeping
all other factors constant such as perceptual difficulty. We applied this
manipulation in the context of two different object recognition datasets.
Both datasets were curated to be challenging visual search tasks by re-
ducing the amount of informative background differences across cate-
gories (for further information see Chapter 3). As can be seen in Fig 2.4C,
this manipulation resulted in differences for the baseline networks (with
global gain set to 1), as indexed by AUC, thus showing that the manipu-
lation was effective. This was true for both datasets that we applied this
manipulation to (food and street scene images; Fig 2.4A; shown exam-
ples were adapted from Flickr1,2,3,4). If this manipulation also produces
an interaction between task difficulty and global gain state, one expects
the global gain states associated with the best model performance to dif-
fer between the conditions with different numbers of answer options. Fig
2.4D shows that this is not the case, instead for both data sets, peak per-
formance occurs at the same, medium global gain state independent of
the number of answer options. Thus, manipulating the number of answer
options for the network merely scaled the gain-performance profile up-
or downwards without qualitatively shifting the optimal gain state.

These results also corroborate our findings on perceptual difficulty.
Since both datasets were curated to be challenging visual search tasks, they
required the analysis of complex visual features. Based on this, one would

1http://Farm1.staticflickr.com/51/148868777_6c1ba30f06_z.jpg
2http://Farm1.staticflickr.com/159/330605195_1f467a4cdd_z.jpg
3http://Farm9.staticflickr.com/8334/8404801550_f68bf901ee_z.jpg
4http://Farm6.staticflickr.com/5293/5538417341_f71df00d6b_z.jpg)
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Figure 2.4 Assessing the Yerkes-Dodson effect for another kind of task diffi-
culty: response complexity. (A) Example images from the two visual search datasets
curated from the COCO database (Lin et al., 2014). (B) Illustration of how task difficulty
was increased by increasing the number of answer options for the street dataset. Easy
tasks consisted of only two categories to be distinguished, while difficult tasks entailed
choosing from 8 answer options. Different easy tasks were obtained by subsampling
from the 8 possible target categories. Task difficulty increased with the number of cate-
gories that had to be distinguished. (C) Performance-gain profiles across the three task
difficulty conditions for both datasets. The global gain level associated with peak per-
formance was unaffected by task difficulty (number of answer options). Performance
was assessed with the area under the curve metric of the receiver operating charac-
teristic curve. The lines represent the mean performance across 20 trained networks
for the conditions with 2 and 4 answer options. The shaded areas depict the 95% CI
across model instances. The dashed dark grey line depicts chance performance. (D)
Global gain state associated with the best model performance was similar for every
task difficulty level for both datasets. The dashed light grey line depicts the neutral
model, at which no global gain is applied. The example pictures in A are licensed
under CC BY 2.0.
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expect the best performance to be observed for medium global gain states
(as was observed in Fig 2.3 for perceptually difficult tasks). This is in-
deed what we observed across all six conditions (both datasets, all answer
options, Fig 2.4D).

In sum, these findings complement our understanding of the Yerkes-
Dodson effect in our model in two ways. First, we observed that this find-
ingmay be specific to perceptual difficulty in ourmodel, although extend-
ing this observation to more tasks in future work is necessary to ascertain
this. Second, we have shown that visual search in natural scenes, capital-
izing on complex visual features, is best performed at medium global gain
states.

Global gain differentially affects task information across the
model hierarchy

The above analyses described how the model’s performance, that is, its
output, was shaped by changes in global gain states across two tasks. In
our next set of analyses, we leveraged the full observability of our model
to address how changes in sensory processing may give rise to the Yerkes-
Dodson effect. To this end, we first characterized the different stages of
processing with regard to this interaction between global gain state and
perceptual difficulty. In particular, we tracked how task-relevant informa-
tion throughout the network hierarchywas affected by these factors, using
a decoding analysis. In brief, this analysis showed that with an increase in
model depth there was a shift from higher to medium global gain states
for representing the most task-relevant information. Moreover, a second
analysis focusing on where in the hierarchy the most task-relevant infor-
mation was represented for different levels of perceptual difficulty at low,
mediumand high global gain states revealed that high quality information
for solving challenging tasks was specific to late network blocks and that
this information in particular was degraded by both low and high global
gain states.

To quantify the presence of task-relevant information across model
depth (ResNet block; see Fig 2.1C), we used a linear decoder. Specifically,
we adopted logistic regression and predicted whether a model input had
been a real or an average image based on the block’s activations on a held-
out test set (see Methods). Our results show that this can be done almost
perfectly for the easier tasks across all model blocks and global gain states
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(see Fig 2.5A for examples). Furthermore, it became clear that task diffi-
culty as well as global gain state modulated decoding accuracy across all
model blocks (see Fig A.3A). In contrast, mean activations did not con-
tain such modulations of task difficulty and were only driven by changes
in global gain resulting in an overall increase in activation (see Fig A.3B).

To understand how the decoding-gain profiles may be linked to the
shift in optimal performance across task difficulty, we performed two
complementary analyses. First, we identified the peak global gain state
linked to the best decoding performance across model blocks (see Fig
2.5C and D). This analysis indicated how the individual blocks respond
to global gain changes depending on task difficulty. Second, we analyzed
which model blocks were most informative overall for different levels of
perceptual difficulty and global gain (see Fig 2.5E). This analysis estab-
lished the relative importance of different model blocks for performing
tasks of varying difficulty and showed how their representations were
changed by global gain.

The first analysis indicated that, in line with the performance data (Fig
2.3C), easy task information tended to be best decodable at high gain
states, whereas difficult task information was best decoded at medium
gain states for most blocks (see Fig 2.5D). Furthermore, comparing across
blocks by aggregating across perceptual difficulties, showed that the global
gain state associated with peak decoding was higher for early blocks than
later blocks, which exhibited peak decoding at more medium global gain
states (Fig 2.5C). In addition to these general trends, inspecting the global
gain states linked to peak decoding performance across task difficul-
ties also indicated an interaction with model depth: Whereas easy tasks
showed a negative linear link between model block and peak gain state,
this relationship flattened out with increasing perceptual difficulty (see
Fig 2.5D). These findings suggests that later network blocks contained
most task-relevant information at medium global gain states, while early
network blocks best represented task information at high gain states, in
particular for easier tasks.

These results are corroborated by an analysis, which assessed the rela-
tive importance of these blocks and showed that in amedium, that is, neu-
tral global gain state (middle panel, Fig 2.5E), most tasks were best solved
relying on information of later network blocks (blocks 5-6). While this
also applied to easier tasks, such tasks were also equally well solved based
on information of either much earlier (i.e., block 2, circles) or later model
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Figure 2.5 Global gain differentially affects the representational quality along
the model hierarchy.
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Figure 2.5 (A) Mean linear decoding accuracy recorded after the last activation func-
tion in a given ResNet block across model instances and shown as a function of per-
ceptual difficulty and global gain (for an overview of all blocks, see Fig A.3A). The
shaded areas depict the 95% CI across model instances. (B) Analogous to the be-
havioral analysis, we here identified the global gain state linked to the best decoding
accuracy.(C) Model blocks feature most decodable task-relevant information at differ-
ent global gain states across the hierarchy. The decoding peak refers to the median
global gain values linked to the best decoding accuracy across model instances. To
obtain an estimate per ResNet block, we averaged these values across perceptual
difficulties (shown in D). As in Fig 2.3C-D and 4C, the dotted line refers to the neutral
gain states and the error bars describe the 95% CI across model instances. The top
part of the Fig is a schematic of the DCNN architecture shown in Fig 2.1 in more de-
tail. Since the easiest tasks (6 and 20 images/average image) were solved almost at
ceiling performance across all evaluated blocks and irrespective of global gain state,
the peak estimation was unreliable, and we thus excluded it from this analysis (see Fig
A.3A). (D) The global gain level associated with peak decoding for each model block
and perceptual difficulty level separately. This panel shows that easy task information
tended to be best decodable at high gain states in early network blocks, whereas diffi-
cult task information was best decoded at medium gain states and later model blocks.
(E) Global gain states change the location of the most informative model blocks de-
pending on task difficulty. We identified the model block holding the most decodable
task-relevant information for every level of task difficulty and global gain state (see Fig
A.4 for all results). The error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval across model
instances. If multiple blocks featured the same best decoding, both the first (circles)
and last (diamonds) model blocks are displayed. The link between perceptual difficulty
and the most informative model blocks is markedly changed for difficult tasks by global
gain changes.

blocks (i.e., block 8, diamonds). Thus, information used for solving easy
tasks was spread out along the model hierarchy, whereas for challenging
tasks, such information was limited to a small subset of blocks. Interest-
ingly, when global gain changes were applied to the network, this pattern
mainly changed for the difficult tasks (left and right panel, Fig 2.5E): for
both low and high global gain states, the most informative block was no
longer located late in the hierarchy (block 5-6) but instead markedly ear-
lier (block 2 & 3). This suggests that later model blocks were no longer
as informative for solving difficult tasks when put in these altered global
gain states. In contrast, the easier the task, the less global gain changes
appeared to modulate the location of the most informative block along
the model’s hierarchy.
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Taken together, we found that different stages of hierarchical pro-
cessing were associated with different optimal global gain states for en-
coding task-relevant information and that the relevance of these stages
was strongly modulated by perceptual difficulty. While global gain states
facilitated sensory encoding in early network blocks at high gain states,
late network blocks contained most task-relevant sensory information at
medium gain states, that performance on perceptually difficult tasksmore
strongly depended on than performance on easy tasks.

Task difficulty differentially engages model features across the
model hierarchy

In the last analysis, we have shown that also decodable information is as-
sociated with different optimal global gain states across perceptual diffi-
culties. Crucially, this link varied along the model hierarchy. This ob-
servation begs the question whether this linearly decodable information
is actually used during network performance. After all, during training,
the network learns a set of non-linear transformations on this information
and is therefore not limited to linear decoding for performing on this task.
To address this question, we devised a causalmanipulation that allowed us
to selectively reduce the contribution of eachmodel block to the network’s
performance. In particular, we took advantage of the architecture of our
model that has two main branches, one for maintaining and one for pro-
cessing information (see Fig 2.6A). By interfering with the information
in the processing branch, we were able to inspect the performance-gain
profiles with normal and disrupted block function. Like this, we could
assess whether feature information in early blocks during higher global
gain states is associated with improved performance on easy tasks, as well
as whether feature information in later network blocks during medium
global gain states benefits model performance on difficult tasks. In brief,
we find that indeed early network blocks are the main driver behind op-
timal performance during high global gain states for easy tasks. Further-
more, this analysis makes it evident that the difficult tasks particularly
rely on late network features for performance, which biases them towards
medium global gain states in contrast to easy tasks.

Selectively controlling the contribution of a model block to the over-
all performance is a challenging problem, since the functioning of a net-
work block depends on the activation distributions of the preceding net-
work blocks. To address this, we developed the spatial scramblingmethod
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(see Fig 2.6A). This approach selectively perturbs the information for
a given block, but maintains its activation distributions. As a result,
this model block’s features contribute less effectively to performance and
the remaining, unaffected blocks will consequently dominate the model’s
performance (see Methods for an in-depth description of spatial scram-
bling). Importantly, spatial scrambling led to a relative reweighting of
feature contributions to performance. That is, under all circumstances,
all network blocks were still affecting performance, but features that were
scrambled were less informative and thus exerted less influence on the
performance-gain profile. We leveraged this principle to dissect the net-
work’s performance, and determine how the features along the model
hierarchy differentially contributed to performance of easy and difficult
tasks. Specifically, we either increasingly added spatial scrambling from
the top to the bottom of the network, thereby making the network more
and more reliant on feature information contained in the early blocks or
we applied it from the bottom to the top of the network, so that late net-
work features drove performance (see Fig 2.6A).

Our results so far suggest that high global gain states benefit sensory
processing in early blocks. Therefore, we expected that increasingly dis-
rupting late network function (Late to early), i.e., assigning more weight
to earlier blocks, would lead to a right-ward shift in the performance-gain
profiles. That is, we expected to find the best performance during higher
global gain states in this case, since early features are encoded well during
high global gain states. Fig 2.6B shows that this expectation was met for
both perceptually difficult and easy tasks. In particular, we observed that
greater reliance on processing in early network blocks led to peak perfor-
mance at higher global gain states (see Fig 2.5C, Late to early). Notably,
this resulted in very high global gain states compared to the baseline net-
work (see Fig 2.6B and C). Across both task difficulty conditions, peak
performance shifted to the highest global gain states if almost all late net-
work features were scrambled. These findings suggest that higher global
gain states may facilitate network performance by enhancing feature con-
tent in early network blocks. Beyond this general effect, there was also a
difference between task difficulty conditions: As perceptually easy tasks
relied more on sensory processing in early network blocks than perceptu-
ally difficult tasks, scrambling late network blocks had less of an effect on
performance on easy tasks, as shown in Fig 2.6B.

In the absence of spatial scrambling, we observed that in contrast
to easy tasks, the network’s performance on difficult tasks was best at
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Figure 2.6 Task difficulty differentially engages model features across the hier-
archy, leading to differences in optimal global gain state in performance.
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Figure 2.6 (A) Spatial scrambling was used to control the contribution of the different
model blocks to performance. Spatial scrambling spatially randomizes the activations
within a predefined proportion of feature maps in a given model block. This manipu-
lation was either applied starting from late blocks and then progressing to early model
blocks or it was first applied to early blocks and then it progressed to later network
blocks. Crucially, after a block is scrambled its informative contribution to the model’s
performance is strongly reduced (see Methods for an explanation). (B) Starting at later
blocks and successively scrambling earlier blocks reveals a pronounced right-ward
shift in the performance-gain profiles for both task difficulties. The grey line depicts
the performance-gain profile for the baseline network (without any spatial scrambling).
Shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals across repetitions. (C) Determin-
ing the global gain states linked to the best performance across different scrambling
states of the model shows that in particular the scrambling of later blocks leads to a
shift towards higher global gain states for the best performance. The x-axis shows the
progression from few to many blocks being scrambled, and in this case, starting from
late and progressing to earlier blocks (as is also indicated by the color legend in B).
(D) In contrast, first scrambling early blocks had little effect on the global gain state
linked to peak performance. This only changed for the difficult task once late blocks
were scrambled, which resulted in peak performance being again associated to higher
global gain states (as in C). This indicates that while these later network blocks are
deployed during recognition, the model operates best overall at medium gain states,
since later network blocks operate best at medium global gain states. The x-axis is as
in (C) but now progressing from early to later network blocks.

medium global gain states (Fig 2.3). As we found optimal decoding of
task-relevant information in later blocks at medium global gain states
for difficult tasks (Fig 2.5), we expected that first scrambling early blocks
would not substantially affect the relationship between gain and perfor-
mance on difficult tasks until scrambling also included later blocks. Here
we assumed that in particular these later network features determine the
performance-gain profile, since these features are specifically linked to
high performance at medium global gain states. To test this, we next
scrambled the network blocks increasingly from early to late blocks (see
Fig 2.6C, Early to late). Indeed, the global gain state associated with the
best performance remained relatively stable and visibly lower compared
to the early-to-late condition for both task difficulty levels (see Fig A.6 for
performance-gain profiles). Only once also the very last network features
were affected (block 7 and 8), there was a notable increase towards higher
gain states for peak performance on the difficult task. This finding indi-
cates that in particular information contained in block 6was important for
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this task, biasing the performance-gain profile towards lower global gain
states. This conclusion is also in line with the decoding result suggesting
block 5-6 to holdmost task-relevant information for difficult tasks. Taken
together, we find that sensory processing in later network blocks is more
critical for solving perceptually difficult tasks and thatmediumglobal gain
states facilitate later processing and hence performance on difficult tasks.
In contrast, easy tasks rely more on sensory processing in early blocks,
which operate better at higher global gain states.

Taken together, these findings indicate that the effects of arousal states
on sensory processing can explain at least in part the effects of arousal
state on perceptual performance as a function of task difficulty, com-
monly referred to as the Yerkes-Dodson effect. More concretely, global
gain level may differentially affect computational features across model
depth, which, depending on the level of global gain and task difficulty,
benefits performance on some tasks, but impairs performance on other
tasks.

2.3 Discussion

Since the pioneering work by Yerkes and Dodson (Yerkes & Dodson,
1908), a large body of research has demonstrated the prominent role
of arousal, not just in sleep and wakefulness, but in task-related neu-
ral processing and performance (e.g., Stringer et al., 2019; Aston-Jones
& Cohen, 2005; McGinley, Vinck, et al., 2015; Poulet & Crochet, 2018;
Teigen, 1994). Yet, precisely how arousal states affect task performance,
and specifically, why high arousal states impair performance on difficult,
but not easy tasks, as reflected in the Yerkes-Dodson effect, is still un-
clear. We here capitalized on recent insights from neuroscience to model
the Yerkes-Dodson relationship, exploiting the unique ability of DCNNs
to systematically simulate the full range of possible arousal states while
performing a task. Traditionally viewed to reflect a modulation of per-
ceptual decision-making by the locus coeruleus (Aston-Jones & Cohen,
2005), we here show that we cannot only reproduce the Yerkes-Dodson
effect in our model by augmenting it with a global gain mechanism, but
also that sensory effects of arousal states are sufficient to account for the
Yerkes-Dodson effect. Investigating the inner workings of our model, we
show that different global gain states optimize sensory encoding of task-
relevant information at different stages of hierarchical processing thereby
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in particular affecting performance on tasks that more critically rely on
those stages of processing. That is, high global gain states facilitated early
model processing, thereby enhancing performance on perceptually easy
tasks, while intermediate global gain states facilitated late model process-
ing, enhancing performance on perceptually difficult tasks. Altogether,
we provide a new perspective on the long-standing question as to how
arousal can facilitate and impair task performance by highlighting the
complex interaction between arousal and hierarchical sensory processing.

DCNNs as promising avenue for modelling the effects of cortical
arousal

To our knowledge, this is the first large-scale simulation of the effect of
arousal state on visual processing. While other computational accounts
have described the effects of gain in small-scalemodels (Servan-Schreiber
et al., 1990; Usher et al., 1999), these could not address factors such as
perceptual task difficulty. Here we critically extend this work by directly
linking global gain to effects on perceptual performance using natural im-
ages and a task that varied parametrically in perceptual difficulty. As any
model, our model omits some crucial details such as the temporal signa-
ture of these effects typically used to delineate phasic from tonic arousal
effects in pupillometry (for a discussion, see Joshi & Gold, 2020), oscil-
latory signatures linked to synchronized and desynchronized states (Mc-
Cormick et al., 2020) or the diversity of effects in different cortical target
neurons (e.g., Vinck et al., 2015; Devilbiss & Waterhouse, 2011, 2004).
Yet, our findings provide a starting point for understanding the complex
interaction between a spatially unspecific neuromodulator such as nora-
drenaline and sensory processing. As apparent from our results, working
with such a model both affords an in-depth investigastion of model pro-
cessing (Fig 2.5) and more importantly, allows for directed causal ma-
nipulation (Fig 2.6). Our study highlights how this approach can ad-
vance our understanding, both by accounting for perceptual complexity
and by leveraging computational mechanisms derived from neural data.
Furthermore, our model also introduces state changes into the DCNN
modelling framework, thereby contributing to the effort to develop com-
putational models approximating the computations in the ventral visual
stream and beyond (Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016). While current efforts are
mainly directed at describing trial-averaged performance (Rajalingham
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et al., 2018) and neural data (Schrimpf et al., 2020), this approach may
overlook both the computational mechanisms and effects of interindivid-
ual state changes (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; McCormick et al., 2020;
Waschke et al., 2021; Yu & Dayan, 2005). For instance, our results reveal
how changes in global gain effectively reconfigure computational features
and thereby dramatically changemodel performance. This reweighting of
computational features as a function of global gain state may be a strat-
egy that could also subserve visual processing in the brain, benefitting
some visual tasks, while hampering others, as we have shown here. How-
ever, while there is a growing body of evidence for arousal effects on sen-
sory processing in mice (McGinley, David, et al., 2015; Neske et al., 2019;
Reimer et al., 2014, 2016; Stringer et al., 2019; Vinck et al., 2015), non-
human primates (Cowley et al., 2020; Engel et al., 2016) and humans
(Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2018; Podvalny et al., 2021, 2019), to our knowl-
edge, it is still unclear how arousal state impacts higher visual cortices es-
sential for object recognition and how those effects may be dependent on
the visual task at hand. Future studies should also examine how specif-
ically information is differentially propagated throughout the hierarchy
as result of global gain changes, for example, by studying the interaction
between global gain changes and computational circuits, such as ResNet
blocks, in smaller-scale models. They should also extend our findings to
other architectures to ensure that our findings generalize beyond ResNet
architectures. We hope that our model will serve as an important step-
pingstone for experimentally and theoretically investigating how global
state changes, such as arousal, affect sensory processing and perception.

Link between the model’s global gain states and biological
arousal states

We could investigate the effect of arousal state across a wide range of
arousal states allowing us to carefully describe the performance-gain pro-
files associated with different task difficulties. While not all gain values
examined here are biologically plausible, it was our goal to also describe
the tails of the distributions that are usually not accessible experimen-
tally. A biological system bound to homeostasis likely never visits such
extreme arousal states. The decay in performance on easy tasks observed
for the highest gain states is therefore likely not commonly observed in
biological systems and in practice may more resemble a continuous in-
crease as has been also suggested by others (Faller et al., 2019; Waschke
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et al., 2019). Moreover, using our parametric perceptual task, we did find
that the performance-gain profiles observed as a function of perceptual
difficulty in fact lie on a continuum (see Fig 2.3). Thus, one may expect
to find a shift in peak performance while varying arousal and perceptual
difficulty. Importantly, our data also suggests that most variation across
levels of task difficulty is expected to be observed at high arousal states.
Future behavioral studies adopting a continuous perceptual difficulty ma-
nipulation across a wide range of arousal states will be key in testing our
predictions.

DCNNs with global gain reproduce key behavioral signatures
linked to arousal states

In addition to the Yerkes-Dodson effect, our model also replicates a num-
ber of other recent findings from studies that assessed arousal state by
measuring pupil size before or during stimulus processing (Reimer et al.,
2014, 2016). In line with our model, across many studies, the highest per-
ceptual sensitivity has repeatedly been linked tomedium arousal states for
both visual and auditory tasks in mice and humans (McGinley, David, et
al., 2015; Neske et al., 2019; Podvalny et al., 2021; Waschke et al., 2019).
All of these tasks were challenging and linked to the characteristic in-
verted U-shape across sensitivities. Crucially, this connects our model to
a larger framework in which arousal regulates the efficiency of informa-
tion processing (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Engel et al., 2016; Gelbard-
Sagiv et al., 2018; Mather et al., 2016; McGinley, Vinck, et al., 2015; but
see Cowley et al., 2020).

DCNNs as a model for visual processing and perceptual
difficulty

We here found that the Yerkes-Dodson effect in our model could only
be observed when manipulating perceptual difficulty, whereas our model
was insensitive to another manipulation of task difficulty (i.e., number of
answer options). This finding may seem at odds with perspectives linking
the Yerkes-Dodson effect to manipulations of task difficulty more gener-
ally (e.g., Diamond et al., 2007; Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Broadhurst,
1959; Hanoch & Vitouch, 2004; Teigen, 1994). Yet, there is long-standing
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debate aboutwhat the terms (emotional) arousal and task difficulty specif-
ically denote, and both have been repeatedly criticized for their vague-
ness (Broadhurst, 1959; Hanoch & Vitouch, 2004; Teigen, 1994). Indeed,
recent studies on this topic relied mostly on difficulty manipulations in
the perceptual domain (Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2018; McGinley, David, et
al., 2015; Podvalny et al., 2021, 2019; van Kempen et al., 2019). Our re-
sults add to this body of work by suggesting that the interaction between
arousal state and task difficultymay be selective to the perceptual domain.
However, to firmly conclude this, these observations should be extended
to other tasks and difficulty manipulations in future studies.

The Yerkes-Dodson effect was initially observed with a black and
white visual discrimination task and task difficulty was manipulated by
varying ambient light during a learning task (Broadhurst, 1957; Yerkes &
Dodson, 1908). For the current study, we chose a manipulation of task
difficulty that mimicked those of more recent studies (Gelbard-Sagiv et
al., 2018; McGinley, David, et al., 2015; Neske et al., 2019; Podvalny et al.,
2021, 2019), which varied the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of target stim-
uli, with tasks with a higher SNR considered easier. In those studies, the
SNR is usually increased by varying the target’s intensity, for instance, its
contrast. While our approach of averaging a different number of images
(see Fig 2.2) also varies the SNR, we did not vary the images’ contrast, and
this may be an important avenue for follow-up experiments. In a similar
vein, many different stimuli have been used for studying the effects of
arousal state on perceptual processing: Some studies also used natural-
istic stimuli as targets (Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2018; Podvalny et al., 2021,
2019), as we did here, whereas others used more artificial stimuli such as
Gabor patches (Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2018), moving dots (van Kempen et
al., 2019), drifting square-wave gratings (Neske et al., 2019) or pure tones
(McGinley, David, et al., 2015) as target stimuli. Our observation of an in-
teraction between global gain state, perceptual difficulty, and the model’s
processing hierarchy predicts that tasks that rely on feature distinctions
of varying complexity should also have a different relationship to arousal
state. Importantly, the current modelling framework makes it possible
to assess the interaction between stimuli, task difficulty and arousal state
more systematically in future studies.

With our work we do not wish to suggest that our model can serve
as a model for the brain as a whole, since DCNNs largely capture pro-
cessing in the visual ventral stream (Eickenberg et al., 2017; Güçlü & van
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Gerven, 2017; Khaligh-Razavi & Kriegeskorte, 2014; Kubilius et al., 2018;
Schrimpf et al., 2020; Yamins et al., 2014). Thus, our study should be inter-
preted as aminimal model for reproducing the Yerkes-Dodson effect, and
we cannot exclude that other task factors, which mainly engage other cor-
tical areas, would not produce or contribute to a similar pattern of results.
Rather, our findings are a proof of principle of the complex interactions
arising from the combination of global neuro-modulatory signals such as
noradrenaline and hierarchical sensory processing.

Indeed, another indication for the fact that our model may have
specifically captured more initial stages of perceptual decision-making is
suggested by our observation of a continuous decrease in criterion with
increasing global gain for all task difficulty levels, related to continuous
increases in both hit and false alarm rates with increasing gain (Fig A.1).
This finding contrasts with a study by McGinley and colleagues (McGin-
ley, David, et al., 2015) in mice that found a decrease in hit rate during
high arousal states and correspondingly, a U-shaped link between the
mice’s criterion and arousal state. Our model does not reproduce this
decrease in hit rate during high arousal states, suggesting that it may not
well capture all stages of perceptual decision-making. Being a model for
visual processing, it is not designed tomimic processes linked to other as-
pects of decision-making, such as flexibly criterion setting or behavioral
strategy (e.g., Murphy et al., 2016; Yu & Dayan, 2005). Notably, a disso-
ciation between perceptual and other aspects of decision-making is sup-
ported by a number of recent studies, which attribute a reduction in choice
bias to phasic arousal and computations in the brain stem arousal systems
and prefrontal cortices (de Gee et al., 2014, 2017, 2020). Nonetheless, our
model provides a promising starting point for also modelling these more
complex aspects of decision-making.

Concluding remarks

To conclude, our results suggest that DCNNs with a global gain mecha-
nism can serve as a computational model of the sensory effects of cortical
arousal. We here showcased how such a model can capture the behavioral
signatures linked to arousal states across species as well as provide mech-
anistic insights, thereby providing a new account of the Yerkes-Dodson
effect. Our results also illustrate the value of neuroscience-inspired com-
puter vision algorithms in the study of brain-behavior relationships by re-
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vealing the complex interplay between global gain effects and hierarchical
sensory processing.

2.4 Methods

We modelled cortical arousal by augmenting a DCNN with a global gain
mechanism (see Model and Global gain mechanism) and tested it on two
tasks (see Tasks). In addition, we also investigated effects on processing by
both assessing the model’s decodable task information and its activations
(see Block information & activations) and disrupting its processing (see
Model disruption – Spatial Scrambling).

Model

As a base architecture for our DCNN, we adopted a first generation
ResNet18 (He et al., 2015) that was trainedwith a sigmoidal-like activation
function (Zambrano et al., 2018) on the ImageNet database (Russakovsky
et al., 2015) and achieved a top-1 accuracy of 64.04% on the validation set.
Commonly, DCNNs use a rectified linear unit (ReLU) as activation func-
tion and due to the use of this alternative activation function, performance
was slightly lower than models trained with ReLU (typically around ca.
69%). While we preferred to use a sigmoidal-like transfer function for all
the main experiments because of its saturating property (see Fig 2.1A),
akin to biological neurons at extreme values (Naka & Rushton, 1966), we
also replicated the perceptual performance experiments (Fig 2.2) with a
ReLU activation function. For this we used a pretrained ResNet18 model
retrieved from (Iakubovskii, n.d.) with a top-1 accuracy of 68.24%.

Global gain mechanism

Arousal has been linked to increases in firing rates in early visual cortex
in response to sensory stimulation, that is, to increases in sensory gain,
(e.g., Vinck et al., 2015). These increases in gain were suggested to be a
result of a global release of noradrenaline (in conjunction with other neu-
romodulators, McCormick et al., 2020), making them spatially unspecific
(Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; McCormick et al., 2020; McGinley, Vinck,
et al., 2015; Poulet & Crochet, 2018; Sara, 2009).

Building on prior modelling work (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990;
Usher et al., 1999), we here simulate such global gain increases in our
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DCNN by scaling all activation functions with a single global gain pa-
rameter δ. For the sigmoidal-like transfer function, this results in:

f(S) = δ max

0,
h

exp
(

c1S+c2
c3S+c4

)
− 1

− c0 + h
2


where f (S) describes the outgoing activation and S is the incoming

activation. The second part of the equation describes the sigmoidal-like
properties of the activation function where the constants h, c0, c1, c2, c3
and c4 were derived from a spiking neuron model, capturing the mapping
between the incoming current and the average postsynaptic potential over
infinite time steps (Zambrano et al., 2018). Note that an activation func-
tion according to this formulation is relatively comparable to a ReLU for
small values but exhibits large differences for large input values due to its
sigmoidal-like saturation (see Fig A.2 for a visual comparison).

For a model with ReLU activation function, global gain δ also simply
scales the activation function:

f (S) = δ (0, S)

For both models, global gain δ targeted all activation functions in the
model, thereby increasing or reducing response gain everywhere simulta-
neously.

Tasks

Parametric perceptual difficulty task

The Yerkes-Dodson effect — the relationship between arousal level and
performance as a function of task difficulty — is commonly studied by
manipulating sensory difficulty (Broadhurst, 1957; McGinley, David, et
al., 2015; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). To recreate an analogous situation for
our model, we developed a task in which we could parametrically manip-
ulate the visual complexity required to solve a binary discrimination task.
This task required the model to distinguish a real image from an average
image, an image that was created by averaging over different numbers of
scene images. That is, an average image could either be based on only 1.25
images (average of a normal image and another image with an alpha level
of 25%), which rendered it very similar to a real image and thus perceptu-
ally difficult to distinguish from a real natural scene image, or it could be
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based on averaging over up to 40 images, making the average image very
dissimilar from a natural scene and thus the discrimination task easier
(see Fig 2.2B for examples). The average images were constructed from
a separate set of images than those used as real images, thereby avoiding
overlap in image features. All images were taken from a dataset consisting
of street scenes, described here in Chapter 3.

For every level of perceptual difficulty, a separate sigmoidal output
node of the DCNN was fine-tuned, while the rest of the weights were kept
unchanged and the global gain parameter was set to 1. The respective
models were fine-tuned for 50 epochs on 6040 training images and vali-
dated using 2592 images, each containing 50% natural scenes for 10 net-
work instances. The data shown in Fig 2.3 for a global gain of 1 show the
performance of these models on the held-out test set (2159 images). To
construct the performance-gain profiles depicted in Fig 2.3, the same test
set was evaluated using the same fine-tuned DCNNs.

For evaluating the signal detection properties, we calculated d and the
criterion as follows:

d = z( hits
hits + misses

) − z( FA
FA + CR

)

criterion = −0.5(z( hits
hits + misses

) + z( FA
FA + CR

),

where z corresponds to a z-transform and FA to false alarms and CR to
correct rejections.

Visual search with a varying number of options

To assess how the results from the parametric perceptual difficulty task
generalized to other scenarios, we also tested the model on a visual search
task across two scene contexts in which we varied the number of answer
options. The benefit of this was two-fold. First, we could test how our
the DCNN responds to another factor of task difficulty, with an eight-way
classification being more difficult than a two-way classification. Secondly,
we could assess whether we would also observe an inverted U-shaped
gain-performance profile for visual search, a perceptually difficult task.
We tested the DCNN across two search contexts (street scenes and food
scenes). These datasets were curated to be challenging for visual search,
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while reducing other informative features such as the background (for a
detailed description, see Chapter 3).

We fine-tuned an output layer with sigmoid nodes separately for each
number of answer options (2, 4, 8 categories), while keeping the remain-
ing model weights unchanged. The models were trained on multi-label
images for 75 epochs and tested on single-label images. To reduce the
number of answer options, but prevent differences between the different
answer option conditions in categories included, we randomly sampled
with replacement from the 8 categories over 20 iterations thus providing
us with the depicted standard deviation in Fig 2.4 for the conditions 2 and
4.

Block information

We examined the effects of global gain on model block information to
determine how our manipulation of arousal, at the level of sensory pro-
cessing, may have affected performance as a function of perceptual dif-
ficulty. To assess the amount of task-related information that is linearly
decodable, we used a logistic regression classifier. In particular, we used
this decoding approach on the activations from the last activation layer
in each ResNet block, thus just before the residual and skip connections
split. We ran 5 iterations with randomly drawn training and test datasets
of 1000 images each for every combination of level of perceptual difficulty
and gain value. For the logistic regression, we used the standard parame-
ters as implemented in the scikit-learn package (Pedregosa, 2011).

Block activation

Next to examining effects of global gain on block information, we also
examined gain effects on task-related activation. To obtain a measure of
activation along the hierarchy of the model, we recorded the mean acti-
vation across all dimensions for the test set used in Fig 2.3 for varying
degrees of global gain and perceptual difficulty for all trained model in-
stances in the same layers as included in the decoding analyses.

Model disruption – Spatial scrambling

To manipulate the model’s processing, we developed a method to selec-
tively reduce the contribution of a given block to themodel’s performance,
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named spatial scrambling (Fig 2.6A). In particular, we leveraged the or-
ganizational principle of ResNet blocks, consisting of a residual and a
skip branch (see Fig 2.6A), where the residual branch contains the ma-
jority of the additional task-relevant features extracted for a given block
(in the convolutional layers). In a functioning ResNet, the features from
the residual branch are added back to the skip branch, which did not
undergo this extra computational step. The information transmitted via
the skip connection is thus identical to the model activations before they
entered the residual branch (see Fig 2.6A). Spatial scrambling interferes
with these residual branch features to effectively reduce their contribu-
tion to the model’s performance. Specifically, we spatially scrambled the
feature maps and did so with an increasing proportion of all feature maps.
Thereby spatial scrambling maintained the distributional statistics within
a feature map (in contrast to other methods such as Dropout (Hinton
et al., 2012) or lesioning), but interfered with the information contained
therein.

By increasing the proportion of randomly chosen feature maps af-
fected by spatial scrambling while probing the network for its perfor-
mance, it is possible to estimate how robust the network is to thesemanip-
ulations while at a neutral gain of 1. This is illustrated in Fig A.5, which
shows how performance drops as a function of features maps being tar-
geted by spatial scrambling (importance curves). The gradual decay of
these curves informs about the relative relevance of these model features
for performance. For instance, a model’s block importance curve that
quickly falls off as a function of an increased proportion indicates that this
feature was relatively essential to the model’s overall performance. For
the main experiments in which we also varied global gain, we determined
the proportion of randomly chosen feature maps at which a model block
dropped to 20% of its possible contribution to network performance (dots
in Fig A.5). This ensured that applying spatial scrambling to every tar-
geted ResNet block had approximately the same relative impact on model
performance.

In a next step, we used this approach to dissect which part of the
model most strongly drove the performance-gain profiles to be best at
medium or heightened global gain states. For this analysis, we only ap-
plied the same spatial scrambling rate identified based on the importance
curves for every block but changed the global gain of themodel. In partic-
ular, we were interested to dissociate the relative influence of early versus
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later network blocks on the performance-gain profiles. To this end, we
either gradually disrupted later model blocks first and successively added
earlier model blocks or the other way around, thereby reducing the in-
formational value for performance of later or earlier blocks respectively.
Doing this for different task difficulties then allowed us to inspect the
performance-gain profiles as a function of disrupted early or later net-
work block function. Note that spatially scrambling e.g., earlier blocks
likely also affects the information contained at later blocks. Hence, this
manipulation provides an indication of the relative importance of early
vs. late blocks on performance-gain profiles but does not allow to deter-
mine the absolute importance of any block since all blocks simultaneously
affect the performance-gain profile. All spatial scrambling experiments
were repeated ten times on the same set of training weights.
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Chapter 3

Leveraging spiking deep neural
networks to understand the neural
mechanisms underlying selective

attention

This chapter has been published as: Sörensen, L. K. A., Zambrano, D., Slagter,
H. A., Bohté, S. M., & Scholte, H. S. (2022). Leveraging spiking deep neural
networks to understand the neural mechanisms underlying selective attention.
Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 34(4), 655-674.
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Abstract Spatial attention enhances sensory processing of goal-
relevant information and improves perceptual sensitivity. Yet, the specific
neural mechanisms underlying the effects of spatial attention on perfor-
mance are still contested. Here, we examine different attention mecha-
nisms in spiking deep convolutional neural networks. We directly con-
trast effects of precision (internal noise suppression) and two different
gainmodulationmechanisms on performance on a visual search taskwith
complex real-world images. Unlike standard artificial neurons, biological
neurons have saturating activation functions, permitting implementation
of attentional gain as gain on a neuron’s input or on its outgoing connec-
tion. We show that modulating the connection is most effective in se-
lectively enhancing information processing by redistributing spiking ac-
tivity, and by introducing additional task-relevant information, as shown
by representational similarity analyses. Precision only produced minor
attentional effects in performance. Our results, which mirror empirical
findings, show that it is possible to adjudicate between attention mecha-
nisms using more biologically realistic models and natural stimuli.
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3.1 Introduction

Spatial attention is crucial for goal-directed behaviour in many everyday
life situations in which one needs to dynamically prioritize processing of
information at certain locations in the environment, such as when cross-
ing the street. Spatial attention is generally thought to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio of activity in sensory regions representing the attended lo-
cation. Yet, currently, there are several proposals on how this could be
implemented. Some theories propose that spatial attention selectively
amplifies the neural signal by changing a neuron’s gain (e.g., Reynolds
& Heeger, 2009; Martínez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004), while others posit
that spatial attention increases the reliability or precision of processing,
thereby emphasizing noise reduction rather than signal amplification as a
key mechanism underlying attention’s effects (Feldman & Friston, 2010;
Parr & Friston, 2017; Yu & Dayan, 2005). Computational models may
allow for arbitration between these different ideas, yet existing models ei-
ther examined attentional mechanisms in simplified sensory conditions
(Feldman & Friston, 2010; Yu & Dayan, 2005) or were not developed to
predict changes in performance (e.g., Rothenstein & Tsotsos, 2014; Beuth
& Hamker, 2015; Ma et al., 2006; Reynolds & Heeger, 2009). As a result,
it remains unclear how spatial attention may facilitate the processing of
task-relevant information and thereby performance in more naturalistic
settings: through gain modulation, precision modulation (internal noise
suppression) or a combination of both.

Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) are a way to close this
gap in knowledge by linking changes in processing to performance in a
fully controlled, yet statistically rich setting (Kietzmann, McClure, et al.,
2019; Richards et al., 2019; Scholte, 2018; Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016). In-
triguingly, these networks not only parallel human performance on some
object recognition tasks (Van Rullen, 2017), but they also feature pro-
cessing characteristics that bear a lot of resemblance to the visual ventral
stream in primates (Eickenberg et al., 2017; Güçlü & van Gerven, 2015;
Khaligh-Razavi & Kriegeskorte, 2014; Kubilius et al., 2018; Schrimpf et
al., 2020; Yamins et al., 2014). Leveraging this link between processing
and performance has already enhanced insight into the potential mecha-
nisms underlying shape perception (Kubilius et al., 2016), scene segmen-
tation (Seijdel, Tsakmakidis, et al., 2020) and the role of recurrence dur-
ing object recognition (Kar et al., 2019; Kietzmann, Spoerer, et al., 2019).
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DCNNs thus provide a promising avenue for systematically investigating
how different attentionmechanismsmaymodulate neural processing and
thereby, performance.

Here we use a recently developed class of networks, spiking deep con-
volutional neural networks (sDCNNs, Zambrano et al., 2018), that com-
bine state-of-the-art performance with biologically inspired processing to
arbitrate between different proposals of how selective attention may be
neurally implemented. Findings from recent studies using DCNNs sug-
gest that changing a neuron’s gain is a viable way to implement selective
processing in DCNNs (Lindsay & Miller, 2018; Luo et al., 2020; for a re-
view, see Lindsay, 2020). Yet, these studies did not directly contrast differ-
ent possible attention mechanisms. Spiking DCNNs as used here provide
important additional constraints that can be used to evaluate the feasi-
bility of different mechanisms. Due to their integrated neuron models,
information is passed through these networks in temporal spike trains.
This makes it possible to measure firing rates, examine population infor-
mation, and estimate neural latencies and detection times in the network’s
output, and then to compare the effects on these measures of different
manipulations in relation to findings from neuroscientific studies of at-
tention.

sDCNNs provide two additional advantages compared to DCNNs for
studying the mechanisms underlying selective attention. First, due to the
neuron models that replace the activation functions used in DCNNs, sD-
CNN have a more realistic activation regime throughout the network.
Commonly, DCNNs use a rectified linear units (ReLU, Nair & Hinton,
2010), while sensory neurons feature an activation that ismore sigmoidal-
like (e.g., Dayan & Abbott, 2001) and that saturates at high values (Naka
& Rushton, 1966). This distinction becomes important when applying
multiplicative gain: While for ReLUs there is no difference between the
modulation of the in- or output, for sigmoidal activation functions there
is a marked asymmetry, which either leads to input or response gain pro-
files (Ayaz & Chance, 2009; Martínez-Trujillo & Treue, 2002; Reynolds &
Heeger, 2009). To understand how selective attention may modulate the
gain of neurons, this is a crucial feature that can also help to further situ-
ate the findings of earlier DCNN studies using ReLUs (Lindsay & Miller,
2018; Luo et al., 2020).

Second, sDCNNs feature task-unrelated noise due to their signal
transmission properties after spiking conversion. In the brain, neural in-
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formation transmission also incurs task-unrelated noise for similar rea-
sons (e.g., Allen & Stevens, 1994), which may also affect perceptual per-
formance (Wyart et al., 2012). One can conceive that a gain modulation
might boost not only the signal during processing but also the noise and
can thus have detrimental effects depending on the signal-to-noise ratio.
Therefore, having a model that also has task-unrelated noise is crucial for
understanding how different attention mechanisms may affect and inter-
act with this signal-to-noise ratio.

In the current study, we capitalized on these properties of sDCNNs
to examine how attentional modulation of neural activity may enhance
performance. Specifically, we directly compared effects of three kinds of
attention mechanisms on performance and network processing, namely:
input gain, connection gain and precision. To study the separate effects
of input and output gain modulations, exploiting the asymmetry in our
activation function, we applied gain to the incoming current of a spiking
unit (input gain, Fig 3.1A) or we applied gain to the outgoing spike train
of the spiking unit. The latter is equivalent to changing the connection
strength to the postsynaptic unit (connection gain, Fig 3.1B). To model
precision, we implemented a mechanism that selectively modulates inter-
nal noise, i.e., does not change the gain (precision, Fig 3.1C). The effects
of these three attention mechanisms were evaluated in the same network
during a visual search task using real-world scene images with spatial cue-
ing. Leveraging the full observability of the networks, we also examined
the effects of the different attentionmechanisms onmarkers of attentional
processing derived from well-established empirical findings in primates,
including the magnitude of evoked potentials, firing rates and response
latency. In a final step, we systematically examined possible changes in
representational content (or the relative change in information present in
the network) caused by the three attention mechanisms using represen-
tational similarity analysis.

3.2 Methods

To directly compare the three different proposed attention mechanisms,
we implemented these different mechanisms into the same spiking deep
convolutional neural network architecture and assessed their effects on
processing and performance during a visual search task with spatial cues.
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3. Attention mechanisms in sDCNNs

Figure 3.1 Overview of the three implemented attention mechanisms: input
gain, connection gain, and precision. Here, the effects are illustrated in two ways:
based on the modulation of the spiking neuron’s processes (top three rows, see inset
for a schematic) and based on the activation function, the activity of a spiking neuron
over infinite time steps (bottom row). The first three rows show how an incoming current
(Ij) is converted into post-synaptic activation (Sj), which in turn leads to the neuron sur-
passing its firing threshold (ϑj) and to produce spikes at times tjs. This spike sequence
is then again transmitted via a weighted connection and integrated by the next neuron,
producing the postsynaptic activation Sk. (A) For input gain, attentional modulation
was implemented by multiplying the integrated current with a spatial weight and a gain
factor (Sj; top row). This modulation in turn affected all subsequent processes and ul-
timately led to a modulated firing rate (ϑj; second row) and a changed activation in the
next neuron (Sk; third row). Since this manipulation happened before the non-linear
process of spike generation, the amplification most strongly affected mid-range values
in the activation function (bottom row).
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Figure 3.1 (B) For connection gain, attentional modulation targeted the postsynaptic
weight thereby resulting in an increase of activation in the next neuron (Sk; third row) but
without changing the spike production (first & second row). In the activation function,
this resulted in slope changes, producing the largest modulations for the strongest
inputs (bottom row). (C) For precision, attention concurrently modulated the adaptation
speed mf and the post-synaptic weight. This changed the dynamic firing threshold (ϑj,
second row) and resulted in a change of precision by which the neuron is approximating
the input current. By also adjusting the post-synaptic weight, this led to a mechanism
that did not affect the mean value but only resulted in differences in the internal noise
over time (see modulations of Sk, third row). The same effect is also illustrated in
the width of the shaded areas of the activation function that varies across attention
conditions (bottom row).

Visual search task & dataset

As a first step, we curated a challenging visual search dataset that had a ho-
mogenous context, and could contain multiple target objects comparable
to naturalistic visual search. In particular, we used street scenes that could
contain eight possible target categories as stimuli. Furthermore, we used a
dataset with food scenes during model development and for exploratory
experiments. To obtain images with a set of potential target categories
sharing a context, we first curated these two datasets from the Common
Objects in Context database (COCO, Lin et al., 2014). To obtain a ho-
mogenous context, we quantified similarity in context as similarity in the
stuff-annotations of the COCO dataset (Caesar et al., 2016). Specifically,
we focused on the super categories from the stuff-annotations (total: 15,
e.g., wall, ceiling, sky, water) and defined a vector specifying the presence
for all these stuff-annotations for every image. From this, we computed
the Euclidean distance between different target category centres (average
of all individual vectors belonging to the same target category) so that
if a target category on average has the same stuff as another target cat-
egory, these would have a small distance in such a stuff space. Based on
this procedure, we identified a cluster with low distances in stuff-space for
street scenes that contained 12 categories (person, bicycle, car, motorcy-
cle, bus, truck, traffic light, fire hydrant, stop sign, parking meter, bench,
dog) and for food scenes containing 16 categories (bottle, wine glass, cup,
fork, knife, spoon, bowl, banana, apple, sandwich, orange, broccoli, car-
rot, pizza, donut, cake).

Next, these categories were further processed to select high-quality
images with only one recognizable instance of a specific target category
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present. This is necessary to make the spatial cue informative and advan-
tageous for performance, thus enabling us to quantify spatial cueing in the
model’s performance. For the street scenes, we selected images that had
a street stuff annotation, for the food scenes, there could be a table, cloth,
food-other, vegetable, salad, fruit, and/or napkin stuff annotation. For
both datasets, we selected images with target objects that were big enough
(> 0.05 % of the image), placed in a not too complex scene (spatial coher-
ence < 1.2 based on Scholte et al., 2009), were not too central (outside of a
radius of 5% from the image center) and salient enough (summed object
probability density fromDeepGaze II > 0.04, Kümmerer et al., 2016). This
resulted in 8 eligible target categories with at least approximately 50 im-
ages with a single target object (street scenes: person, bicycle, car, motor-
cycle, bus, truck, traffic light, fire hydrant, stop sign, parking meter; food
scenes: bottle, wine glass, cup, cutlery, bowl, sandwich, carrot, cake). To
obtain a sufficient number of images (around 50 images) for 8 categories
in the food dataset, we combined the categories knife, spoon and fork into
a single category of cutlery. The code for recreating these datasets is avail-
able online1. Due to the datasets’ license status, the final datasets will not
be shared publicly but can be requested directly from the authors.

To assess the efficacy of every attention mechanism, each model per-
formed the visual search task on the thus obtained single-target images
from the street dataset (Ntotal = 1628, 224x224 pixels, see Fig 3.2C for an
example). To quantify the effect of spatial cue validity, we defined a valid
spatial cue for every image based on the centre of mass of the target object
and an invalid cue pointing to an irrelevant location (Fig 3.2B & E). The
invalid locations were obtained by randomly sampling from a uniform
distribution that was constrained to the minimum and maximum values
observed for the valid cues (0.1 - 0.94 for the horizontal and 0.03 - 0.95
for the vertical extent of the image). This sampling process was repeated
until the invalid location was at least 0.5 of the image extent away from
the valid cue. The valid and invalid locations had on average a distance of
0.62 of the image extent. Due to imperfect COCO annotations, some im-
ages also featured two instances of the same target category. To quantify
the effect of the spatial bias introduced by the attention mechanisms, we
compared performance between a validly cued (centre of mass of a tar-
get object in the scene), an invalidly cued (an unrelated location) and an
uncued (neutral) processed dataset during most analyses.

1https://github.com/lynnsoerensen/SpatialAttention_sDCNN_2020
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Figure 3.2 The sDCNN and its naturalistic visual search performance as a func-
tion of spatial cueing. (A) An illustration of the ResNet18 architecture with spiking
layers depicted by blue frames. The network either takes only an image or also a spa-
tial cue as an input. We implemented the attention mechanisms only in the residual
branches of the network (filled blue frames in the lower branch of the network). The
output layer was a sigmoid activation function.
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Figure 3.2 (B) Illustration of the attention field centering on the cued location, where
yellow-coloured regions are allocated more spatial attention and blue coloured less
compared to baseline. (C) An example image from the curated dataset of street
scenes.(D) Per image and cued location, the sDCNN produces a prediction time course
indicating the presence of the eight target categories. An object is present once its pre-
diction exceeds the detection threshold at 0.5. The x-axis shows time relative to the
image onset. Passing information through the network takes approximately between
150 - 200 ms due to the spike generation. As a result, the first time points (-100 - 150
ms relative to the stimulus onset) show the biases in the network acquired during train-
ing and do not feature any information from the image yet. The left two panels show
the network predictions when it was biased by a spatial cue (left: towards the location
of the car, middle: away from the location of a car). The right most panel shows the
neutral predictions for the shown image in (C). (E) Summary of the cueing effects for
the car category for the predictions shown in (D). As can be seen, with a valid cue,
the network reports the presence of a car more reliably, while it misses the car with an
invalid cue. The example image used in B, C and E is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0.

Spiking deep convolutional neural networks (sDCNNs)

Training & Fine-tuning

We adopted a sDCNN to investigate how different attention mechanisms
shape processing and performance. In particular, we used a class of sD-
CNNs that are comparable to standard DCNNs in most aspects, such as
their object recognition performance and training on large-scale datasets.
One of the most important differences is that the standard ReLU activa-
tion function is replaced during training with one that captures the acti-
vation function of a biologically-inspired neuron model. Specifically, we
used a first generation ResNet18 architecture (Fig 3.1, He et al., 2015) in
which theReLUswere replacedwith such a customactivation function ap-
proximating a spiking neuron’s in- and output relationship, which takes
the form of a rectified sigmoid-like function. We converted the DCNN
to a sDCNN after training and did not directly train a sDCNN because
training spiking networks on these deep architectures is exceedingly time-
consuming. While it would be desirable to also train a sDCNN in its spik-
ing state, this approach allowed us to yield competitive performance and
at the same time still experiment with the properties of spiking neuron
models.

We used the network implementation by Zambrano et al. (2018) and
details and derivations of the activation function can be found there. As
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with standard DCNNs, the network was trained on the ImageNet dataset
(Russakovsky et al., 2015) with stochastic gradient descent (initial learn-
ing rate: 0.1withNesterovmomentumof 0.9, decay: 0.0001). The training
parameter choices closely followed He et al. (2015) (training augmenta-
tion: random cropping and horizontal flipping, test augmentation: cen-
ter crop). The learning rate was divided by 0.1 every 30 epochs. The final
model performed at 64.04% (Top-1 accuracy) on the ImageNet validation
set.

For the visual search task, the pre-trained network was fine-tuned on
the street dataset by replacing the last fully-connected layer by one with
8 units and a sigmoid activation function. All remaining layers and their
weights were kept unchanged. During finetuning, we used images with
more than one target object present, selected based on less stringent cri-
teria than the test images (only based on stuff-annontations) resulting in
8640 training and 2160 validation images. The less stringent criteria were
necessary to produce a version of the dataset that was large enough for
training. The newly added weights were optimized with a binary cross-
entropy loss, a learning rate of 0.0001 and an ADAM optimizer for 100
epochs. The final binary accuracy on themulti-object dataset was 88.74%.

Spiking inference

After training and fine-tuning, every activation function in the network
was replacedwith a layer of spiking neuronmodels that featuremembrane
potentials, adaptive thresholds and that emit temporal spike sequences
as outputs. This means that the trained weights were evaluated with a
spiking network that computes continuously over time, thus encoding its
activations in binary signals.

The spiking neuron models used here operated on a rate code, and
higher firing rates thus encoded higher activation values. This coding
principle was implemented by using spiking neuronmodels that integrate
and decay current over time in their adaptive firing thresholds, membrane
potentials and refractory responses (Bohté, 2012). Together these features
allowed us to convert a continuous signal into a binary signal over time
(analog-to-digital converter, Yoon, 2017; Lazar & Toth, 2003). This step
also made it possible to obtain a network performing close to the state-of-
the-art (Rueckauer et al., 2016; Zambrano et al., 2018), while also operat-
ing with biologically plausible firing rates. All implementation details of
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the spiking neurons can be found in (Zambrano et al., 2018) and only the
key components are briefly summarised below:

The spiking neuron model consists of four major processes: post-
synaptic integration of the incoming spike trains Ij (t), their conversion to
activation Sj (t) through a membrane filter, as well an adaptive threshold
ϑj (t) and refractory period Ŝj(t), which increase and decay as a function
of the timing between emitted spikes.

The post-synaptic current I in neuron j at time t is given by

Ij(t) =
∑

i

∑
tis

wijexp
(

tis − t
τβ

)

where tis is the timing of the incoming spikes from neuron i weighted with
wij. The post-synaptic current decays with the time constant τβ. This be-
comes the neuron’s activation Sj (t) by convolving Ij (t) with a normalized
exponential membrane filter φ (t):

Sj(t) = (φ ∗ Ij)(t)

The adaptive threshold ϑj is determined by both the resting threshold ϑ0,
the timing of emitted spikes by the neuron, tjs, the speed of adaptation mf
and the time constant τγ:

ϑj(t) = ϑ0 +
∑
tjs

mfϑj(tjs)exp
(

tjs − t
τγ

)

The refractory response Ŝj(t), in turn, is also a function of the adaptive
threshold ϑj and the timing of emitted spikes tjs but now decaying with
the time constant τη:

Ŝj(t) =
∑
tjs

ϑj(tjs)exp
(

tjs − t
τη

)

A spike is emitted at time tjs if Sj (t) − Ŝj(t) > 0.5 ϑj (t), and no spike
is produced if that condition is not met, resulting in a binary temporal
sequence. This spike sequence is scaled by the constant h to correct for
the adaptation speedmf such that the next neuron k receives the following
post-synaptic current:
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Ik(t) =
∑

j

∑
tjs

hwjkexp
(

tjs − t
τβ

)

By concurrently adjusting the speed of adaptation mf and the spike height
h, it is ensured that the same mean value is approximated by the spiking
neuron and thus that the trained weights obtained from the non-spiking
network are still informative.

In all our experiments, the baseline firing threshold, ϑ0 and adaptation
speed mf were set to 0.45, τγ was 15 ms and both τη and τβ were set to
50 ms resulting in a network in which every neuron fired on average at
18.63 Hz. During stimulus presentation, a 100 ms pre-stimulus period
was included to take adaptation in the network, such as the saturation
of the adaptive threshold, from the image onset response, into account
(see Fig 3.2D for an example). In total, the network was evaluated over
a period of 750 ms. In contrast to the other spiking layers, the sDCNN
output layer had a longer membrane potential time constant ( τφ, 50 ms
vs. 2.5 ms) and did not produce spikes as output but rather returned its
activation Slast (t), thus producing the smooth prediction time courses as
shown in Fig 3.2.

All DCNNs, as well as sDCNNs models were implemented, trained
and evaluated in Keras with a tensorflow backend.

Attention mechanisms

To compare the different proposed attention mechanisms (input gain,
connection gain and precision), we implemented these attention mech-
anisms into the same base model, thus keeping weights, architecture, and
internal noise levels exactly the same.

In line with earlier work (Anton-Erxleben & Carrasco, 2013;
Reynolds & Heeger, 2009), we modelled the distribution of spatial at-
tention R as a bivariate gaussian distribution over space (Fig 3.2B). The
centre of the gaussian was placed at the cued location. The standard de-
viations were kept at 40 pixels for both spatial dimensions. We chose this
standard deviation because the average area of an object is equivalent to
a circle with a ca. 41-pixel radius. The attention field was normalized to
have an average of 0 over all spatial locations based on the assumption
that attention involves a redistribution of resources. This thus resulted in
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some locations being upscaled, while others were downscaled. The spatial
reweighting was applied identically for all mechanisms.

The implementation of input gain to a neuron j followed

Sj(t) = (φ ∗ Ij)(t)(αinputR + 1)

where R is the attention field and αinput is the gain factor. Input gain thus
scaled the incoming activation of the neuron and adjusted the spike pro-
duction accordingly (Fig 3.1A).

For connection gain, a gain factorwas applied to the outgoing synaptic
connection wjk to the next neuron k:

Ik(t) =
∑

j

∑
tjs

(αoutputR + 1)hwjkexp
(

tjs − t
τβ

)

where αoutput is the gain factor. This step scales the out-going spike trains
with regard to the impact theywill have on the next layer (Fig 3.1B).While
input gain thus operated on the incoming activation, connection gain tar-
geted the outgoing activation of a neuron by modulating the strength of
the connection.

During spiking inference, the binary signals passed between the layers
of the network are temporal approximations of the static function learnt
during training and these binary signals incur internal noise. Internal
noise is thus an unavoidable consequence of using an sDCNN. For imple-
menting precision, we capitalized on this aspect and exclusively changed
the internal noise, but not the encoded values, by concurrently adjusting
the speed of adaptation mf and the spike height h (Fig 3.1C). Specifically,
the speed of the adaptationmfwasmodulated by the spatial attention field
R and the scale factor αprecision:

mfR = mfbaseline − αprecisionR

Accordingly, mfR defines the speed of adaptation for all spatial locations.
Such a manipulation also changes the adaptive thresholds in the spiking
neuron models, as can be seen in the equations above. When also adjust-
ing the spike height h accordingly, this produces a situation, in which the
mean approximation of the neuron stays the same, yet the precision of
the approximation is varied (Fig 3.1C). Depending on the value of mf, a
neuron thus produced a more or less precise approximation of the output
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value. As explained above this means that the same underlying function
can still be computed, allowing the network to perform, but depending on
the spatial attention field R and the scale factor αprecision this happens in a
more or less precise fashion for different spatial locations. So, in contrast
to gain-based mechanisms that change the activation level in the neuron,
this mechanism increases the precision, that is, reduces the internal noise,
at attended locations, and reduces the precision at unattended locations.

All attention mechanisms targeted the spiking layers in the residual
branch of the network (Fig 3.2A) and the skip branch was thus unaf-
fected by the attentional modulation. This choice was made based on
exploratory experiments on the food dataset (see Visual search task &
dataset), in which we observed that these branches are set up to be antag-
onistic, thus modulating the skip branch while also targeting the residual
branch cancelled out the effects of attention. In these exploratory experi-
ments, we also observed that it was the most effective to target all residual
branches simultaneously. To do this, the attention field was downsampled
to match the spatial dimension of the residual branches.

For the main experiments, we compared all mechanisms by quanti-
fying the effect of the spatial bias, that is the difference between a valid,
invalid and a neutral cue, introduced by the different attention mecha-
nisms (Fig 3.2E for an illustration).

Allmechanisms contained a free parameter α. Varying α for all mech-
anisms effectively reshaped the distribution of attention across space,
while keeping themean identical to the neutral condition (see Fig 3.3A for
an illustration). For the gain-based mechanisms, attentional modulation
varied around a gain factor of 1, and for precision, attentional modulation
varied around mfbaseline. While for gain-based mechanisms, gain factors
above one resulted in enhanced processing, for precision thiswas achieved
with lowered mf values relative to mfbaseline. Importantly, in contrast to
gain-based modulations, precision and the modulation of mf was limited
by the properties of the spiking neuron model. In particular, adopting
very low mf values produced too high firing rate regimes, resulting in in-
formation loss due to the sampling limit (i.e., the ability to distinguish
different spiking sequences, dashed line Fig 3.3A).

To identify well-performing versions of every mechanism, we
searched through different parameters for α between 0 - 0.75 in incre-
ments of 0.05 (αinput, αoutput and αprecision, respectively). Based on the per-
formance on a training set (50% of the single-target dataset, N = 814), we
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Figure 3.3 Optimization of attention mechanisms. (A) The impact of α for the
three attention mechanisms. Changing α led to the same redistribution of attentional
resources across space for all mechanisms. A small value of α approximated the neu-
tral condition (without attentional reweighting), while large values of α led to a strong
amplification at the center of the cue and a concurrent suppression in the periphery.
For gain-based mechanisms, higher values of α led to higher gain factors at the centre
of the attention field. In contrast for precision, increases in α resulted in smaller adap-
tation speeds at attended locations, leading to increases in firing rates and reduced
internal noise. Yet, precision could only be increased up to certain boundary, which
was defined by the neuron’s sampling limit. Beyond this limit, the neuron’s signal pro-
cessing capacity became corrupted. α affected the entire attention field R. Here, we
only show the central section for illustrative purposes. (B) Identifying the best version
for all attention mechanisms. To identify a well-performing version of every mecha-
nism, we performed a grid search by evaluating the benefits in performance derived
from a valid cue for all mechanisms on separate training set. This showed that all
mechanisms were at their best at different α values, thus benefiting from differently
extreme distributions (input gain: 0.15, output gain: 0.3, precision: 0.45, indicated by
the same-coloured dots). The sudden collapse in performance of precision beyond α
of 0.55 is due to the neuron’s sampling limit.
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chose the best performing model with a valid cue on this data set. While
searching the parameter space for αprecision, we observed a rapid decay in
performance once mf values were reached that surpassed the sampling
limit (mfsamplinglimit ≈ 0.06, αprecision > 0.6, see Fig 3.3). The best perform-
ing hyperparameters on the training set were 0.3 for αoutput (connection
gain), 0.15 for αinput (input gain) and 0.45 for αprecision (precision; see Fig
3.3B) and these values were adopted for all other simulations.

Analyses

Model performance - target discrimination & detection times

The analyses on model performance were done on the output of the
sigmoid activation function obtained from the sDCNN on the held-out
single-target images (N = 815). We evaluated the model’s target discrim-
ination with the area under curve (AUC) metric across all experiments.
To convert the spiking model predictions to this metric, we computed the
average of the prediction time-course between 150 and 650 ms after stim-
ulus onset (Fig 3.2D). We only evaluated the prediction time-course after
150 ms because the early model responses were largely dominated by the
bias terms that the network acquired during training and the saturation of
the adaptation in the spiking neuron models (ca. 100 ms before stimulus
onset). That responses do not yet feature much information from the test
image before this time is due to the temporal characteristics of the spiking
neuron models, which require some time to integrate and pass on signals
throughout the network hierarchy. As a result, responses to individual
images could only be obtained during these later periods.

The attention conditions (valid, invalid, neutral) were statistically
compared with permutation-testing for a difference in average AUC
(10000 permutations). This was done separately for every mechanism.
We performed four pairwise comparisons per mechanism and adjusted
our alpha level of 0.05 according to the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure
per inference (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) for this analysis and for all
later analyses. For all analyses, permutation-testing was performed across
stimuli, in contrast to model instances, and statistical significance thus
implied a significant change caused by a mechanism that is significant
given the variability in the dataset.

The model was optimized to predict the presence of a target class by
returning values larger than 0.5 due to the use of a sigmoid function at the
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output layer. We used this feature to estimate the detection time of the
model. We defined the detection time as the time point at which the tar-
get prediction time course crosses the detection threshold. As described
above, prediction time courses were analysed 150 ms after stimulus onset
to separate the stimulus response from the general adaptation response
caused by the biases in the network (see Fig 3.2D for an example).

For both AUC scores and detection times, we estimated 95% confi-
dence intervals using stratified sampling with replacements across stimuli
in the test dataset.

Predictionmodulationwas estimated by subtracting the neutralmod-
els’ trials responses (to a single image in the dataset) from the valid or
invalid trial responses (to that same image), thereby showing the actual
change in prediction introduced by the spatial cue. The 95% confidence
intervals were obtained by sampling with replacement from the trials sep-
arately per time point.

Layer responses – evoked potentials, firing rates & latencies

To determine how observed changes in performance by our attentionma-
nipulations may have affected network activity and to relate these to es-
tablished neural indices of attention, we analysed a layer’s response more
carefully. Specifically, we focused on effects on evoked potentials, firing
rates and latencies and to this end, analysed the spiking layer of the sixth
residual branch (layer 25, 14x14x256). All analyses attempted to follow
approaches from neural recording studies as closely as possible.

For all measures, we recorded units representing the centre of mass
of the target object for all feature maps in a layer. We chose to do this
because we did not want to make a sub-selection of units based on a small
sample of stimuli, but instead our goal was to look at the entire layer to
get a representative sample. Attention conditions (valid, invalid, neutral
cue) were compared by recording from the same set of units.

As outlined above, some attention mechanisms targeted the outgo-
ing synaptic connections wjk, thus measuring the targeted units directly
would have the side effect ofmeasuring this verymanipulation. We there-
fore added the spikes of the manipulated unit into another unweighted
unit.

For the evoked potentials, we integrated the spikes from the manip-
ulated neurons and read out the potential. These are thus a direct pre-
cursor of the firing rates. For the firing rates, we reported the output of
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the unweighted neuron. For illustration purposes, the obtained spike his-
tograms across all features maps were smoothed with a temporal gaussian
kernel (standard deviation of 8 ms) in Fig 3.5B.

The response latency for the spike responses were calculated by amet-
ric that closely followed (Lee et al., 2007; Sundberg et al., 2012). Specifi-
cally, latency was defined as the time by which the spike density function
reached 50% of the maximum firing rate of the first peak in the transient
response after stimulus onset. To estimate the latency, the spike responses
were first smoothed over timewith aGaussian filter (standard deviation of
8 ms). In a next step, every trial was compared back to baseline measure-
ments in which 16 average images based on 50 randomly picked images
from the training set were presented to the network. Based on the acti-
vation of the baseline activation in every trial, we determined the 99.99%
percentile of activation (corresponding to 3.72 SEM in Sundberg et al.,
2012) and used this value as a criterion to identify the first local peak af-
ter stimulus onset. Both baseline and experimental trials were baseline-
corrected based on the 50 ms prior to image onset.

If a trial did not surpass the criterion for activation, we could not es-
timate the latency, which led to a different number of trials that were ex-
cluded per attention mechanism and cue (see Table 3.1) of a total of 815
trials for every cue condition. For all measures, we estimated 95% confi-
dence intervals by resampling with replacements across trials.

Table 3.1 Missing trials for latency estimation per attentionmechanism and cue.
The procedure of the latency estimation involved to assess whether a spiking unit was
more active compared to baseline. If this baseline criterion was not exceeded, no
latency estimate was made. More active networks are thus less likely to have missing
trials compared to inactive networks. For trials without a cue (baseline), no latency
could be estimated for 133 trials.

Mechanism Valid cue Invalid cue

Precision 55 112
Input gain 34 96

Connection gain 25 96

Representational similarity analysis

We next looked at how our different attention mechanisms and condi-
tions may have affected the information in our network using represen-
tational similarity analysis. Due to computational constraints, we used a
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subset of the images compared to the rest of the experiments (400 in total,
50 per category). The resulting subdataset was classified by the noiseless
model with a similar level of performance as other randomly drawn sam-
ples from the dataset (AUC: 0.8452 vs. 0.8409, selected vs. resampled).

For every image, mechanism and attention condition, we obtained
the evoked activations for network layer 37. We chose this layer because
it is the very last spiking layer of the ResNet blocks and is not targeted by
attention itself since it is part of the skip branch.

We obtained the pairwise Pearson correlation between every image
for every time point and model with the respective mechanism and atten-
tion condition separately, thus giving us seven representational dissimi-
larity time courses.

The goal for this analysis was to understand how the representations
in the network are altered by the different attention mechanisms. We rea-
soned that a closer similarity to the non-spiking, noiseless networkmeans
that the spiking network recovers from the introduced noise due to the
spatial attention cue. In a similar vein, we expected that the similarity
with the categorical RDM should grow if there is additional target object
information present that helps the network at the task. To test this, we
correlated every timepoint of the seven RDM time courses with either the
noiseless or categorical RDMs.

The non-spiking, noiseless network’s RDM and the categorical RDM
are correlated because the noiseless network has been optimized to dis-
tinguish these object classes and the categorical RDM embodies the best
possible distinction between the object classes, the ideal observer. Yet,
these RDMs are also not identical. For example, the noiseless RDMmight
contain systematic errors made by the network due its imperfect solution
of the task found during training. Observing that this kind of variation
(i.e., systematic errors acquired during training) increases due to selective
attention is a unique signature of the noiseless network and indicative of
an attention mechanism that reduces the noise on the distinction learned
during training, a scenario we term noise suppression. Conversely, if the
RDM affected by an attention mechanism contains more categorical in-
formation than the categorical information of the noiseless network, this
indicates that the selective attention mechanism increased the distinction
between the object categories beyond the trained weights. This would
suggest that new categorical information was added and thus that the sig-
nal in the network was enhanced. In our analysis, importantly, we could
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dissociate between these two scenarios. Specifically, to this end, we cal-
culated the partial correlation for these two predictors, thus giving us the
unique contribution of both predictor RDMs, while keeping the influence
of the other predictor constant. To compare this to the neutral model,
we subtracted the partial correlations of neutral condition from all other
partial correlations. We assessed statistical significance by comparing the
mean bootstrapped difference between 150 - 650 ms to zero. For all time
courses, we estimated 95% confidence intervals by resampling with re-
placements across the RDMS per timepoint.

3.3 Results

We adopted a sDCNN to investigate how different attention mechanisms
affect processing and performance during a challenging visual search task.

Connection gain most effectively produces spatial cueing effects
on performance

Human subjects are faster and more accurate when targets occur at a
validly cued spatial location compared to an invalidly cued one (Carrasco,
2011; Posner, 1980). In our first analysis, we show that connection gain is
best at changing the network’s performance in the same way.

Fig 3.4A shows the prediction modulation for all attention mecha-
nisms (valid/invalid vs. neutral trial predictions) evolving over time. We
see that for all mechanisms, the target class is modulated up or down de-
pending on the cue’s validity, suggesting that the spatial cue led to a mod-
ulation of the target class predictions and thus came at a cost or bene-
fit to the model’s prediction. To quantify the effect on target discrimi-
nation of this modulation per mechanism, we computed the area under
the curve scores (AUC) and compared these scores to those of a neutral
(without any spatial attention bias) and noiseless, non-spiking network
(as obtained after training and before spiking conversion). For all net-
works, we inspected the average prediction in the period of 150 - 650 ms
after stimulus onset. To assess whether the mechanisms introduced spa-
tial cueing effects, we performed pairwise permutation tests contrasting
target discrimination in validly and invalidly cued trials. We found that
only connection gain produced different levels of target discrimination as
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Figure 3.4 Connection gain most strongly modulated performance. (A) Illustra-
tion of how the network’s average responses were modulated by the spatial cues by
subtracting the attended trials from the neutral trials. The panels show the data for
each attention mechanism. (B) Detection time distributions across the different trial
types for all mechanisms. (C) Overview of spatial cueing effects on target discrimi-
nation (x-axis) for the different attention mechanisms (y-axis). The y-axis is ordered
according to valid cue performance. The shaded area around the noiseless model as
well as the error bars represent the 95% confidence interval resampled across dataset
stimuli. The attention mechanisms were defined based on a prior grid search over the
gain parameter on a separate data set (see Fig 3.3). (D) Overview of spatial cueing
effects on detection times for all attention mechanisms.
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a function of cue validity (p = .002) that were larger than the variability
expected from the stimulus set (Fig 3.4C).

Selective attention normally (in the brain) operates in the context
of noise. It is hence not surprising that in the sDCNNs, which feature
task-unrelated noise, target discrimination was reduced compared to the
noiseless network (Fig 3.4C). To assess how the different attention mech-
anisms can deal with noise, we tested for a difference between all mech-
anisms with a valid cue and the noiseless model’s target discrimination.
We found that only for precision target discrimination was significantly
reduced compared to the noiseless network (p = .01). This thus indicates
that especially gain-based mechanisms were able to overcome the noise
inherent in sDCNNs with a valid cue.

As a next step, we evaluated if spatial cueing also influenced detection
time. The sDCNN were trained to report the presence of a target category
by using a sigmoid function with a cut-off at 0.5 during a multi-label task.
Wehere interpret the first timepoint after 150ms atwhich this threshold is
passed as detection time. Fig 3.4B shows the detection time distributions
for all studied mechanisms for the different trial types. Comparing the
medians of these distributions between the valid and invalid cues reveals
significant differences in detection times for both gain-basedmechanisms
(all p < .002), but not for precision (p = .359, Fig 3.4D). Again, a model
with connection gain produced the largest reaction time validity effects.

Taken together, both the model’s ability to discriminate as well as its
detection times weremost strongly modulated by connection gain, repro-
ducing the characteristic shifts in performance observed in spatial cueing
studies in humans.

All attention mechanisms can qualitatively replicate neural
changes

The effects of spatial attention on processing in visual cortices have been
extensively documented (Maunsell, 2015). Here, we investigated how
the different mechanisms implemented in our sDCNNs induced neural
changes of the kind and magnitude observed in empirical studies. In par-
ticular, we examined changes in evoked potential, firing rates and latency.
For this we looked at spiking units from the sixth ResNet block, which is
in the middle of the network (Fig 3.2A). These units still have some de-
gree of spatial specificity while also having a sizable impact on network
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performance. Within the sixth block, we selected units that represented
the features at the centre of mass of the target object. We recorded from
these units under three conditions: without a cue, with a valid cue, and
with an invalid cue.

The evoked potentials, that is, the integrated currents inside of the
spiking units, are themost comparable to the activations observed in non-
spiking DCNNs. If an input gain mechanism works as expected, it should
modulate these values, as these are the proportional markers of encoded
activation. With the sDCNN, we have the possibility to see how the en-
coded values at valid and invalid locations change with the different at-
tention mechanisms, and to link these changes directly to changes in fir-
ing rate. In contrast, measuring the evoked potentials in single neurons
simultaneously in a large population can be experimentally challenging.
To obtain the evoked potential without measuring the direct consequence
of the attentional manipulations (e.g., a change in post-synaptic weight)
as well, we integrated the spike trains into another neuron.

Fig 3.5A shows the average evoked response across the entire dataset
(N = 815) for the three attention mechanisms. Comparing the mean
modulation between 150 - 650 ms across mechanisms revealed that the
evoked potentials were modulated significantly by all attention mecha-
nisms, as indicated by significant differences in potential amplitude be-
tween the valid and invalid cue conditions (all p < .001, Fig 3.5D).
Following our behavioural results, connection gain numerically had the
greatest effects on evoked responses, and precision the smallest. Next, we
studied how these changes in evoked potential may translate to changes in
firing rate. Modulation of firing rate by spatial attention is a very common
observation in electrophysiological studies. Firing rates typically change
as a function of cue validity with amodulation range of 5 - 30% compared
to baseline (Maunsell, 2015). Here, we found that all mechanisms resulted
in changes within this range.

For measuring the firing rates, we recorded spike trains at the output
of the next unit. Since for connection gain, the strength of the connection
to the next neuron was manipulated, this kept the impact of attention for
all measurements the same. Fig 3.5B shows the average response across
the dataset for all mechanisms. In contrast to typical analysis protocols
of experimental data, we did not make any preselection of units based on
their responsiveness. Because our networks are sparse in their activations,
this results in low firing rates (Fig 3.5B).
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Figure 3.5 Effects of precision, input and connection gain on key neural indices
of attention: evoked potentials, firing rate and latency. (A) Evoked potential time
courses measured from spiking units at the centre of the target object in a given im-
age for the three different conditions (valid, invalid, neutral cue) for all mechanisms.
Shaded areas depict the 95% confidence interval (CI) obtained with resampling across
stimuli. (B) Average spike count time courses from the same units shown in (A). The
spike count time courses have been temporally smoothed with a gaussian kernel. (C)
Latency estimate distributions for all mechanisms. Latencies were estimates from the
smoothed spike count histogram and defined as the time when 50% of the first peak
was reached. KDE stands for kernel density estimate. (D) Mean evoked potential be-
tween 150 - 650 ms compared across different attention mechanisms. The error bars
depict the 95% CI for D, E and F.
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Figure 3.5 (E) Mean firing rates for the different attention mechanisms. The grey
boxes indicate a modulation of 5 - 30% from baseline as observed in experimental
data (Maunsell, 2015). (F) Median latencies for the different conditions across attention
mechanisms.

Across mechanisms, there was a significant increase in firing rates in
response to a valid compared to an invalid cue (all p < .001, Fig 3.5E). To
link these changes back to experimental data, we plotted the range of 5 -
30% of modulation compared to the neutral model (grey shaded areas).
It becomes clear that all models are producing changes that are within
the biologically observed range with connection gain being the best per-
forming mechanism. Interestingly, the two gain-based mechanisms were
associated with comparable firing rate modulations.

Lastly, spatial attention has not only been shown to alter the response
magnitude of visual cortical neurons, but also to modulate the latency of
their responses. Sundberg et al. (2012) reported that attention was as-
sociated with a reduction in latency between 0.5 - 2 ms of both the spik-
ing and local field potential responses of neurons in V4. Similar findings
have also been reported for the middle temporal visual area (MT), sug-
gesting an overall reduction in response latency across multiple visual ar-
eas (Galashan et al., 2013). In our next analysis, we examined the latency
changes introduced by the different attention mechanisms in response to
a valid and invalid cue. In brief, we find that all mechanisms markedly
affected the processing latency, yet at a much larger magnitude than ob-
served in neural data and that this change was mainly driven by benefits
in response to a valid cue.

To obtain latency estimates, we re-analysed the firing rate data with
regard to the first modulation compared to baseline activity per trial. We
defined latency as the time point by which the smoothed spike density
function reached 50% of the maximum firing rate of the first peak in the
response after stimulus onset following Sundberg et al. (2012).

Fig 3.5C shows the distribution of estimated latencies for all mecha-
nisms. The difference in distributions along the x-axis indicates a large
decrease in latency for valid cues. Indeed, for all attention mechanisms,
we observe faster response latencies in valid compared to invalid cue con-
ditions (all p < .033, Fig 3.5F). Yet, only valid cues produced a reliable
latency benefit across all mechanisms compared to the neutral condition
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(all p < 0.001). Again, following our behavioural results, latency reduc-
tionswere largest for connection gain, and smallest for precision. Further-
more, observed latency differences were much larger than those typically
observed in neural processing (11.5 - 44 ms vs . 0.5 - 2 ms). This suggests
that there are potentially important differences between the neural and
sDCNN firing rate data in the onset response and the temporal adapta-
tion that may have made this analysis approach less suitable for sDCNNs.

In sum, we found that all mechanisms modulated evoked potentials,
firing rates and latencies according to cue validity, thereby mostly paral-
leling observations from neural recordings.

Only gain mechanisms introduce additional information

Lastly, we sought to capture the impact that these various attention mech-
anisms have on the representations in the network. In primates, spatial
and category-based attention have been reported to improve neural popu-
lation coding in inferior temporal cortex of real-world objects among dis-
tractors (McKee et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011), suggesting that selective
attention can amplify information in a noisy neuronal population. What
still remains an open question is whether this improvement in population
coding stems from a less noisy representation (internal noise suppression)
or rather can be attributed to additional information about the attended
object or location (signal enhancement). Therefore next, we aimed to un-
derstand how specifically the different attention mechanisms increased
the signal-to-noise ratio. Using a representational similarity analysis, as
detailed below, we show that gain-based mechanisms achieved this by
adding signal to the network’s representations, while precision resulted
only in noise suppression.

With our models, we are in the position of having full access to all
the units in a layer without incurring measurement noise. In addition, we
also have a notion of the noise of the network at baseline (neutral network)
and the representation of the noiseless network (non-spiking). With this,
we can disentangle the relative contribution of noise recovery and added
signal due to the spatial information of the attention cue by using rep-
resentational similarity analysis (Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008).
For this analysis, we define noise recovery as an increase in similarity be-
tween a spiking network and its noiseless counterpart (Fig 3.6B), and an
increase in signal as an increase in similarity of the spiking network to a
fully categorical representation (Fig 3.6A).
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Due to computational constraints for the sDCNN, we selected a ran-
dom set of 50 images per category (400 images in total). Since the effects
on population coding have been reported in inferior temporal cortex, we
chose the first spiking layer of the decoding block (Fig 3.2A, the first spik-
ing layer after the last ResNet block). We constructed a representational
dissimilarity matrix (RDM) for every time step separately for each net-
work (attention mechanism) presented with a valid or invalid cue. Fig
3.6C shows four example time frames from the neutral network to illus-
trate the temporal evolution of the RDMs. To quantify noise suppression
and signal enhancement, respectively, we used the correlation with the
noiseless (Fig 3.6B) and categorical model (Fig 3.6A) as our metric. Since
both of the RDMs are highly correlated, we disentangled their unique
contributions by computing the partial correlation. We used this metric
to estimate whether there was a statistically significant shift in explained
variance by comparing the unique correlations for a valid and invalid con-
dition to the neutral condition, respectively. Within a given mechanism,
we constructed a 95% confidence interval for the difference between the
valid and invalid trials, and estimated variability by means of bootstrap-
ping with replacement across stimuli.

Examining the changes in RDMs over time across the different mech-
anisms and cues, we see an increasing correlation to the noiseless network
over time that stabilizes around 300 ms after stimulus onset (Fig 3.6D,
left panel). Comparing the three different attention mechanisms to the
neutral network after controlling for categorical information (Fig 3.6D,
middle panel), we observe that all mechanisms became more similar to
the noiseless network upon presentation with a valid cue (all p < .002).
When examining the effect of an invalid cue (Fig 3.6D, right panel),
only input gain and connection gain led to a decrease in similarity (all
p < .002, pprecision = .02). Pairwise comparisons within a validity con-
dition indicate that all mechanisms were different from one another (all
p < .002) except for precision and connection gain with a valid cue
(p = .836). Altogether, this suggests a reinstatement of the noiseless net-
work representations for all mechanisms if presented with a valid cue, and
a decrease in similarity for invalid cues for gain mechanisms.

For signal enhancement as expressed in a correlation with the cat-
egorical model, we observed similar temporal characteristics as for the
noise recovery (Fig 3.6E, left panel). Yet, after controlling for the effect
of noise recovery, we found that only the mechanisms that changed the
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signal (i.e., input and connection gain) featured significantly more addi-
tional categorical information with a valid cue (Fig 3.6E, middle & right
panel, pprecision = .012, remaining p < .002). The same was true for an
invalid cue, where only input gain and connection gain, but not precision,
decreased the amount of categorical information compared to the neutral
network (pprecision = .012, remaining p < .002). Pairwise comparisons
between the mechanisms within a validity condition further support the
existence of differences in signal enhancement, as significant differences
between all mechanismswere observed for both valid and invalid cues (all
ps < .002).

In sum, the different attention mechanisms introduced different rep-
resentational changes: While all examined mechanisms reinstated the
representations used by the noiseless network to a similar degree, gain
mechanisms that targeted the signal were more effective at adding cate-
gorical information beyond the trained weights compared to the noise-
less network. This suggests that additional categorical information was
derived from the spatial cue that effectively helped performance.

3.4 Discussion

In this modelling study, we examined how spatial attention may affect
sensory processing and performance on a challenging visual search task
using a sDCNN. Specifically, we directly contrasted effects of three differ-
ent mechanisms previously proposed to subserve selective attention (e.g.,
Dayan et al., 2000; Feldman & Friston, 2010; Martínez-Trujillo & Treue,
2004; Reynolds & Heeger, 2009), namely gain modulation on the input to
a neuron, gain modulation on its post-synaptic connection and modula-
tion of the neuron’s precision (internal noise). We found that connection
gain was most effective at implementing spatial attention, as indicated by
the largest performance modulations, whereas precision and input gain
were less effective. That is, connection gain modulations produced the
largest difference in detecting and discriminating targets occurring at a
validly cued spatial location compared to an invalidly cued one, a pattern
commonly observed in humans (Carrasco, 2011; Posner, 1980). More-
over, connection gain also well reproduced several key experimental find-
ings in visual cortex (Maunsell, 2015), including a proportionate modu-
lation in firing rates. Disentangling the representational changes intro-
duced by the three main mechanisms in the network revealed that gain-
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Figure 3.6 Gain mechanisms selectively enhance categorical information.
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Figure 3.6 (A) Organization of the categories in the representational dissimilarity ma-
trix (RDM). For every category, there were 50 images. The categories were organized
according to visual similarity. For illustration purposes, the correlation coefficients were
ranked. (B) RDM of the layer of interest from the noiseless, non-spiking network. (C)
RDMs from four timepoints after stimulus onset for the neutral network. (D) Left panel:
Pearson-correlation coefficients between the noiseless model and the temporal RDMs
separately for the three attention models (precision, input gain, connection gain) and
the neutral model. The shaded areas represent the 95% confidence interval obtained
from resampling across stimuli. Middle panel: Partial correlation coefficients for the
comparison in the left panel and now controlling for the categorical RDM shown in (A).
Right panel: Average difference in partial correlation between attention models and the
neutral model. (E) Left panel: Pearson-correlation between the categorical model and
the temporal RDMs shown separately for the three attention models and the neutral
model. Middle and right panel: Same as in D, but now controlling for the noiseless
model.

based mechanisms in particular added task-relevant information, while
all networks showed similar recovery from the noise. These results mirror
findings from the animal and human literature that show that attention
can enhance the representational content of neural activity (e.g., Jehee et
al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). Together, these findings advance our under-
standing of how spatial attention might be mechanistically implemented
at the neural level, as discussed in more detail below.

Our finding that connection gain was not only more effective than
precision, but also than input gain, highlights that the asymmetry in the
activation function plays a big role in the efficacy of gain on the model’s
performance: connection gain was more effective at enhancing activation
in a useful fashion and thereby biased the network’s performance more
strongly compared to input gain. This result helps us to better under-
stand how this asymmetry can act as a constraint for a gain mechanism.
This finding also sheds new light on past studies that used ReLUs to im-
plement gain (Lindsay & Miller, 2018; Luo et al., 2020): A shared fea-
ture between their gain implementation and our connection gain is that
both approaches specifically boost larger values, that is, higher values are
proportionally more affected compared to smaller values. Based on our
results, we can thus speculate that these larger values in particular are im-
portant for boosting performance, at least in DCNNs.

In contrast to gain, we found that precision was not as effective as
gain-basedmechanisms at implementing attentional selection as reflected
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in performance measures. This finding was unexpected since global
changes in precision have been shown to lead to substantial changes in
noise during processing in a previous sDCNN study and are a power-
ful way to increase and decrease the network’s performance (Zambrano
et al., 2018). It also does not align with notions that assign an important
role to reliability or precision in selective information processing, and that
emphasize noise reduction rather than signal amplification (Dayan et al.,
2000; Feldman & Friston, 2010; Parr & Friston, 2017). One potential ex-
planation that could reconcile our finding with this past work is that we
did not use precision in the context of a Bayesian observer framework
(Feldman & Friston, 2010; Parr & Friston, 2017). Instead, our notion of
precision is directly grounded in the signal-detection framework, where
a signal is represented in a more or less narrow distribution, making it
thereby more or less distinguishable from noise. It is a possibility that
such a mechanism proves to be more effective when used on prediction
errors rather than on stimulus-driven information. Precision may also
play a more dominant role in well trained systems: a set of event-related
potential (ERP) studies by (Itthipuripat et al., 2017, 2014) showed that
spatial attention was associated with a gain modulation of early visual-
evoked potentials early in training, but with noise reduction at advanced
stages of training (Itthipuripat et al., 2017). These findings suggest that the
mechanisms through which spatial attention facilitates performance may
depend on the specific behavioural training regime used, with gain-type
mechanisms subserving selective information processing in relatively un-
trained systems, as in our models. Under the assumption that learning
affects the synaptic strength akin to a momentary gain change, we can
make the prediction that precision should be especially successful in our
models once we allow for weight adaptation after trials with attentional
selection. Future studies are necessary to test this prediction.

To accommodate our studied attention mechanisms, we augmented a
standard DCNN with spiking neurons, resulting in three key changes: a
changed activation regime due to the sigmoidal transfer function, tempo-
ral processing, and internal noise during spiking inference. While the first
change was essential to define input and connection gain and to address
the issue of saturation in biological neurons, the latter enabled us to im-
plement precision and to mimic noisy neural transmission. The second
change, temporal processing, was useful to connect our model to both
behavioural reaction times and neural latencies. Interestingly, temporal
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processing in our model, which was solely obtained by combining the
neuron model with standard feedforward network weights, already ex-
hibited dynamics attesting to evidence accumulation over time (see Fig
3.2D). This highlights how our approach can enrich the standard DCNN
performance measures, for instance, as a baseline model for temporal dy-
namics and speed-accuracy trade-offs for other more complex temporal
vision models deploying recurrency (e.g., Spoerer et al., 2020). For the
activation regime, our results establish that the asymmetry between in-
put and connection gain can be a decisive factor for the efficacy of an at-
tention mechanism and that competitive task performance can be main-
tained despite this design choice (Zambrano et al., 2018). Indeed, some
of our framework could be pursued without the spiking neurons and one
could adopt a feedforward DCNN with an altered activation function in-
stead as we have used during training. While sacrificing a level of detail,
such a network would still permit to further explore the efficacy of atten-
tional gain modulations in a leaner computational setting.

The current results are based on aResNet18 architecture, andwe chose
this architecture because it has been shown to be successful at object
recognition while having a relatively modest number of parameters, a
desirable property when implementing memory-intensive spiking net-
works. The use of this particular architecture may have affected our re-
sults. For instance, it is conceivable that the interplay between the residual
and skip connections typical for ResNets (see Fig 3.2A for an illustration)
was particularly suitable for gain-based mechanisms in contrast to pre-
cision. While we a priori did not anticipate such an interaction between
architecture and attention mechanisms, follow-up studies with simpler
feedforward architectures are necessary to further examine the extent to
which our findings generalize to other network architectures.

Our findings on input and connection gain raise the question of how
these mechanisms might link to selective attention in biological neurons.
The effects of input gain could be related to what has been referred to as
contrast gain in neural processing (Reynolds et al., 2000). Such neural
changes are mathematically equivalent to a multiplication of the incom-
ing current (Reynolds & Heeger, 2009). Yet, how specifically this multi-
plicative gain could be implemented in a neuron is still matter of active
research (for a recent review, see Ferguson & Cardin, 2020). The effects
of connection gain resemble neural changes described as response gain:
increased firing rates that scale beyond the maximum response observed
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under neutral conditions (McAdams&Maunsell, 1999; Treue &Martínez
Trujillo, 1999). This gain profile may arise from the same neural popula-
tions as contrast gain, yet in situations in which a relatively small atten-
tion field is paired with a large stimulus (Reynolds & Heeger, 2009). For
its biological implementation, it has been suggested that both neural con-
trast and response gain can be obtained by combining a multiplicative
gain on excitatory inputs with lateral or feedforward inhibition (Beuth &
Hamker, 2015). Another recent proposal is the addition of a current in
a recurrently connected excitatory-inhibitory circuit, which results in a
multiplicative gain that can also show a switch from contrast to response
gain (Lindsay et al., 2019). An alternative for how connection gain effects
could be implemented independently of contrast gain is as a change in
synaptic efficacy, as was reported in a set of studies in the lateral genic-
ulate nucleus (LGN) and primary visual cortex (V1, Briggs et al., 2013;
Hembrook-Short et al., 2018). Future experimental as well as modelling
studies will be crucial to further link biological circuits to computational
functions during attentional selection. Our results suggest that there is a
computational advantage in amplifying a neuron’s outputs, akin to both
response and connection gain, rather than its inputs, even when the sys-
tem features noise.

A central goal of the current modelling experiments was to study at-
tention mechanisms in the context of more biologically plausible process-
ing constraints. A challenge inherent to any such endeavour is that the
validity of findings is determined by the accuracy of the model in captur-
ing relevant biological properties. Our study was conducted with adap-
tive spiking neurons (Bellec et al., 2018; Bohté, 2012). We chose this
neuron model because it allowed us to implement key biological prop-
erties (e.g. adaptive thresholds, saturation at realistic firing rates, Zam-
brano et al., 2018) and relate changes in firing rates, population informa-
tion, neural latencies, discrimination performance and detection times in
the network’s output to key findings from behavioural and neuroscientific
studies of attention. While thereby providing important additional, neu-
rally grounded constraints for evaluating the feasibility of different mech-
anisms compared to existing DCNNs that have used ReLUs, our neuron
models do not have stochastic firing thresholds or other sources of inter-
trial variability due to the intended conversion after training. As a conse-
quence, it is not possible to relate our results to effects of selective atten-
tion on spike count variability or noise, that have also been reported in
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the literature as a measure of noise (Cohen & Maunsell, 2009; Mitchell et
al., 2007, 2009). A recent study suggests that such measures can be repro-
duced in a circuit of neuron models injected with synaptic noise (Lind-
say et al., 2019). Future studies that include such synaptic noise and also
assess the noise covariance between neurons are necessary to establish a
more direct link to noise correlations and to complement the here pre-
sented results.

Finally, while our results speak to the efficacy of the three studied at-
tention mechanisms, there are numerous factors that we did not explore
systematically in this study. For instance, it is well established that the de-
gree of attentional modulation increases throughout the visual hierarchy,
and is first observed in higher and later on in lower visual areas (Buf-
falo et al., 2010; Mehta et al., 2000). Future studies using our modelling
framework could study how these effectsmay dynamically come about. In
particular, one could design different scenarios that independently vary
the strength of attentional modulation, its timing and the targeted net-
work layers to understand which combination may best match empirical
results, and provide new insight into how attentional biases may be prop-
agated through the visual hierarchy.

In this study, we examined how three main attentionmechanisms can
shape a complex and noisy process such as object recognition in natu-
ral scenes. Leveraging sDCNNs, we were able to inspect the computa-
tional consequences of different proposals of how selective attention may
be implemented in the brain. Across a variety of measures, we observed
a computational advantage of gain-based and in particular connection
gain-based mechanisms, in contrast to precision. Our results highlight
that sDCNNs provide a suitablemodelling framework for connecting em-
pirical observations from performance to neural processing and illustrate
how they can be used to differentiate between theories.
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Chapter 4

Mechanisms of human dynamic
object recognition revealed by

sequential deep neural networks

This chapter is submitted as: Sörensen, L. K. A., Bohté, S. M., De Jong, D., Slagter,
H. A., & Scholte, H. S. (n.d.). Mechanisms of human dynamic object recognition
revealed by sequential deep neural networks.
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Abstract Humans recognize objects in a dynamically changingworld
integrating evidence across a vast variety of timescales. This ability is
showcased by performance on rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP)
tasks inwhich observers succeed at recognizing objects in rapid sequences
of natural scenes, at up to 13ms/image. To date, the computational mech-
anisms governing such dynamic object recognition remain poorly under-
stood. Here, we developed deep learningmodels for dynamic recognition
and compared different computational mechanisms, contrasting feedfor-
ward and recurrent, single and sequential image processing as well as
different forms of adaptation. We found that only models that integrate
images sequentially via lateral recurrence mirrored human performance
(N = 36) across different image durations (13-80 ms/image). Augment-
ing this model with a power-law adaptation mechanism was essential for
predicting human trial-by-trial reports across image durations. These
findings shed new insights into the mechanisms rendering object recog-
nition so fast and effective in a dynamic visual world.
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4.1 Introduction

Our visual world is dynamic, and even within a single glance, or fixation,
a scene may change dramatically, for example, from one movie frame to
another, in traffic or when we turn our heads. Object recognition in pri-
mates is mostly robust towards such rapid changes and can operate over a
wide range of time scales. One visual task that challenges our visual sys-
tem to the limits of said ability is rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP,
Potter & Levy, 1969), where participants have to detect a target image
in a stream of rapidly presented real-world scene images. Remarkably,
human observers are still capable of detecting a target image even if im-
ages are presented for as briefly as 13 ms per image (Hagmann & Potter,
2016; Maguire & Howe, 2016; Potter et al., 2014). Performance further
increases if images are shown for longer periods of time. While primate
object recognition is increasingly well explained bymodern deep learning
models optimized for computer vision, these frameworks still fall short
in explaining object recognition across varying timescales, as well as ac-
counting for a constant stream of visual change. Here, we take steps to-
wards modelling human dynamic object recognition within a glance by
investigating different neurally plausible computational mechanisms and
linking them back to the behavioural patterns of human observers.

A key debate in the literature on object recognition centres on the
question to what degree (core) object recognition (DiCarlo et al., 2012;
DiCarlo & Cox, 2007) relies on recurrent processing. In line with feed-
forward models of perception, one key proposal is that object recognition
based on only 13ms/image can be achieved solely through feedforward
processing (Potter et al., 2014). That is, the first wave of afferent neural
activation through the ventral stream is thought to carry sufficient infor-
mation to enable core object recognition (DiCarlo et al., 2012; Serre et al.,
2007; Thorpe et al., 1996) for every image in the stream. In this view, re-
current processing within and between areas in the visual hierarchy does
not substantially contribute to performance, as the subsequent image in
the stream (Intraub, 1984; Loftus et al., 1988; Loschky et al., 2010; Potter et
al., 2014; Potter, 1976) acts as a mask, preventing recurrent processing of
the preceding image (Tovée, 1994). In contrast, longer presentation dura-
tions are thought to give increasing opportunity for recurrent processing,
resulting in more accurate object recognition. The notion that feedfor-
ward processing suffices for visual comprehension in such dynamic situa-
tions is however questioned by a set of more recent studies. In one RSVP
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study, for example, the typical natural scene distractor images in the im-
age streams were replaced by different kinds of masks (i.e., images with
geometric patterns and textures), which more effectively interfered with
recurrent processing. It was found that using such masks, performance is
no longer above chance for images presented for just 13 ms (Maguire &
Howe, 2016), suggesting that recurrent processing is in general critical for
object recognition within a glance. In line with this notion, recent MEG
and EEG studies show that the visual cortex can maintain multiple con-
current image representations during RSVP streams (Grootswagers et al.,
2018; Marti & Dehaene, 2017; Mohsenzadeh et al., 2018), even at dura-
tions of up to 17 ms/image (Mohsenzadeh et al., 2018), a process that is
likely facilitated via local and top-down recurrence. Together, these find-
ings suggest that object recognition during dynamic visual stimulation,
such as ultra-rapid RSVP streams, may not be achieved based on feed-
forward processing alone, but in part also relies on recurrent processing.
What is still unclear is to what degree such recurrent processing is func-
tionally necessary for rapid object recognition performance.

Next to re-entrant processing, neural adaptation may also be key to
dynamic object perception within a glance. Performance on an RSVP
task not only requires the extraction of image features relevant for object
recognition, but also relies on the segmentation of an image stream into
different visual events. The usefulness of segmentation becomes apparent
when considering a system capable of performing at both fast and slow
presentation durations: for long presentation durations, feature extrac-
tion relies on the accumulation of information over time, for instance, via
recurrent processing. For short presentation durations, however, it would
not be helpful to keep integrating image features over time, since infor-
mation across images would be merged. How can a visual system suc-
ceed at dynamic object recognition both at short and long time-scales?
Rapid sensory adaptation may be a strategy to achieve this (Pozzorini et
al., 2013; Wang et al., 2003), as it efficiently decorrelates temporal inputs
(Atick, 1992; Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961; Barlow & Földiák, 1989). We
here refer to rapid sensory adaptation as suppression of a neuron’s activity
based on its recent sensory history (Kohn, 2007). While not commonly
associated with performance on an RSVP task, neural adaptation is a cen-
tral component in modelling neural integration across temporal contexts
(e.g., Weber et al., 2019) and has been proposed to serve as a key means to
reduce the saliency of recently seen stimuli in sensory processing (Kohn,
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2007; Solomon & Kohn, 2014; Vogels, 2016; Whitmire & Stanley, 2016).
A recent study byVinken et al. (2020) showcases how the implementation
of stimulus-specific adaptation in a feedforward deep convolutional neu-
ral network (DCNN) can recover a wide range of neural and behavioural
properties, including the neural signatures of stimulus deviancy detec-
tion along the visual ventral hierarchy. Adaptation is thus conceivably
also crucial for object perception in dynamically changing environments.
Specifically, adaptation may support performance during dynamic object
recognition by increasing the salience of a new image in a sequence, par-
ticularly at short time scales.

Here, we examined the role of neural recurrence and adaption in
rapid object recognition using deep convolutional neural networks (DC-
NNs). Recent years have seen a surge in using DCNNs to account for
the neural, behavioural and architectural properties associated with ob-
ject recognition and the visual ventral stream in primates (Khaligh-Razavi
& Kriegeskorte, 2014; Schrimpf et al., 2018). While feedforward archi-
tectures are still widely used in this endeavour (Geirhos et al., 2021), re-
current DCNNs may be superior in describing the computational princi-
ples underlying object recognition given their architectural realism (van
Bergen&Kriegeskorte, 2020), behavioural dynamics (Spoerer et al., 2020)
and ability to fit neural data (Kietzmann, Spoerer, et al., 2019; Kubilius et
al., 2019; Nayebi et al., 2022). One key advantage of recurrent neural net-
works over their feedforward and parameter-matched counterparts is that
due to their recurrent processing, they are naturally endowed with a no-
tion of time, a key parallel to biological vision. Yet, while recurrentDCNN
have become more accurate at predicting the neural and behavioural dy-
namics in response to a single static image, an open question is how tem-
poral processing in recurrent models can be leveraged to understand the
processing of dynamically changing visual inputs such as during RSVP.
After all, object recognition is typically achieved in the context of a stream
of dynamic inputs to the brain. Adopting such a constraint may help to
identify more predictive models of how the brain solves object recogni-
tion across different time scales.

We here addressed this gap in knowledge by expanding a recurrent
DCNN, BLnet (Spoerer et al., 2020), optimized for single-image recogni-
tion, to sequential object recognition. Using this approach, we systemati-
cally investigated the computational mechanisms critical for object recog-
nition in dynamically changing visual environments, and also linked these
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Figure 4.1 Our computational approach towards understanding dynamic object
recognition within a glance. (A) Schematic of the RSVP task presented to both hu-
man participants and computational models. Participants and models were tasked to
detect whether an image belonging to pre-specified target category was present in an
image sequence. Every trial contained a unique target category and always consisted
of new images. Data was collected for multiple presentation durations for the same trial
sequences. Original stimuli were replaced with comparable license-free images. (B)
To understand the computational mechanisms that shape neural computations when
dealing with rapidly changing sensory streams, we build a variety of computational
models aiming to capture this mapping. (C) Human behaviour serves as the explana-
tory goal for the computational models. To this end, we tested all computational models
for their ability to perform on the same RSVP task as humans and to capture human
single trial reports. The upper panel shows the task performance, that is, the mean
perceptual sensitivity across 36 participants, as a function of image presentation du-
ration (13, 40, 80 and 160ms). Error bars show the 95% confidence interval for the
mean sensitivity. Participants performed above chance at all presentation durations
(all p < .0001). The lower panel illustrates that trials varied in difficulty. A good model
should capture mean performance levels across presentation durations (upper panel)
as well as allow one to predict which task trials should be easy or hard given a certain
presentation duration (lower panel).
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mechanisms to human behaviour (see Fig 4.1). In particular, we con-
trasted RSVP performance of feedforward models with recurrent ones, of
models that process images in isolation with those that process sequen-
tial inputs, and of models with sensory adaptation with those without.
We also determined how the performance of our models, serving as our
hypotheses, compared to that of human observers. Finally, we assessed
whether a single model could predict human single-trial behaviour across
all presentation rates.

We find that recurrent models with sequential image processing
(BLnext) selectively capture the gradual increase in perceptual sensitivity
seen in humans with longer stimulus presentation durations in an RSVP
task. These models with multiple processing steps also showcase that it is
possible to perform an RSVP task based on feedforward processing alone
(a single model step), and furthermore, that local recurrent processing
provides a plausible account for how increased stimulus duration facili-
tates target detection. In predicting single-trial human report rates, we
observed that only BLnext models showed a match between presentation
duration andmodel processing steps (equivalent to processing over time).
That is, models with fewer steps provided the best explanation for human
behaviour at the shortest presentation durations, whereas models with
more steps per image better accounted for behaviour for longer presenta-
tion durations. While other (non-sequential) recurrent networks overall
featured a similar explanatory power, they did not capture this tempo-
ral correspondence. Intriguingly, adaptation was not only essential for
boosting task performance, but also proved critical for explaining human
behaviour under rapidly changing input conditions. Taken together, we
find evidence that lateral recurrence and adaptation are jointly essential
for enabling dynamic object recognition within a glance.

4.2 Results

What kind of computational mechanisms enable dynamic object recog-
nition within a glance in human observers? To address this question, we
developed a variety of computational models, serving as our hypotheses,
tested their performance on an RSVP task, and assessed how well they
predicted single-trial human participant data on the same task.
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Methods summary

We focussed on three main computational principles and their relevant
combinations: First, we compared models with feedforward and recur-
rent architectures. Second, we compared models processing images in
isolation (single-image models) with models processing their inputs as
a sequence (sequential models). Third and lastly, we contrasted mod-
els with different kinds of sensory adaptation mechanisms with a model
without adaptation.

Standard object recognition models process images in isolation,
henceforth called single-image models. These models have been very
successful in explaining core object recognition in brain and behaviour
(Schrimpf et al., 2020), and thus serve as our baseline. It is likely that
visual processing during an RSVP task is poorly captured by models lack-
ing a notion of time and sensory memory, and that single-image models,
therefore, cannot deal well with the sequential nature of this task. To test
the importance of time and sensory memory for dynamic object recog-
nition, we developed another model class, BLnext, capable of processing
input sequences of varying duration (sequential models), where the pro-
cessing of past stimuli influences the processing of the current stimulus.
BLnext consists of bottom-up feedforward and lateral recurrent weights
(see Fig 4.2A) and inherits both its architecture and weights from BLnet
(Spoerer et al., 2020), a recurrent object recognitionmodel optimized on a
large-scale image database (ecoset, Mehrer et al., 2021). BLnet, however,
is only optimized for eight recurrent model steps. Since we wanted to
evaluate considerably longer sequences, we developed a version in which
BLnext was able to operate sustainably over long sequences by adjusting
its batch normalization regime (see Methods – Computational models
for more information). After processing an image through its hierarchy,
BLnext reflects its current state in its output layer (Fig 4.2A), where a single
model step in this output layer corresponds to a full feedforward sweep in
themodel. Due to its lateral recurrence, withmore andmoremodel steps,
preceding model steps increasingly impact the processing of the current
model step, thereby accumulating evidence for as long as a given image is
presented.

With such a sequential model, it is possible tomimic different presen-
tation durations used in human RSVP experiments, including those used
in our experiment in human participants (i.e., 13, 40 or 80/image). To this
end, we presented BLnext with sequences consisting of a varying number
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of samples per image (Fig 4.2B). We evaluated the model’s response by
computing the representational distance between BLnext’s linear output
states during the RSVP stream and a target representation (representa-
tional strength, Fig 4.2C). Traditionally, this target representation is a cat-
egorical one-hot vector, indicating the match with a pretrained category
(Fig 4.2C). Yet, the RSVP experiment contained many images that were
not well captured by these pretrained categories. Thus, we adopted an
alternative way to track the representations of a single image (indepen-
dent of its category) and used the final output state of BLnet represent-
ing this single image as a target vector (Fig 4.2D). This choice followed
the logic that representations evoked by an image in BLnet are the best
possible representation of a given image given this architecture and these
trained weights (which are identical in BLnext). Importantly, using this
approach, we could track how representations of individual images waxed
and waned throughout an image sequence (Fig 4.2D).

Table 4.1 Overview of all candidate models. Parameters are indicated in millions
(M).

Model Input mode Lateral recurrence Adaptation Parameters

BLnet single image yes none 28.9 M
B single image no none 11 M

B-D single image no none 28.9 M
BLnext image sequence yes none 28.9 M

BLnext (exp.) image sequence yes exponential 28.9 M
BLnext (pow.) image sequence yes power-law 28.9 M

To understand how such a sequential model compares to standard
models processing images in isolation, we compared the sequential re-
currentmodelBLnext, with its single-image recurrent counterpart, BLnet,
as well as with two single-image feedforward architectures: B, which has
the same number of parameters as a single feedforward pass (thus a sin-
gle model step) as the recurrent models (BLnet and BLnext), and B-D,
which has the same number of parameters as BLnet and BLnext but with-
out its recurrent connectivity. Allmodelswere trained on the samedataset
(Mehrer et al., 2021), and were matched in architecture (Spoerer et al.,
2020, see Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2 BLnext, a model for sequential object recognition. (A) BLnext accepts
image sequences as inputs. These sequences are processed with bottom-up feedfor-
ward and lateral recurrent weights, resulting in a prediction sequence as output. The
first step in the prediction sequence corresponds to a single feedforward pass induced
by the first sample of the input sequence. For later prediction sequence steps, the lat-
eral recurrent weights also contribute to the prediction. This way, preceding time steps
can influence the processing of the current time step, either adding to the accumulated
evidence if the same image is processed, or moving the model into a new direction
for a new image. The model illustration is adapted from Spoerer et al. (2020). (B) To
model different presentation durations, we varied the number of repetitions per image
in a sequence. (C) For pretrained categories, representational strength can be com-
puted for every model and presented image for a given target category presented in
the image sequence (flower) as a distance to the categorical one-hot vector. Repre-
sentational strength of this target category (flower) was highest for model steps during
which the corresponding target was presented (blue shaded area).
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Figure 4.2 (D) Most images used here did not belong to clearly defined categories
such an in (C). To nonetheless obtain an interpretation of the model’s prediction, we
used the output state of a model presenting a given target image in isolation. In this
example, the representational strength of the six presented images is displayed. The
shaded coloured areas indicate the respective presentation duration of these images
(4 model steps/image) and their location in the image sequence. For all six images,
representational strength peaked during image presentation, gradually increasing as a
function of presentation duration, highlighting the ability of BLnext to capture sequential
image processing.

We hypothesized that neural adaptation may be particularly useful
during an RSVP task, or dynamic object recognition more generally,
when the model also needs to distinguish between sequentially presented
images. To test this hypothesis, we implemented three different sequen-
tial model variants (Fig 4.3A). Our implementation of neural adaptation
closely followed Vinken et al. (2020), called activation-based intrinsic
suppression. With this approach, suppression is built up as a function
of a unit’s past activation, and this suppression is subsequently subtracted
from new incoming activation prior to applying the rectifying activation
function (see Fig 4.3B for an illustration). Here, we used the same ap-
proach developed for a feedforward DCNN (Vinken et al., 2020) in a re-
current DCNN (Fig 4.3A, exponential adaptation). While exponential
functions are often adopted to model neural adaptation at fast time scales
(Kohn, 2007; Priebe et al., 2002) and are attractive for their simplicity,
they have been criticized for only capturing limited time scales of adap-
tation (Drew & Abbott, 2006; Pozzorini et al., 2013). Since the questions
addressed here involved quite different timescales (13 – 80 ms/image),
we also implemented a network with a power-law adaptation mechanism
using a sum of exponentials (Bohté & Rombouts, 2010; Drew & Abbott,
2006; La Camera et al., 2006; Pozzorini et al., 2013), another common
form of neural adaptation observed experimentally (Giaschi et al., 1993;
Gilboa et al., 2005; Kohn, 2007; La Camera et al., 2006; Lundstrom et
al., 2008; Pozzorini et al., 2013) (see Methods for more details). Fig 4.3B
highlights some of the differences between an exponential and power-law
adaptation mechanism on a single-unit level: While both types of adap-
tation result in very comparable activation reductions over short time
scales (rexp, rpow), for later model steps, there are increasing differences
between these approaches, with a much less pronounced suppressive ef-
fect for power-law adaptation.
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Neural adaptation may also interact with recurrent processing. In
contrast to feedforward DCNNs as used before (Vinken et al., 2020), re-
current DCNNs undergo qualitatively different representational stages
over time — every recurrent computational step adds to the information
of earlier model steps, resulting in a gradual increase in information and
consequently, performance (e.g., Spoerer et al., 2020). As neural adap-
tation also affects stimulus processing over time, neural adaptation and
recurrency may have interactive effects. The example representational
traces in Fig 4.3C illustrate this: Comparing the model’s representational
trace for the same trial across the three different BLnext variants high-
lights some qualitative differences in dynamics between models with and
without adaptation. While a network without adaptationmaintains a rep-
resentational trace of the target image for as long as it is presented, in a
network with adaptation, this representational trace starts to decay af-
ter its peak, even while the image is still shown (see Fig 4.3C). Note that
all networks reached a comparable representational strength, but the net-
works with adaptation reached this peak slightly faster and their image
traces decayed earlier.

Sequential image processing is key to recovering human RSVP
performance levels

Our first goal was to compare different models with regard to their abil-
ity to perform on an RSVP task. This stands in the tradition of using
task-optimized models as mechanistic models of neural processing (Kiet-
zmann, McClure, et al., 2019; Kriegeskorte, 2015a; Schrimpf et al., 2020;
Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016).

To enable a comparison between models and humans, we translated
the model’s representational traces (sequential models) or the model’s re-
sponse to single images (single-image models) into a perceptual sensitiv-
ity measure summarizing performance across trials. Furthermore, hu-
man participants responded to a unique, and rather specific category cue
(e.g., grassy hills) on every trial. To recreate a comparable situation for the
models, we developed prototypes that served as the target representation
on a given trial. In brief, trial-specific prototypes were based on a large-
scale online image query specific to every trial category cue. Prototypes
were then defined as the geometric centre of relevant category examples in
amodel’s output space (seeMethods – Prototypes formore details). Using
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Figure 4.3 Augmenting BLnext with different forms of adaptation. (A) To un-
derstand the potential benefits of adaptation for dynamic object recognition, we com-
pared three different models: A model without adaptation (BLnext, orange), a model
with exponential adaptation (BLnext – exponential, light blue) and one with power-law
adaptation (BLnext – power-law, dark blue). The same color coding is used in (B) and
(C) to denote the models. (B) Suppression and activation evolve over time. As can
be expected, there is no reduction in activation without adaptation (r) over time, while
for both exponential and power-law adaptation, an ongoing incoming signal (shaded
grey area) leads to a build-up in suppression (sexp, spow), resulting in a reduced activa-
tion (rexp, rpow). Without a signal, these suppression indices decay and can potentially
result in an offset at the arrival of a new signal. (C) In contrast to a model without
adaptation, both forms of adaptation are associated with suppressed activations right
after the target image is presented. The same trial example is shown as in Fig 4.2B-D.
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Figure 4.4 Comparing perceptual sensitivity across models and to human ob-
servers. (A) Peak prototype correlation (PPC), a proxy for sensory evidence for a
given category (here flowers), fluctuates across model steps in a given trial in the
BLnext output traces. Here only the PPC for a single category is shown across an
image sequence. (B) Perceptual sensitivity (d′) was obtained by comparing the dis-
tributions of the PPC values for trials with and without a target for a given model. (C)
This panel shows performance on the RSVP task for the different models and humans.
Single image models vastly outperform human observers at all presentation durations,
except for 160 ms. In contrast, sequential models display a gradual increase in d′ as
model steps per image increase, thereby mimicking the gradual increase in perceptual
sensitivity shown with increases in presentation duration in human observers (see Fig
4.1C). Coloured dots represent model steps for models with recurrence.

these prototypes, we obtained representational traces specific to the trial’s
category cue and summarized a given trial based on the peak of this pro-
totype correlation (PPC, see Fig 4.4A). Using these PPC values as a proxy
for sensory evidence across trials, we estimated how well trials with and
without a target were distinguished by the model (Fig 4.4B). This separa-
tion between the PPC distributions formed by trials with and without a
target in turn corresponded to d′, a measure for perceptual sensitivity.

Comparing the different models (Table 4.1) based on their task per-
formance revealed three interesting observations (Fig 4.4C). Firstly, it
is evident that the single-image baseline models, thus those that do not
model RSVP streams as continuous but instead treat every image as a sep-
arate process, not only vastly outperformed all other models, but also hu-
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man observers (for presentation durations shorter than 160 ms/image).
This result means that this group of models, irrespective of being feedfor-
ward or recurrent, was too good compared to human observers (Fig 4.4C,
single-image models). Even in a recurrent model, BLnet which showed
an increase in performance with more model steps/image, already a sin-
gle model step was associated with superior performance compared to
human performance at 80ms/image. Taken together, this indicates that
modelling image processing as isolated events does not mimic human
performance, and that rather, models are needed that also address the
sequential nature of input processing.

A second observation that can bemade comparing the different mod-
els is that, in contrast to single-image models, models with sequential re-
current processing (BLnext) showed a gradual increase in perceptual sen-
sitivity with an increase in model steps per image (Fig 4.4C, sequential
models). These models also displayed comparable performance levels as
reported for human observers for 13, 40 and 80 ms per image, respec-
tively. They did not reach performance levels for a presentation duration
of 160ms per image (again, in contrast to the single-imagemodels). These
observations indicate that processing images as a sequence is important
for capturing how the challenging nature of this task affects human neural
processing up to 80 ms per image. That is, sequential object recognition
is a much harder problem, not only requiring the ability to recognize ob-
jects, but also to dissociate them from each other in the dynamic input.

Having established that these sequential models feature similar per-
formance levels as human observers, we can also use them to revisit some
debates in the experimental literature. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, based on current experimental results it was unclear whether object
recognition in an RSVP is possible based on only feedforward processing
in a recurrent network as suggested before (Potter et al., 2014). Our se-
quential model highlights that this may indeed be possible, as indicated
by the above chance performance after a single model step. While a single
model step is most likely not identical to the neural feedforward sweep,
our model can still be seen as a proof-of-principle that a locally recurrent
architecture may display such abilities

A third noteworthy finding of our model comparison is that within
the sequential model class, models with adaptation achieved better per-
ceptual sensitivities based on shorter model presentation durations, that
is, fewer model steps per image. This means that adaptation boosted task
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performance and helped to deal with dynamic inputs for medium-to-fast
presentation durations (Fig 4.4C, blue vs yellow lines). This finding sup-
ports the idea of a functional role for neural adaptation during dynamic
visual processing. Of further note, only a BLnext model with power-law
adaptation also maintained high performance levels with slower paced
sequences, whereas an exponential adaptation model’s performance suf-
fered with more model steps per image. This finding directly connects
back to past modelling work suggesting that power-law adaptation is bet-
ter able to capture a wide range of timescales (Drew & Abbott, 2006;
Gilboa et al., 2005; La Camera et al., 2006; Lundstrom et al., 2008; Poz-
zorini et al., 2013). The performance benefits gained from combining
BLnext with a neural adaptationmechanism also point to a larger compu-
tational principle in which recurrent computation may be rendered more
efficient by being made susceptible to repetition, such as is achieved here
with neural adaptation. Put differently, for representing a dynamic visual
world, it may be adaptive to represent an input for as long as new informa-
tion arrives, and to move on when information becomes redundant. Such
redundancy can be effectively tracked with a neural adaptation mecha-
nism. Our data suggests that combining (local) recurrence and neural
adaptation may provide a neural system with just that trade-off between
integration over time and sensitivity to change.

To summarize, evaluating a variety of computational models on their
performance on an RSVP task, we first found that only models process-
ing RSVP streams as sequences and with local recurrence well captured
human performance up to 80 ms/image. Moreover, these BLnext models
displayed above-chance performance at 13ms/image with just one model
step, supporting a feedforward-only account of object recognition. In ad-
dition, recurrent processing brought about an increase in perceptual sen-
sitivity for slower presentation durations, as also seen in humans, high-
lighting the additional importance of recurrency in perception. Finally,
our results demonstrate the functional benefits of neural adaption, and in
particular power-law adaptation, for dealing with dynamic visual inputs.

Sequential models with power-law adaptation best account for
human single-trial dynamics

Based on our first set of results, we have identified a set of candidate mod-
els that recapitulate average human performance levels on an RSVP task.
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We next examined how well these models account for other properties of
RSVP behaviour. For one, a good model of human dynamic visual per-
ception should also explain variance in performance across trials. More-
over, there should not only be correspondence in the trials that are overall
challenging for humans and models (mean sensitivities across trials, Fig
4.4C), but there should also be overlap in how trial performance changes
across different presentation durations. For instance, some trials may al-
ways lead to the report of a target irrespective of the presentation duration,
whereas on other trials targets are only detected with longer presentation
durations. This overlap in variance between model and human reports
can be used to further quantify which of our computational models best
mimics human RSVP processing.

To this end, we assessed the predictivity of all models (for different
presentation durations, that is, model steps per image) across presenta-
tion durations for human single trials by comparing the average report
rate (for a given presentation duration) with a model’s PPC (for a given
model presentation duration, number of model steps) on a trial-by-trial
basis using a Spearman correlation (see Fig 4.5A for an example). Here,
a high positive correlation reflects that trials with a high average report
rate in humans corresponded to high PPC values in the models. For tar-
get trials, a high report rate and PPC means that both humans andmodels
were likely to report the target; for non-target trials, this means that they
were likely to misreport a target, i.e., to commit a false alarm. We here
focused on presentation durations of up to 80ms/image corresponding to
the maximum task performance achieved by the sequential models (Fig
4.4C).

Inspection of the predictivity profiles for different model and human
presentation durations (Fig 4.5B) revealed some qualitative differences
between the models. First, while all models reached high relative corre-
lation values (compared to the noise ceiling, the highest possible correla-
tion given the participants’ variability) at 13 ms/image, recurrent mod-
els in particular reach or surpass the lower noise ceiling with at least
one of their presentation durations (number of model steps per image).
These findings indicate that theweights fromBLnet, a single-imagemodel,
can fully explain variance in the participant’s single trial behaviour at
13ms/image. This is not achieved for any other presentation duration (40
and 80ms/image) and indicates that BLnet can less well capture human
performance variability at these longer presentation durations. Within
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the recurrent models, we can furthermore discern some differences with
regard to the model presentation duration reaching the lower noise ceil-
ing at 13ms/image. In particular, models with adaptation show a sharp in-
crease in predictivity that is specific to presenting an image for two model
steps and that declines for presenting it for more model steps. Such a
pattern is absent for both recurrent models without adaptation (BLnet &
BLnext). For longer presentation durations (40 and 80ms/image), we can
see amore gradual increase in predictivity for the recurrentmodels, which
is absent for feedforward models due to their lack of temporal processing.

To assess whether there is a temporal correspondence between human
and model report rates across different presentation durations, we next
identified the most explanatory model presentation duration for every
model and humanpresentation duration (Fig 4.5C).This analysis revealed
that only sequential, recurrent models show a linearly increasing relation-
ship between the most predictive model presentation duration and pre-
sentation duration in human observers. That is, the short presentation
duration in the models corresponded to the shortest presentation dura-
tions in the human participants. In contrast, single-image models either
are not designed to examine this (B, B-D, both feedforward models) or
show an irregular decreasing relationship (BLnet, recurrent). This argues
for a temporal correspondence between sequential models and humans.
Intriguingly, we also see that power-law adaptation sped up this temporal
correspondence while still maintaining a linear relationship to presenta-
tion duration. In other words, while for a sequential model without adap-
tation, a 13 ms/image presentation duration corresponded to the process-
ing of an image for six model steps, whereas for a model with adaptation,
this was achieved in only two model steps. This latter finding implies that
given a limited number of samples andmodel steps for every image, mod-
els with adaptation faster account for human detection performance at
ultra-rapid presentation rates.

Finally, we assessed the overall explanatory power of all candidate
models. It could be that a model can capture the temporal correspon-
dence between model and human presentation durations but that this is
achieved at the expense of its explanatory power. To evaluate this pos-
sibility, we calculated the proportion of the lower noise ceiling that was
explained by the best model presentation duration for every presenta-
tion duration and averaged these proportions across all presentation du-
rations, separately per model (Fig 4.5D).The best possible model can take
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Figure 4.5 Accounting for single-trial human behaviour across presentation du-
rations. (A) Model predictivity of human single-trial behaviour was quantified as the
Spearman correlation between a model’s PPC and the average human report rate for
a given set of model steps and presentation durations. Single dots represent a single
trial. The line is a fitted linear regression and only serves illustrative purposes. 101
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Figure 4.5 (B) Predictivity shown for all presentation durations and models. Higher
correlation values denote that the model output shown for different model steps per
image can better capture the single trial behaviour. The shaded areas indicate the
95% confidence intervals bootstrapped across subjects for all panels. The noise ceil-
ing indicates the range of the highest possible correlations given the variability in the
participants behaviour. (C) We assessed the temporal correspondence between the
most predictive number of model steps per image and human observers’ presentation
duration. For every presentation duration and model, we identified the model steps per
image with the highest correlation (repeated for different bootstraps). An increasing lin-
ear relationship indicates a strong temporal correspondence between participant and
model time, whereas a flat or negative relationship indicates a mismatch. In particular,
sequential models show a positive linear relationship, which is absent for single-image
models. Feedforward models only featured a single time-step and are overlapping. (D)
Overall explanatory power across models is quantified as the proportion of the lower
noise ceiling that is reached by the model’s correlation. This estimate was averaged
across presentation durations. BLnext models are on par with BLnet suggesting that
while BLnet has superior task performance, it does not better explain variance in hu-
man behaviour across trials.

a value of 1, fully explaining the shared variance between subjects. This
analysis revealed a clear pattern: All recurrent models had greater ex-
planatory power, better predicting the single-trial data across presenta-
tion durations, than the feedforward models. This is interesting because
the B-D model contains the same number of parameters and is thus, in
principle, as expressive as a recurrentmodel. Furthermore, we can see that
BLnext and BLnext with power-law adaptation are on par with BLnet in
terms of their explanatory power. This findingmay seem surprising at first
since the sensitivity results (Fig 4.4) indicated that BLnet holds better rep-
resentations to solve the RSVP tasks, reflected in its high perceptual sen-
sitivity. So, one may have expected that BLnet would also better explain
human behaviour. Instead, we see that adding sequential processing did
not hamper the model’s explanatory power of human single-trial target
reports, in contrast to its effects on average performance. Yet, BLnext also
better tracked human average RSVP performance, while BLnet showed
outperformed humans with one single model step (Fig 4.4). Both sets of
findings thus indicate better correspondence in dynamic object recogni-
tion between sequential models (BLnext) and human observers.

To summarize, investigating the single-trial representational dynam-
ics revealed a number of key features of our examined computational
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models. First, temporal correspondence, a mapping between model
and human presentation durations, is a hallmark of sequential models
(BLnext) that does not come at the expense of overall explanatory power.
Furthermore, adaptation is an effective mechanism to speed up this tem-
poral correspondence, providing a model with the same representational
quality after only a fraction of model steps compared to a model without
adaptation. Taken together, given the rapid nature of visual stimulation
in RSVP tasks, this makes a sequential, recurrent model with power-law
adaptation the most plausible model of the neural computations that un-
derlie object recognition under rapidly changing input conditions, as on
an RSVP task.

4.3 Discussion

In this study, we investigated the mechanisms enabling dynamic object
recognition: our ability to recognize objects across varying timescales and
within a glance (Maguire & Howe, 2016; Potter et al., 2014; Thorpe et al.,
1996) in a constant stream of visual change. While primate object recog-
nition is increasingly well explained by modern deep learning models op-
timized for computer vision, they intrinsically cannot well capture object
recognition in dynamic contexts and across varying timescales. There-
fore, here, we investigated the functional importance of feedforward ver-
sus recurrent processing, single versus sequential image processing, and
adaptation versus no adaptation in accounting for human behaviour on an
RSVP task with different presentation durations (13-80 ms/image). There
were three main findings. Our first main finding, supported by several
observations, was that only models that integrate images sequentially via
lateral recurrence mirrored human performance across different image
durations (13-80 ms/image). That is, while object recognition was possi-
ble based on a singlemodel step (equivalent to our definition of the neural
feedforward sweep, Fig 4.4), sequential processing combined with lateral
recurrence brought about a similar, further increase in perceptual sen-
sitivity with increasing image presentation durations as seen in humans.
This finding supports the efficacy of the first feedforward sweep for core
object recognition (DiCarlo et al., 2012; Potter et al., 2014; Serre et al.,
2007; Thorpe et al., 1996), but also underlines that an increasing amount
of recurrence supports object recognition at a glance with longer presen-
tation durations. Our second main finding was that a sequential model
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also best predicted human target reports at the single-trial level and dis-
played a temporal correspondence with human observers (Fig 4.5). Inter-
estingly, the most explanatory models always included some recurrence,
suggesting that recurrent integration is a key factor for explaining trial-
by-trial reports (including hits and false alarms), even at the most rapid
presentation rates. Our thirdmain findingwas that augmenting a sequen-
tial model with a power-law adaptation mechanism facilitated task per-
formance at medium-to-fast presentation durations, and proved essential
for explaining human single-trial reports at the most rapid presentation
rates. This finding indicates a key role for adaptation in dynamic object
recognition, corroborating a large body of evidence advocating for neural
adaptation as a canonical neural computation (Attneave, 1954; Barlow,
1961; Fairhall et al., 2001; Pozzorini et al., 2013). It also substantiates the
notion that dynamic object recognition is not only determined by image
feature processing itself, but also critically depends on segmentation of the
image stream into separate visual events (Dragoi et al., 2002; Kohn, 2007;
Weber et al., 2019; Whitmire & Stanley, 2016). Taken together, our find-
ings reveal how sequential processing, recurrency, and adaptation may
jointly support dynamic object recognition.

The development of task-optimized and image-computable models
has revolutionized our understanding of object recognition (e.g., Yamins
& DiCarlo, 2016; Kietzmann, McClure, et al., 2019; Richards et al., 2019).
For example, using these models, researchers have addressed key issues
regarding the relevance of feedforward and recurrent processing in object
recognition (Kar et al., 2019; Kar & DiCarlo, 2020; Kietzmann, Spoerer,
et al., 2019; Seijdel et al., 2021), yet so far mostly in the context of static
images. Here, we examined the role of recurrent processing for dynamic
object recognition. A key debate in the RSVP literature centres on the
question to what degree core object recognition (DiCarlo et al., 2012; Di-
Carlo & Cox, 2007) relies on recurrent processing. In line with feedfor-
wardmodels of perception, some findings indicate that object recognition
based on only 13ms/image can be achieved solely through feedforward
processing (Potter et al., 2014). However, findings from other studies sug-
gest that some recurrent processing is necessary (Maguire &Howe, 2016).
We here revisited this debate from a computational modelling perspec-
tive, asking whether recurrent processing is functionally necessary. No-
tably, our results seem to reconcile these two sets of behavioural findings.
Object recognition was possible based on a single model step (equiva-
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lent to our definition of the neural feedforward sweep, Fig 4.4), support-
ing the idea that feedforward processing can suffice for object recognition
(DiCarlo et al., 2012; Potter et al., 2014; Serre et al., 2007; Thorpe et al.,
1996). Yet, human single-trial report rates were best captured by a model
with at least some recurrence also at the fastest presentation rate (Fig 4.5).
Thereby, our results underline the relevance of recurrent processing for
explaining the trial-by-trial idiosyncrasies, that is, correct and incorrect
target reports. It has been proposed that natural images are relatively in-
effective masks (Maguire & Howe, 2016), that can vary in their masking
strength due to differences in image features. Our findings support this
notion by showing that the variability in the target reports was best ex-
plained by a recurrent model, able to account for the strength of masking
induced be a given image sequence. Our findings also connect to a larger
body of work showing the central role of recurrent processes in neural
data using RSVP paradigms (Grootswagers et al., 2018; Marti & Dehaene,
2017; Mohsenzadeh et al., 2018). They critically add to these findings by
directly connecting feedforward and recurrent sequential processing to
human task performance and behavioural patterns during dynamic ob-
ject recognition within a glance.

Our computational approach also demonstrates the functional signif-
icance of (power-law) adaptation for dynamic object recognition. Com-
paring models with and without adaptation showed that models with
adaptation had superior perceptual sensitivity and faster representational
capacity than sequential models without adaptation in a context of dy-
namic visual stimulation (Fig 4.4C and Fig 4.5C). These findings align
with past empirical work that has demonstrated a critical role for adap-
tation in increasing the saliency of novel stimuli or novelty detection
(Dragoi et al., 2002; Kohn, 2007; Weber et al., 2019; Whitmire & Stan-
ley, 2016) and that has related adaptation to efficient coding strategies
in sensory systems (Attneave, 1954; Barlow, 1961; Fairhall et al., 2001;
Pozzorini et al., 2013). To our knowledge, our study is the first to show
such advantages of adaptation in the context of a task-performing object
recognition model (but see, Bellec et al., 2020; Yin et al., 2021 for tempo-
ral sequence and reinforcement learning tasks). A striking aspect of the
present findings was that the combination of lateral recurrence and neural
adaptation gave rise to a swift recovery of representational traces after an
image changed (Fig 4.3C). This finding points to the possibility that rapid
sensory adaptation serves as a dynamic break for recurrent computations,
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a crucial feature for any system that has to trade off perceptual stability or
accuracy (evidence accumulation) with flexibility or speed (novelty de-
tection). In many ways, our observation supports proposals on efficient
coding (Barlow, 1961), andmight reflect a form of temporal decorrelation
(Barlow & Földiák, 1989), previously linked to power-law adaptation and
enhanced information processing (Bohté & Rombouts, 2010; Pozzorini
et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2003). Establishing the functional significance of
computational mechanisms by studying neural systems has been a chal-
lenge in the past (Kohn, 2007). While recent years has seen progress in this
regard (e.g., Ollerenshaw et al., 2014; Clawson et al., 2017; Dragoi et al.,
2002; Gutnisky & Dragoi, 2008; Zheng et al., 2015), many questions still
remain. Adopting performance-optimized models as done here and by
Vinken et al. (2020) and Bellec et al. (2020) provides a promising avenue
to further understanding of how and in which task contexts adaptation
facilitates sensory perception and performance.

Our results also favour the notion that adaptation is a canonical com-
putation in perception, as our approach generalized adaptation mech-
anisms introduced to deep learning models in an innovative study by
Vinken and colleagues (Vinken et al., 2020) to another architecture and
task. Our parameters were either identical to this former study (exponen-
tial model) or closelymatched for short time scales (power-lawmodel, see
Fig 4.3B). As in this former study, adaptation was also introduced into the
network after optimization. But here, these parameters, previously fit to
single neurons by Vinken et al. (2020), were implemented in a recurrent
neural network without major modifications, and shown to contribute to
dynamic object recognition performance. These observations support the
idea that adaptation is a canonical computation that is not dramatically al-
tered by learning and specific architecture choices, but instead functions
similarly across different visual processes and areas. Our findings also add
to earlier research that put forward that power-law adaptation better cap-
tures neural data than an exponential account of adaptation over longer
time scales (Drew & Abbott, 2006; Gilboa et al., 2005; La Camera et al.,
2006; Lundstrom et al., 2008; Pozzorini et al., 2013). Our data suggests
that this may be due to the fact that exponential adaptation exerts a too
suppressive influence at long presentation durations, a problem resolved
by a power-law adaptation mechanism.

Our sequential model, BLnext should be seen as an important first
step towards building models of dynamic object recognition. While
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BLnext generally well reproduced human performance on RSVP tasks,
there were also some notable deviations that should be addressed in fu-
ture work. For one, while BLnet, a single image model, reached human
performance levels for images presented for 160 ms/image, BLnext did
not reach such high accuracy in this condition (Fig 4.4C). Sequential pro-
cessing will likely always negatively impact image processing at fast pre-
sentation rates (unless amodel is set up to not integrate over time). Yet, ul-
timately, a sequential model should produce human performance across
all image presentation durations, including longer durations. That this
was not the case suggests that BLnext could not fully harness its represen-
tational power acquired during training, even though there should have
been enough time to fully represent the input. It is conceivable that the
changes we introduced to build BLnext, such as the altered batch normal-
ization regime, may have put BLnext at a disadvantage over longer time
scales compared to BLnet. Yet, a strength of our approach was that we
could closely compare BLnet and BLnext to determine the importance of
sequential processing that abstracted away from differences in optimiza-
tion and training history. A key avenue for future studies is to determine
how sequential models can be better optimized so that they can account
for dynamic object recognition across a wider range of timescales. An-
other notable observation was that we here found that the model steps
that produced perceptual sensitivity levels matching human performance
levels (Fig 4.4C) were not the same as those that best accounted for single-
trial reports across presentation durations (Fig 4.5C). For instance, the
sequential model with power-law adaptation required two model steps to
best explain single-trial reports at 13ms/image, resulting in a performance
of a d′ of 1, which was closer to human performance levels at 40ms/image
than at 13ms/image (d′ of around 0.5). This discrepancymay be partly ex-
plained by the fact that these are different measures: while d′ summarizes
across trials, we evaluated single-trial predictivity as correlation between
PPC values and single-trial reports, thus abstracting away frommean per-
formance levels. Still, this discrepancy may also point to the presence of
additional processes in dynamic object recognition not captured in our
current model. For instance, it is conceivable that human observers dis-
play poorer performance (compared to the single-trial matching model)
due to additional constraints in attentional engagement or workingmem-
ory capacity. Indeed, an MEG study (Marti & Dehaene, 2017) using an
RSVP paradigm identified a first phase of parallel visual processing of
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RSVP items, followed by later selective processes that were increasingly
specific to the reported target. Our model may have well captured this
first process (up to ∽ 150 ms after image onset), but may have failed to
mimic later, more selective processes involved in e.g., working memory
encoding andmaintenance, given our simple response selection approach
(peak prototype correlation, PPC on a given trial, Fig 4.3A). This might
also explainwhy single-trial reportswerewell accounted for at fast presen-
tation rates, potentially limiting the impact of such higher-level processes,
but less well explained at slower presentation rates, which may leave more
room for these processes to unfold. A fruitful follow-up to the current
study could be to combine our sequentialmodel with amore sophisticated
readoutmechanism that alsomimics other temporal characteristics of hu-
man perceptual selection (e.g. attentional blink, Raymond et al., 1992;
Lindh et al., 2019). Future studies are also necessary to determine the
role of top-down recurrence in dynamic object recognition. At the neural
level, influences of top-down recurrence have been shown to be partic-
ularly pronounced at medium presentation durations (e.g. 34ms/image,
Mohsenzadeh et al., 2018), strengthening visual representations at lower
levels of the visual hierarchy (Brincat & Connor, 2006; Mohsenzadeh et
al., 2018; O’Reilly et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2018; Wyatte et al., 2014). Se-
quential models that also feature top-down recurrence may hence better
capture dynamic object recognition at medium-to-long presentation du-
rations and necessary to further close the explanatory gap that we have
observed here (Fig 4.5).

Our study illustrates the importance of conceptually dissociating be-
tween feedforward architectures and feedforward processing. We ob-
served that feedforward architectures vastly outperformed humans at
13ms/image, whereas feedforward processing (i.e., the initial step in our
recurrent network) aligned with human performance. This finding show-
cases that a feedforward architecture can still encapsulate computations
that go beyond the first feedforward sweep of information processing in
the brain, which is in line with the observation that some feedforward ar-
chitectures are equivalent to unfolded recurrent architectures under spe-
cific circumstances, such as weight-sharing across time (Liao & Poggio,
2016). Yet, it also illustrates that establishing the success of a computa-
tional architecture in explaining neural processing and behavioural per-
formance may not be sufficient to draw strong conclusions about the un-
derlying neural process and its architecture. In our study, we took a dif-
ferent approach, and studied recurrent neural processes across different
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feedforward/recurrent interaction ratios using the RSVP paradigm with
different presentation rates. Critically, this approach provides stronger
constraints for matching recurrent models to human behaviour. That
is, we could not only evaluate a model’s explanatory power when ob-
ject recognition was fully accomplished, but also when image processing
was interrupted by subsequent images in the stream. Over the past few
decades, RSVP paradigms have been a powerful tool to delineate how vi-
sual and cognitive processes unfold and interact over time based on be-
haviour (Potter et al., 2014; Potter, 1976; Potter & Levy, 1969) and more
recently, based on neural data (Grootswagers et al., 2018; Mohsenzadeh
et al., 2018; Robinson et al., 2019) providing insight into the temporal dy-
namics of visual perception. RSVP paradigms in combination with this
wealth of experimental knowledge therefore present a promising bench-
mark for developing more accurate recurrent computational models of
the visual ventral stream.

To summarize, we investigated the computational mechanisms gov-
erning human dynamic object recognition using a newly developed ap-
proach to model sequential object recognition. Using this approach, we
showed that accounting for the sequential nature of object recognition is
critical in explaining humanRSVPperformance. We also confirmed a key
role for adaptation in dynamic object recognition. Taken together, these
findings shed new light on the computational mechanisms that maymake
object recognition so effective across dramatically varying timescales in a
dynamic visual world.

4.4 Methods

Behavioural study in humans

The human behavioural data used in this study was collected in the con-
text of another study that investigated the role of mid-level visual features
and altered category information on object recognition during RSVP.This
behavioural study also included an exact replication condition of Potter
et al. (2014), using the same stimuli and presentation sequences (only the
presentation rates were different in Potter et al. (2014) with 13, 27, 53, or
80 ms per image). For the current study, only the data from this condi-
tion was used to evaluate model performance. For more information on
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the aims and hypotheses of this behavioural study, please see the Open
Science Framework1.

Participants

36 participants with an average age of 22.43 years (18 - 29, SD = 2.98,
one participant did not indicate an age) participated in the behavioural
study. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were
not colour-blind, between 18 and 35 years old, had no history of psychi-
atric or neurological disorder, nor a personal or family history of epilepsy.

The study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations
of the ethical committee of the University of Amsterdam. All participants
gave written informed consent before study onset in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and were paid €10 per hour or participated for
research credit.

Task

On every trial, participants viewed a sequence of six real-world pho-
tographs, each presented for either 13, 40, 80 or 160 ms per image, and
were tasked to determine whether an image of a target category was
present in the sequence (see Fig 4.6A for a schematic). This target cat-
egory was a conceptual description of the image (e.g., flowers) and was
communicated to the participants prior to the image sequence, and re-
peated when they had to give their response. Participants initiated a trial
with a button press and indicated their answer with a button press (“v”
for yes, “b” for no). They received feedback on their response, by either
seeing the text “No target” (when no target was shown) or, in case there
has been a target image, being asked to identify the image they saw from
a set of two images. A quarter of all trials did not contain a target image.
Target images could never be the first of last image in the sequence. For
the presentation durations of all trial elements, please see Fig 4.6.

The experiment consisted of a practice block with a slow presentation
rate (133 ms/image), which was followed by eight experimental blocks,
each featuring 22 trials. After every block, participants had the opportu-
nity to take a break. Every image sequence was shown once to every par-
ticipant, such that every trial had unique images and target category. In

1https://osf.io/b7fdq/
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Figure 4.6 The RSVP task and human performance across different presentation
durations. (A) Schematic of a trial in the RSVP paradigm used in the behavioural study
in humans. We used the same image sequences and category cues as in a study by
Potter et al. (2014) but varying the presentation durations. Participants started a trial
with a button press after which a category cue was shown. Participants were tasked to
determine whether an image matching this category cue was present in a subsequent
stream of six real-world photographs, presented at a varying duration (13, 40, 80 or
160 ms per picture). At the end of every trial, participants indicated whether an image
matching the category cue was present in the sequence or not. (B) Perceptual sensi-
tivity of human observers across different presentation durations. Replicating Potter et
al. (2014), participants performed above chance for all presentation durations, includ-
ing at 13ms/image (all p < .0001). The shaded dots represent individual participants,
error bars show the 95% confidence interval for the mean in d′ across participants.

experimental blocks, all trials were randomized with regard to image pre-
sentation duration with the purpose of showing every sequence equally
often across presentation duration across participants.

Apparatus

The stimuli were presented on a CRT screen (refresh rate: 75Hz; reso-
lution: 1.204 x 768) and stimulus presentation was controlled via Psy-
chophysics Toolbox Version 3 (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007) imple-
mented in MATLAB. Presentation timing was continuously monitored
during the experiment and also measured externally using a photo-diode
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prior to data collection. No trials were excluded based on timing errors
of the presentation duration of the target image (> 12ms).

Analysis

Perceptual sensitivity (d′) was calculated for each presentation duration
and participant (see Perceptual sensitivity in humans andmodels). To de-
termine whether perceptual sensitivity differed from chance performance
(i.e., d′ of 0), we conducted a planned two-tailed t-test for each presenta-
tion duration separately.

Computational models

Sequential object recognition models (BLnext)

We developed a sequential object recognition network, BLnext, based on
BLnet (Spoerer et al., 2020). BLnet consists of feedforward and lateral
recurrent weights and has been shown to perform competitively on two
large-scale image datasets as well as to be able to predict human reaction
times in an animal detection task. For our purposes, this network has
the crucial advantage that it learns for most parts weights that can be it-
eratively applied to any number of time steps. The only weights that are
time step specific are those for the batch normalization parameters. In a
set of initial experiments, however, we discovered that the network was
able to perform sustainably when simply using a set of batch normaliza-
tion statistics (time step: 4) by default. For reading out responses from
the network, we furthermore replaced the softmax with a linear activa-
tion function. These two changes made it possible for the network to per-
form on a longer time scale. In contrast to a softmax readout (with its
exponential operation), a linear readout does not rescale the output dis-
tribution and skews it towards its maximum, and we found that this was
helpful for obtaining smooth representational traces overmodel steps (see
Fig B.1) and for working with the prototypes (see below) and image-level
representations. We adopted the pretrained weights optimized on EcoSet
(Mehrer et al., 2021) reasoning that the 565-dimensional output space is
more suitable for comparisons with human performance on an RSVP task
compared to an output space from ImageNet.
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Single-image object recognition models

We compared several single-image recognition models to our BLnext
variants (Table 4.1). All of these models stem from Spoerer et al. (2020)
and are thus directly comparable with regard to their architecture and op-
timization. Specifically, we evaluated a recurrent model (BLnet), a feed-
forward network matched to a single feedforward pass in the recurrent
models (B), and a feedforward model with the same number of parame-
ters as the recurrentmodels (B-D). Allmodelsweightswere from retrieved
from the Open Science Framework2 and trained on EcoSet (Mehrer et al.,
2021). As for the sequential models, we also replaced the last softmax
activation function with a linear function.

Categorical prototypes

To comparemodel performance to human performance on an RSVP task,
we had to develop an approach to extract a response that captures the
match between the indicated category cue on a given trial and the shown
image sequences. Commonly, this is achieved by retraining an output
layer of a DCNN (e.g., Seijdel et al., 2021), but in our case, where every
trial contained a unique target category, this was not feasible, nor desir-
able, since fine-tuning an output layer for every trial also introduces train-
ing history effects, thus creating differences between trials.

Inmanyways, this challenge resembles few-shot learning as discussed
by Sorscher et al. (2022) inwhich the pre-trained representational space is
leveraged to perform untrained, categorical distinctions (also see, Battle-
day et al., 2020). In this spirit, we here also adopted categorical prototypes,
which were obtained by estimating the geometric centre from activations
belonging to different category examples. We obtained these examples
using google image search. Specifically, we used the trial target categories
as search queries (see Fig 4.7A). We then filtered these queries based on
a set of criteria to increase the usability of the retrieved images (images
had to be a full-colour photograph, in .jpg format and distributed under a
‘labeled-for-noncommercial-reuse-with-modification’ license). This ap-
proach provided a set of images (N) for every category cue (average num-
ber of images per category: 367, min – max: 262 – 396). In a next step,
we presented these images to the single-image models and retained their

2https://osf.io/mz9hw/
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Figure 4.7 Three-step approach to obtaining prototype representations. (A) A
large-scale image search query provided cue category examples. For every cue cate-
gory (i.e., trial), we performed a separate image search query returning multiple hun-
dreds of photographs specific to every category cue seen by the human participants.
(B) Describing categories in model representations. In a next step, we took all retrieved
images and presented them to the single-image models (also serving as a baseline for
the sequential models). Like this, we obtained an activation pattern for every image.
(C) Computing the prototype representation. Together all category examples formed a
category manifold. To obtain a prototype representation, we simply found the geomet-
ric mean across the activation patterns evoked by the different category exemplars.
Note that only a subset of exemplars was used to obtain the final prototype.

activations (Fig 4.7B). Note that BLnet and BLnext share their weights
and consequently, categorical prototypes for BLnext were identical with
BLnet. In principle, these activations form the categorial representations
linked to a category cue, which allowed us to compute their geometric
centre to obtain the prototype representations (Fig 4.7C).

We did not use the activations of all category exemplars, but rather,
selected exemplars based on their semantic relevance. We took this step
because during initial quality checks of these obtained images, it became
apparent that some categories suffered from substantial semantic ambigu-
ity. For instance, the obtained images for the category ‘Ranger’ contained
images from both the football team, the profession, as well as the car type.
To prevent such ambiguity effects fromconfounding our findings, we used
the average representation evoked by a target and a foil image (a differ-
ent image that still matched the category cue) as a marker for semantic
relevance. These images stemmed from the 2-AFC task presented after
the detection task to the participants (data not shown or analysed here).
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We reasoned that whatever was shared between the target and foil im-
age would be a good approximation of the intended category. Using this
notion of semantic relevance, we established a ranking of the most se-
mantically relevant exemplars. Based on this relevance ranking, we cal-
culated prototypes including the activations of either the 10, 50 or 100
most relevant exemplars. For all experiments, we report results for a pro-
totype based on the 10most relevant exemplars. Task performance results
for prototypes computed based on more exemplars were very comparable
and mainly scaled the observed pattern of results (Fig B.2).

For the sequential models, we estimated the representational strength
p at time t for a given prototype φ and model output y by computing the
Pearson correlation coefficient r:

pt = r (φ, yt)

providing a measure of how well the current model state yt approximates
the prototypical activation φ. For single-image models, the same corre-
lation was computed between the response to every image (processed in
isolation) in the sequence and the prototypical activation r. For BLnet,
the correlation was computed after the specified number of model steps.

Adaptation mechanisms

We implemented neural adaptation as activation-based intrinsic suppres-
sion (Vinken et al., 2020), targeting all activation functions in a sequen-
tial model (BLnext). In particular, this approach introduced an intrinsic
adaptation state st that increased or decreased as a function of the recent
sensory history of a unit. This term was scaled by a constant β and then
subtracted from the incoming activation to a unit (b + Wxt) before the
non-linearity σ is applied, resulting in at:

at = σ (b + Wxt − βst)

Depending on α, st either quickly accumulates due to recent activation
at−1 or decays its suppression over time following an exponential function:

st = αest−1 + (1 − αe) at−1

Following Vinken et al. (2020), we here chose αe = 0.96 and β = 0.7 and
a ReLU as non-linearity σ.
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The implementation of a power-law adaptation mechanism is identi-
cal to the formulation above, with only the intrinsic adaptation state being
different:

st =
∑
αp

(
αpst−1 +

(
1 − αp

)
at−1

)
Based on Drew & Abbott (2006), we approximated a power-law adaption
state as a sum of exponentials with αp = [0.96, 0.75] and β = 0.15. Note
that β is nowmuch lower to accommodate the larger sums in st. We chose
the second exponential such that it would match the exponential adapta-
tion mechanisms on short timescales but would be less suppressive over
longer time scales.

Perceptual sensitivity in humans and models

Task performance on the RSVP task was assessed in d′, a measure for per-
ceptual sensitivity from signal detection theory that abstracts away from
the perceptual criterion subjects use. For human observers and model
responses, the true positive rate TPR was described across all trials by

TPR = TP
TP + FN

with TP referring to correct responses on trials with a target and FN to
incorrect responses on target trials. Analogously, the false positive rate
FPR was defined by

FPR = FP
FP + TN

with FP being incorrect responses on target absent trials and TN cor-
rect responses on target absent trials. Note that bothTPR and FPR depend
on the observer’s criterion c, which is set internally by a human observer.
For human observers, we followed the log-linear method (Hautus, 1995)
by adding 0.5 to every trial type correcting for extreme values, such that
d′
human is defined as:

d′
human = z

(
TPRloglinear

)
− z

(
FPRloglinear

)
with z as the z-score, thus the inverse of the normal cumulative distribu-
tion function.
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In contrast to human observers, the model does not produce a re-
sponse but rather we can gather a sensory evidence time course p. To ob-
tain a response to a given trial, we define the peak prototype correlation
PPC for a given trial:

PPC = max(p)

For single-image models, the PPC was defined as the maximum across all
presented images instead of model steps.

Using the PPCs across all trials we can then determine the area under
curve (AUC) for the receiver operating characteristic (ROC):

AUC =
∫ 1

c=0
TPR

(
FPR−1 (c)

)
dc

with c being the range of possible criterion values applied to trial-by-trial
PPCs, thereby resulting in different TPR and FPR, respectively. Finally,
this AUC can be translated into d′ by

d′
model =

√
2z (AUC)

Single-trial prediction

Predictivity

We determined the predictivity ρ of a given model and model step dura-
tion based on the Spearman correlation between the PPC across all trials
and the average response rate (RR) across participants for a given presen-
tation duration and image:

RR = TP + FP
TP + FN + FP + TN

ρ = rs (PPC, RR)

RR captured the probability of a participant to report a target, irre-
spective of whether the image sequence indeed contained a target image
or not. We chose here to model the report rate rather than the hit rate to
be able to include all trials in our estimate of ρ. We estimated ρ repeat-
edly based on 1000 bootstraps drawn across subjects to estimate the 95%
confidence intervals for all results presented in Fig 4.5.
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Noise ceiling

Tounderstand howwell anymodel could possibly predict the participant’s
responses, we estimated the upper and lower noise ceiling. For construct-
ing the upper noise ceiling, we computed the Spearman correlation be-
tween every individual participant’s single-trial report with the group av-
erage report (N). The final upper noise ceiling was then the average of
this correlation across all subjects. The lower noise ceiling was obtained
following the same procedure, but without the individual single-trial re-
port that is currently compared contributing to the group average report
(N − 1).

Temporal correspondence & explanatory power

To investigate the correspondence between presentation durations and
model steps, we identified themost predictive model step for everymodel
and image presentation duration. To estimate the overall explanatory
power of a given model, we first converted the most predictive model
step’s ρ into a proportion of the lower noise ceiling, thereby normaliz-
ing correlations across different presentation durations. After doing this
separately for all presentation durations, we simply took the average to
obtain the overall explanatory power. Both the temporal correspondence
and the explanatory power were determined for every bootstrap of sub-
jects and visualized in the 95% confidence intervals in Fig 4.5.
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Chapter 5

Lateral recurrence supports
dynamic object recognition

This chapter is in preparation as: Sörensen, L. K. A., Bohté, S. M., Slagter, H. A.,
& Scholte, H. S. (n.d.). Lateral recurrence supports dynamic object recognition.
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Abstract Object recognition relies on accumulating or integrating
evidence over time. Such temporal integration benefits object recogni-
tion when the visual input is stable and difficult to perceive, but can hurt
performance in conditions in which the input dynamically changes over
time, as is often the case in naturalistic vision. Temporal integration is
commonly linked to both lateral recurrent and top-down recurrent pro-
cessing in the brain. Yet, their precise and differential contributions to
dynamic object recognition are still poorly understood. To better under-
stand the role of lateral recurrence in dynamic object recognition, we here
tested a range of lateral recurrent neural networks on their ability to cap-
ture human performance patterns across three different tasks. Overall, we
found that lateral recurrence is essential for producing similar object de-
tection performance patterns as humans on an RSVP task, on a backward
masking task and on an animacy classification task. Crucially, we found
that this required a high-performing and temporally stable model: the
model that we developed for the purpose of this paper, BLresnet, which
markedly outperformed previousmodels on the Imagenet challengewhile
only using a fraction of the parameters. Our modelling approach also
identified some limits of lateral recurrent processing, thus revealing how
lateral recurrence may and may not contribute to human dynamic object
recognition.
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5.1 Introduction

Our brains continuously receive and process a dynamic stream of vi-
sual input enabling us to see, recognize, and act. While many percep-
tual processes, such as object recognition are very fast (DiCarlo et al.,
2012; Potter, 1976; Thorpe et al., 1996), they nonetheless benefit from
stability in their input. For instance, object detection in images is bet-
ter when these images are shown longer compared to when they are seen
only briefly (Hagmann & Potter, 2016; Keysers et al., 2001; Maguire &
Howe, 2016; Potter et al., 2014), especially if the object is difficult to rec-
ognize (Tang et al., 2018; Wyatte et al., 2012). Conversely, rapid changes
in visual input cause processing of past information to be influenced by
new inputs and vice versa, thereby systematically impeding perception
(Enns & Di Lollo, 2000; Fahrenfort et al., 2007; Lamme et al., 2002;
Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Loschky et al., 2010; Maguire & Howe, 2016;
Tang et al., 2018). Thus, while temporal integration can enhance object
recognition, in dynamically changing input conditions, it can hurt object
recognition. Although primate object recognition is remarkably well ac-
counted for by deep learning models developed for solving object recog-
nition (Bashivan et al., 2019; Güçlü & van Gerven, 2015; Khaligh-Razavi
& Kriegeskorte, 2014; Ponce et al., 2019; Yamins et al., 2014; Yamins &
DiCarlo, 2016), these models do not capture these temporal characteris-
tics of object recognition in humans. Here, we aim to extend this mod-
elling approach by developing and testing recurrent convolutional neural
networks as models for dynamic object recognition in humans with the
overall aim of better understanding the role of lateral recurrence in dy-
namic object recognition.

At the neural level, dynamic object recognition is deeply connected
to recurrent cortical processing (Fahrenfort et al., 2007; Kar et al., 2019;
Lamme et al., 1998, 2002; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Tang et al., 2018).
Yet, the precise implementation and functional significance of recurrent
processes for dynamic object recognition remains much less well under-
stood. Thismay in part be due to the diversity of connectivity profiles that
are referred to as recurrent: whereas some studies use this term for inter-
areal top-down recurrent processing during which information from later
areas is passed back to earlier areas (e.g., Kar & DiCarlo, 2020; Kar et al.,
2019; Kietzmann, Spoerer, et al., 2019; Nayebi et al., 2022), in other stud-
ies it is used to describe lateral recurrent processes, duringwhich informa-
tion is continuously processed within the same area (Kubilius et al., 2019;
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Seijdel et al., 2021; Spoerer et al., 2020). While challenging to distinguish
in neural data, these two forms of recurrent processing conceivably afford
dramatically different computational functions (for different hypotheses
see van Bergen&Kriegeskorte, 2020). That is, it may be possible to imple-
ment some visual routines while only relying on lateral recurrent process-
ing (e.g., local contour integration), while others may critically depend on
top-down recurrence and information sharing by other areas (e.g., predic-
tion errors, Rao & Ballard, 1999; Issa et al., 2018; Keller & Mrsic-Flogel,
2018; or object-based attention, Roelfsema et al., 1998). We here focus on
the importance of lateral recurrence in dynamic object recognition asking
how well a lateral recurrent convolutional network optimized for object
recognition can account for human dynamic object recognition, thereby
also shedding light on the computational contributions of lateral recur-
rence to perception.

In recent years, much progress has been made in modelling how dif-
ferent forms of recurrence may bring about recognition of objects in im-
ages presented in isolation. For instance, it has become clear that encod-
ing models that incorporate recurrence processing better explain visual
processing in inferior temporal cortex (Kietzmann, Spoerer, et al., 2019;
Kubilius et al., 2019; Nayebi et al., 2022). Whereas early models only fea-
tured lateral recurrence (Kubilius et al., 2019; Spoerer et al., 2020), more
recent recurrent architectures include increasingly complex recurrent cir-
cuits as well as top-down recurrence (Nayebi et al., 2022). This has led to
impressive strides in capturing the neural dynamics underlying static im-
age object recognition (Kubilius et al., 2019; Nayebi et al., 2022). Nonethe-
less, we do not know yet whether these recurrent networks also generalize
to more dynamic visual inputs. A related, and potentially larger issue is
that solely focussing on single-image inputs for identifying plausible com-
putational models of primate object recognition creates the risk of over-
fitting on too stable and static visual inputs. Although humans and other
primates can reliably detect objects presented in isolation, naturalistic vi-
sion is often challenged by much more dynamic input. This necessitates
that high-performing and plausible architectures can also account for dy-
namic object recognition.

In the present study we aimed to address this gap in knowledge. To
this end, we implemented different lateral recurrent computational mod-
els of object recognition and examined their ability to account for three
main characteristic hallmarks of human dynamic object recognition (Fig
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Figure 5.1 Dynamic object recognition tasks and human performance on these
tasks. The goal of the current study is to understand how well lateral recurrent mod-
els can account for a range of dynamic object recognition behaviours, where human
performance measures (lower panels) across a range of tasks (upper panels) serve as
the explanatory goal. If a model can account for all these measures, i.e., generalizes
across task specifics, we consider it a good model for human dynamic object recog-
nition. Specifically, we compared every candidate model to three tasks: (A) Object
recognition during rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) with varying image presen-
tation rates (Chapter 4), (B) object classification with and without backward masking
(Seijdel et al., 2021) and (C) animacy classification of object images shown over ex-
tended periods of time (Spoerer et al., 2020). Details on all tasks and behavioural
measures can be found in the corresponding sections in the Results and Methods sec-
tions.
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5.1): (1) improved dynamic object recognition with increasing stimulus
presentation duration, as observed inRSVP tasks; (2) reduced recognition
of objects when presented on complex backgrounds and when masked, as
observed in backward masking tasks; and (3) variance in the speed of an-
imacy classification.

At the behavioural level, the temporal dynamics of object recognition
are evident in tasks in which visual images rapidly follow one another,
such as in rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP, Potter & Levy, 1969)
and perceptual masking (Enns & Di Lollo, 2000; Fahrenfort et al., 2007;
Lamme et al., 2002) tasks. In these tasks, the sequential and rapid presen-
tation of images is manipulated, modulating the ability to recognize ob-
jects (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Loschky et al., 2010; Maguire & Howe,
2016; Potter et al., 2014; Potter & Levy, 1969; Tang et al., 2018). As such,
these tasks provide ideal testing grounds for better understanding howdy-
namic object recognition comes about in the brain. Specifically, they can
reveal when and for which kind of images processing is most effectively
interfered with or spared, describing the boundary conditions or mini-
mal requirements for dynamic object recognition. As a result, by building
computational models that can reproduce these and other characteristic
performance patterns, we can also learn more about the necessary com-
putational mechanisms that underlie dynamic object recognition.

In the previous chapter, we took first steps towards deploying a lateral
recurrent network (Spoerer et al., 2020) to amore dynamic scenario using
a RSVP task inwhichwe varied image presentation durations (Chapter 4).
In this work, we established that lateral recurrence can well account for
the consistent observation of enhanced object recognition performance
in human observers with longer image presentation durations when tak-
ing the sequential nature of the task into account. Yet, we also ran into the
limits of this model. Whilst our model, BLnext, displayed similar perfor-
mance levels as humans at presentation durations of 13-80 ms/image, the
model fell short of performing on par with humans at 160 ms/image. We
proposed that this mismatch could be due to our simplistic extension of
the network over time: we adopted only a single set of batch normaliza-
tion statistics from training. Yet, there could have been a deeper reason,
namely the absence of top-down recurrence in this previous model. Only
the latter would evidence a functional limit of lateral recurrent processing
in contributing to object recognition.

The goal of the current study is to better understand the role of lat-
eral recurrence in dynamic object recognition in humans. By testing a
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range of lateral recurrent models optimized for object recognition and
tested on a variety of (dynamic) visual tasks, we specifically aimed to de-
scribe both the visual functions enabled by lateral recurrence as well as to
better delineate the boundaries of contributions by lateral recurrence to
object recognition. To this end, we compared the performance patterns
of different lateral recurrent networks to those of human observers previ-
ously observed for the same tasks. In particular, we assessed whether any
lateral recurrent model featured comparable performance during RSVP
detection with varying presentation durations, backward masking, and
animacy classification (Fig 5.1). For this endeavour, we developed a new
lateral recurrent model, BLresnet, which also allowed us to address the
outstanding question raised by our previous findings (Chapter 4), namely
whether lateral recurrent processing is sufficient to explain recognition of
objects presented for longer durations, specifically human performance
levels at 160 ms/image on an RSVP task.

To foreshadow our results, we found that across all three behavioural
tasks, lateral recurrent models can capture key aspects of human dy-
namic object recognition. In particular, BLresnet well captured perfor-
mance across a wider range of presentation durations during an RSVP
task, including the slowest presentation duration previously unmatched
by BLnext. This suggests that lateral recurrence is also a plausible mech-
anism underlying slow-paced sequential object recognition, if realized in
the right model. For visual masking, we found that a BLresnet model
with sufficient computational depth reproduced the characteristic per-
formance patterns previously observed in humans. Yet, using the same
masking paradigm, we also identified a shortcoming of lateral recurrence:
While human performance improved even after the offset of the target
stimulus, such improvements were markedly smaller in a model only re-
lying on lateral recurrence. Finally, we observed that most models that
featured a form of stable lateral recurrence were capable of predicting hu-
man reaction times to a comparable degree on an animacy recognition
task, replicating findings from an earlier study. Together, these results
showcase the critical role of lateral recurrence for recognizing objects dur-
ing continuous and dynamically changing visual input.
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5.2 Results

How well can lateral recurrent models capture different aspects of dy-
namic object recognition observed in humans? To address this ques-
tion, we tested different lateral recurrent deep neural networks, includ-
ing a newly developed architecture, BLresnet, on a range of human psy-
chophysics tasks and compared their performance to those of human ob-
servers.

BLresnet – a higher performing and temporally stable lateral
recurrent neural network class

In the current study, we compared twomodel classes, BLnet (incl. BLnext)
and BLresnets. BLnet (Spoerer et al., 2020) and our conversion of this ar-
chitecture into a sequential model, BLnext (Chapter 4) are deep neural
networks consisting of feedforward and lateral recurrent convolutional
weights optimized for object recognition on large-scale databases (Deng
et al., 2009; Mehrer et al., 2021). We previously showed that BLnext was
able to reach comparable performance levels as human participants on an
RSVP task presented at 13- 80 ms/image. Yet, BLnext failed to perform
on par with participants at 160 ms/image. To better understand the func-
tional significance of this shortcoming and to address it, we developed a
new architecture: BLresnet. In what follows, we show that by introducing
two key changes to BLnet, namely, skip connections and sharing batch
normalization statistics over time, we obtain a lateral recurrent convolu-
tional network with markedly fewer parameters, superior object recogni-
tion performance as well as improved temporal stability.

BLresnet combines the idea of applying a convolution during lateral
recurrence from BLnet with the efficient architecture of a ResNet. ResNets
(He et al., 2016, 2015) introduced skip connections, which allow infor-
mation to bypass computations along a model’s processing hierarchy (see
Fig 5.2A, left panel). Skip connections have been argued to circumvent
the problem of vanishing gradients observed for increasingly deep neu-
ral networks and enabled the development of DCNN of more than 1000
layers (He et al., 2016). Whilemany components of computer visionmod-
els have been transformed over the years, skip connections are still con-
sidered an elementary ingredient for state-of-the-art convolutional neu-
ral networks (e.g., Liu et al., 2022). Based on this success, we wondered
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whether some of the current shortcomings ofBLnet (a high number of pa-
rameters yielding a comparably poor performance on Imagenet) could be
overcome by combining lateral recurrence with a ResNet-style architec-
ture. To this end, we reconfigured the computational building blocks of a
preactivation ResNet (He et al., 2016) into a lateral recurrent network (see
Fig 5.2A, left panel). During initial pilot experiments on CIFAR10 and
100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009), we indeed observed that it was possible to
wrap one half of the computations of a residual block into a lateral recur-
rent loop (see Fig 5.2A, right panel) resulting in only minor decrements
in performance on the CIFAR benchmarks.

Another aspect that we aimed to improve uponwas temporal stability,
that is, the ability of a recurrent network to generalize to arbitrarily long
sequences. In contrast to biological vision, recurrent convolutional neu-
ral networks are typically optimized on a fixed number of steps (i.e., eight
steps in BLnet). A problem often encountered when optimizing recur-
rent neural networks is that of exploding gradients (Pascanu et al., 2012;
Philipp et al., 2017). This refers to an excessive increase in the norm of
the gradient during training (Bengio et al., 1994). This shift in activation
levels makes it hard for a network to find a single set of weights during
optimization that will generalize across all model steps. Previously, this
problem has been addressed by introducing a separate set of batch nor-
malization statistics for every model step (e.g., Jastrzębski et al., 2017; Ku-
bilius et al., 2019; Spoerer et al., 2020), which allows the model to adjust
to the activation increase over model steps. This design choice has, how-
ever, the disadvantage that these models cannot generalize to sequences
of arbitrary length, since a new set of batch normalization statistics would
have to be learnt for any additional model step. In a previous paper, we
have reported that this limitation can be partially overcome for BLnet by
adopting a single set of batch normalization statistics (one model step of
all optimized model steps). However, this approach also had some clear
disadvantages: first, that it was a by-product of the optimization process.
This means that there is no guarantee that a model will converge to such
a stable state and thus that a stable set of batch normalization statistics
would emerge. Second, the model was not explicitly optimized for tem-
poral stability. This made it relatively likely that a model underperforms
when assuming only a single set of BN statistics, given that it was op-
timized in a different state. Therefore, we here wanted to explicitly de-
sign and optimize BLresnet to be stable over time. One obvious choice
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to implement this is to not allow batch normalization to vary over model
steps. Indeed, during pilot experiments on CIFAR100, we observed that
such temporal stability in performance naturally emerged when a BLres-
net model is set up to share a single set of batch normalization statistics
over model steps.

A critical test for our observations from the earlier pilot experiments
on CIFAR10 and 100 was to establish if BLresnet would also scale to more
challenging scenarios, such as the Imagenet challenge (Deng et al., 2009).
Moreover, to understand whether we improved on our previous sequen-
tial model BLnext, we needed to compare both models more directly with
regard to their temporal generalization. To this end, we optimized two ar-
chitectures, BLresnet18 and BLresnet34, for eight model steps using back-
propagation through time on the Imagenet dataset (see Fig C.1 for the
training progress, and see Methods for more details on the training). In
brief, we find that our observations from the pilot experiments also held
for Imagenet: both BLresnet models reached comparable performance
levels as parameter-matched feedforward networks (see Fig 5.2B). Fur-
thermore, qualitatively, both models ramped up their performance across
model steps as expected from iterative inference associated with lateral
recurrence. Comparing these models to BLnet (yellow bars, Fig 5.2B)
further showed that the addition of skip connections markedly boosted
performance, improving the model’s parameter-efficiency (gain in per-
formance per number of parameters, see Fig 5.2B). For instance, BLres-
net18 outperforms BLnet (68.18% vs. 62.61% at the final timestep) with
only 40% of the parameters (see Table 5.1). Altogether, this confirmed
that the architectural benefits of ResNets can be successfully ported to a
lateral convolutional recurrent model.

Table 5.1 Comparison of model performance on the Imagenet validation set.

Model Parameters Top1 (first step) Top1 (last step)

BLnet 28.9 million 56.96% 62.61%
BLnet_v2 28.9 million 59.94% 69.72%

BLresnet18 11.7 million 2.91% 68.18%
BLresnet34 21.8 million 38.17% 71.67%

Whereaswe trained theBLresnet models from scratch, to compare our
results to those of previous networks, we adopted the pretrained weights
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Figure 5.2 Lateral recurrent networks can be improved and stabilized with skip
connections and shared batch normalization over time. (A) Schematic of model
modules distinguishing ResNet, BLnet and the new architecture BLresnet. BLresnet
combines the lateral recurrence of BLnet with the skip connections and operations of
ResNets. (B) BLresnet reaches competitive Top1 accuracies while having only a frac-
tion of the parameters of BLnet. BLnet_v2 has the same architecture as BLnet but was
trained in the same fashion as BLresnet. Vertical bars represent the evolution of perfor-
mance acrossmodel steps and crosses show the performance of a parameter-matched
feedforward model. All feedforward models are first-generation ResNets, thus slightly
different from the module shown in A. (C) Introducing a shared set of batch normal-
ization statistics over time leads to greater temporal stability in BLresnets compared to
BLnext models. The difference between BLnet (shown in B) and BLnext (shown here)
is that a single set of BN statistics was chosen after training.
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for BLnet shared by Spoerer et al. (2020). As a result, there were a num-
ber of differences in the training and optimization strategy that may have
contributed to the observed differences in performance. Furthermore,
we imported these weights into a new library (from Keras/Tensorflow to
PyTorch) and this led to a decrease in performance (62.61% here com-
pared to 64.37% reported by Spoerer et al. (2020)). To account for these
differences and to give BLnet the best possible conditions to succeed,
we retrained a BLnet model from scratch using the same optimization
strategy we adopted for BLresnet, termed BLnet_v2. Surprisingly, we ob-
served that this resulted in a much higher performing BLnet model (red
bars, Fig 5.2B) than previously reported (here: 69.72% vs. Spoerer et al.,
2020: 64.37%). This thus suggests that the observed performance differ-
ences between BLnet and BLresnet can be partially attributed to differ-
ences in the training and data augmentation scheme used previously. Yet,
even though BLnet_v2 outperformed BLresnet18, it still did not outper-
form BLresnet34, a model with ca. 75% of the numbers of its parameters.
Thus, taken together, BLnet markedly improved with an alternative train-
ing scheme, but BLresnet was better overall, both in terms of parameter-
performance efficiency as well as overall performance.

In our next analysis, we wanted to know how these new models com-
pare to BLnext in terms of temporal generalization, that is, the ability to
generalize to model steps beyond the trained model steps. As observed
during our pilot experiments on CIFAR100, we also saw for this analy-
sis that BLresnet models showed robust temporal generalization (see blue
lines in Fig 5.2C). In contrast, BLnext now tested on a more challenging
dataset than previously (Chapter 4), not only showed lower performance
levels overall, but also a faster decrement in performance over time com-
pared to both BLresnet models. Note that the difference in performance
for BLnet models shown in Fig 5.2B and 5.2C is related to the cost of con-
verting from a model with eight unique BN statistics to a model with sin-
gle set of BN statistics. The switch-related drop in performance confirms
our earlier expectation that simply replacing the BN statistics results in
suboptimal performance. This was also seen for our retrained BLnet_v2,
which displayed even poorer performance and was even less stable than
BLnet.

To summarize, we have shown that a ResNet architecture can be con-
verted into a lateral recurrent one without adding any additional parame-
ters. We named this new architecture BLresnet. Further, we demonstrated
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that sharing BN statistics over time is a way tomake suchmodel represen-
tationally stable beyond its trained steps. Comparing this class of mod-
els to their parameter-matched feedforward counterparts suggested that
BLresnet models wrap the computation of a feedforward architecture into
a recurrent iterative one at little to no cost to performance. Finally, we es-
tablished that BLresnet34 outperforms both versions of BLnet while hav-
ing only a fraction of the parameters, diagnostic of its higher parameter
efficiency.

BLresnet accounts for RSVP object detection performance
across a wide range of timescales

Object detection in the context of rapidly presented image sequences is
a challenging perceptual task that is remarkably well solved by primate
vision. Even when images are shown for as briefly as 13 ms per pic-
ture, human observers are able to detect the presence of an image match-
ing a semantic target category above chance (Hagmann & Potter, 2016,
Chapter 4; Maguire & Howe, 2016; Potter et al., 2014). Detection per-
formance further improves with longer presentation durations (see Fig
5.1A, lower panel). In a prior study, we observed that lateral recurrence
is key to replicating human RSVP performance across variable presen-
tation durations in a computational model (Chapter 4). Specifically, we
reported that a sequential lateral recurrent model, BLnext, can recover
performance levels for presentation durations between 13-80 ms/image,
yet not for the longest presentation durations of 160 ms/image. Below, we
show that BLresnet models with improved temporal stability and higher
object recognition performance can close this gap, while also still partly
replicating the earlier results for 13-80 ms/image, thereby providing a
more parsimonious account of RSVP recognition in human observers.

To understand how BLresnet compares to previous sequential models,
we here implemented the exact same analysis as in the previous chapter
and compared it to the same behavioural dataset of 36 participants de-
scribed there (Chapter 4). In brief, during the RSVP task, participants
were asked to report the presence of a pre-specified target category im-
age (‘Flowers’) that could appear in a stream of rapidly presented real-
world scenes (see Fig 5.3A for a task schematic). To determine how well
a sequential model could solve the same task, we presented the differ-
ent sequential models with the same trial sequences used in the RSVP
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experiment. Importantly, we varied how many model steps each image
could be processed for as a proxy for presentation duration in humans.
We reasoned that amodel processing an image for fewmodel steps should
produce performance comparable to participants seeing the same trial se-
quences for brief image durations (e.g., 13 ms/image) and vice versa. As
a result, for every trial, we obtained prediction sequences with a varied
number of model steps per image (x-axis in Fig 5.3B).

In contrast to human observers, models can only report on categories
they have been trained for. Yet during this task, participants received
a new target category on every trial (e.g., ‘flowers’ or ‘smiling couple’)
and thus we had to translate the model’s predictions to these novel cate-
gories. To this end, we interpreted themodels’ prediction time courses us-
ing category prototypes (derived from independent images, see Methods
for details). Using these prototypes, we determined the representational
strength across a given prediction sequence by computing the Pearson
correlation product between a model’s prediction and a category proto-
type for every model step. We then summarized a given trial by finding
the peak in representational strength for the target category prototype of
this trial, the peak prototype correlation (PPC). In a final step, we used
these PPCs to estimate a model’s perceptual sensitivity at a given model
presentation duration (model steps/image, Fig 5.3B) by comparing PPCs
on trials with a target present to those without a target. This is a common
approach based on signal detection theory to quantify perceptual sensi-
tivity (Green & Swets, 1966).

The performance of all models compared to the performance of hu-
man observers can be seen in Fig 5.3B. In our previous analysis, we
showed that BLnext trained on Ecoset (Mehrer et al., 2021) reached per-
formance levels comparable to human participants between 13-80 ms per
picture (yellow line). Comparing this to BLresnet, we observed that both
BLresnet models showed a markedly higher sensitivity than the previous
BLnext model (dark and light blue vs. yellow lines, Fig 5.3B). Further,
we also observed an increase in performance with increasing model steps
per image, thereby replicating our previous finding that lateral recurrence
likely contributes to the increase in perceptual performance observed in
humans with longer presentation durations. Importantly, in addition to
this, BLresnet34 reached performance levels displayed by participants at
160 ms/image, which BLnext previously could not reach. However, while
BLresnet34 matched performance levels for the slowest durations, it out-
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Figure 5.3 BLresnet covers a wider range of presentation durations during rapid
serial visual presentation. (A) During an RSVP task, participants were asked to detect
whether an image belonging to an indicated target category (‘Flowers’) was present in
an image sequence. Every trial consisted of a unique target category cue and a new
set of images. Across participants, presentation duration was counterbalanced such
that data was collected for multiple image presentation durations (13, 40, 80 and 160
ms per image) for the same trial. Experimental stimuli are here illustrated with com-
parable license-free images. (B) Comparing task performance of humans to different
sequential models shows that only BLresnet models reach or approach performance
levels shown by humans at presentations durations of 160 ms per image. Human per-
formance is depicted in grey 95% confidence interval bands for 36 participants. At all
presentation durations, participants performed above chance (all p′s < .0001). Unless
specified otherwise, all models were optimized on the Imagenet challenge.

performed humans on the fastest duration (13 ms/image) trials. BLres-
net18, on the other hand, produced all previously attained performance
levels (13-80 ms/image), but just fell short of reaching performance levels
at 160 ms/image. These findings show that while BLresnets could capture
performance across a wider range of time-scales, they were also still lim-
ited in their range. Together, this means that BLresnets with their higher
performance on Imagenet than BLnext were linked to an overall higher
perceptual sensitivity during an RSVP task. This indicates that the rep-
resentations for successful object recognition also provide an advantage
in a dynamic recognition task. Further, we established that the lateral
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recurrence in combination with the temporal stability in BLresnets also
gave rise to a continuous improvement in perceptual sensitivity with in-
creasing presentation durations and lastly, we showed that it is possible
to account for performance at the slowest image presentation durations
with a BLresnet model.

To better understand the differences between BLresnet and our previ-
ous model BLnext, we further explored some of the differences that go
beyond architectural changes, namely the dataset used during training
(ecoset vs. Imagenet) and the training procedures (training by Spoerer
et al., 2020 vs. our training). As to the influence of the training dataset,
we see that reaching competitive perceptual sensitivities was exclusively
linked to a training on ecoset forBLnext (Fig 5.3B, yellow vs. orange lines).
That is, a BLnext trained in the same fashion but on Imagenet exhib-
ited lower sensitivities overall and could not predict the target class above
chance based on a single model step per image. This suggests that the
lower-dimensional output space of ecoset compared to that of Imagenet
(656 vs. 1000 categories), provided the model with a large advantage for
our prototype-based correlation analysis. Inspecting the results for a dif-
ferent training procedure (also using Imagenet) reveals the same failure
to capture human performance at the fasted presentation rates, but fur-
ther also shows that temporal stability is key to producing a continuous
increase in perceptual performance with increasing model steps per im-
age (Fig 5.3B, dark orange line): BLnext_v2 did not improve its sensitiv-
ity beyond 6 model steps per image. This fits with our earlier observa-
tions that BLnext_v2 was less temporally stable than other BLnext models
(cf. Fig 5.2C). To recap, comparing different versions of BLnext indicates
that first, an ecoset-trained model exhibits higher sensitivities during an
RSVP task, including the ability to solve this task based on feedforward
processing only. Second, we show that the training procedure and the re-
sulting degree of temporal stability matter for performing on slow-paced
RSVP trials

Overall, we find that BLresnets are a better explanatory model for ob-
ject detection performance during an RSVP paradigm with varying pre-
sentation rates, showing an improved ability to replicate the wide range
of performance levels showcased by human observers across the different
presentation rates. This indicates that models with high performance and
a high degree of temporal stability are better at capturing the various time
scales of dynamic object recognition. Moreover, by comparing different
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versions ofBLnext, we could establish that a less powerful architecture can
benefit substantially from being optimized on a more ecologically valid
dataset such as ecoset and that the training procedures can affect the de-
gree of temporal stability, which in turn then affects the ability to perform
on slow presentation rates on an RSVP task.

BLresnet34 mimics the perceptual difficulty of human observers
during backward masking

A dynamic task similar to an RSVP task is perceptual masking (for re-
views see, Di Lollo et al., 2000; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Wyatte et al.,
2014). In this task, two stimuli are shown in close temporal succession: a
target followed by a mask. A common observation is decreased recogni-
tion of the target stimulus when the mask precedes or follows it closely in
time, supposedly interfering with the target’s processing. The strength of
this masking effect on perception has been shown to both depend on the
relative timing of the stimuli (Macknik & Livingstone, 1998) as well as on
the visual features of the target and mask stimulus (Loschky et al., 2010;
Maguire & Howe, 2016; Tang et al., 2018; Wyatte et al., 2012). Relatedly,
masking has been shown to predominantly affect recurrent neural pro-
cessing and leave feedforward processing mostly intact (Fahrenfort et al.,
2007; Lamme et al., 2002). As such, masking can be leveraged to examine
the role of recurrent processing in perception. Several recent studies sug-
gests the processing of visually complex stimuli relies on recurrent pro-
cessing (Graumann et al., 2022; Groen et al., 2018; Kar et al., 2019; Kar &
DiCarlo, 2020) and can be selectively impaired using perceptual masking
(Kar et al., 2019; Rajaei et al., 2019; Seijdel et al., 2021; Tang et al., 2018;
Wyatte et al., 2012). A good model of primate object recognition should
thus be able to capture these effects of masking and stimulus complexity.

In the next analysis, we determined if our different lateral recurrent
models could predict the effect of backward masking on performance of
human observers as a function of the features of a target image. Fur-
thermore, leveraging the sequential processing capacities of these mod-
els, we also aimed to establish whether processing in these types of net-
works could also be ‘masked’ directly akin to visual processing in the hu-
man brain. In brief, we find that only BLresnet34 replicates the mask-
ing effect shown with complex stimuli in humans. Moreover, whilst dis-
playing a masking effect, lateral recurrent models do not reach the high-
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performance levels displayed by humans for brief presentation durations
on unmasked trials.

For this analysis, we adopted the paradigm and behavioural dataset
from a study by Seijdel et al. (2021). Combining human psychophysics,
EEG and computational modelling, these authors showed that the disrup-
tive impact of a perceptual mask on performance depended on the need
for recurrent processing mediated via visual complexity. Visual complex-
ity was manipulated by varying the complexity of the target background
(see lower panel in Fig 5.4A for examples). In the absence of a mask,
participants classified the same target objects equally well across back-
ground complexities. Yet, when target images were masked, performance
decreased with increasing background complexity (see Fig 5.4B, human
observers). Combining this behavioural paradigm with EEG recordings
further established that this masking-related decrease in performance for
more complex images was due to a selective disruption of neural recurrent
processing of target objects on complex backgrounds. Intriguingly, differ-
ent deep neural networks were also shown to be susceptible to thismanip-
ulation of background complexity: deeper or recurrent networks showed
no modulation of background complexity in their classification perfor-
mance, whereas their shallower or feedforward counterparts performed
more poorly on the target objects on complex backgrounds, mirroring the
complexity-dependent masking effect shown for human observers. Thus,
across models, it was shown that recurrent or deeper processing benefits
the processing of visually complex inputs. Yet, a limitation of this ap-
proach is that it involves multiple models (i.e., ResNets of varying depths)
to explain a single system (i.e., the visual system) and that therefore, any
difference between models could cause the observed differences in per-
formance as a function of background complexity (e.g., training history
etc.). Therefore, to more conclusively establish the role of recurrent pro-
cessing in visual perception, its functional importance should be demon-
strated within a single recurrent model. Crucially, all the recurrent net-
works tested in this paper could, in principle, display the observed inter-
action between recurrent processing and background complexity in their
performance over model steps.

In our first analysis, we adopted the same approach used by Seijdel et
al. (2021) and finetuned ten randomly initialized output layers to dis-
tinguish between five target classes (see Fig 5.4A) for each of the pre-
trained recurrent models respectively (see Methods for more details). All
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networks were finetuned using photographs from the COCO database
(Lin et al., 2014) and only exposed to the artificial experimental stim-
uli during testing. As a sanity check of our approach, we first replicated
the previous findings by Seijdel et al. (2021) using ResNets of varying
depths as analogues for more or less recurrent processing (Liao & Pog-
gio, 2016). Indeed, we also found that a shallowermodel such asResNet10
wasmore susceptible to background complexity than a deepermodel such
as Resnet34 shown in Fig 5.4B (feedforward models). Next, we turned
to our central question, namely whether the recurrent models show a
similar sensitivity towards background complexity across model steps,
therebymirroring the humanperformancewith andwithoutmasking (Fig
5.4B, human observers). First, we observed that all recurrent models im-
prove their performance across model steps (Fig 5.4C). Yet, while BLres-
nets show comparable levels for all background complexities towards the
final model step, suggesting successful target segmentation, BLnets ap-
pears to still suffer from the more complex backgrounds even for the last
model steps. Curiously, BLnet_v2 shows its best performance with the
most complex backgrounds. Also, BLresnet18 shows slight modulations
even at the final time step. This makes that only BLresnet34 was able to
become invariant to the added complexity by the background through
its recurrent computations, as suspected in humans. Second, inspecting
the development of performance across model steps and thus the increas-
ing influence of recurrent computations, we see that only BLresnet34 fea-
tures the characteristic interaction between background complexity and
recurrent processing. That is, while all other models show an unselective
improvement in performance across background complexities andmodel
steps, only BLresnet34 shows a pronounced relative improvement for tar-
get objects on more complex backgrounds (i.e., model step 1, mint green
line). This speaks to the computational effectiveness of the feedforward-
dominated computations implemented by BLresnet34 and may suggest
that this computational stage was simply not performing well enough in
both BLresnet18, despite its skip connections, as well as BLnets, despite
their large number of parameters. Taken together, these results highlight
that including lateral recurrent computations does not automatically re-
sult in an interaction between background complexity and recurrent pro-
cessing. Rather, that the interaction previously observed in humans only
emerges in a recurrent architecture with high performance, enabling it to
effectively solve object recognition under simple visual scenarios based
on a few model steps.
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Figure 5.4 BLresnet34 captures backward masking effects on perceptual per-
formance in human observers. (A) Upper panel: Participants were briefly presented
with images showing one of five possible target categories (bird, cat, fire hydrant, fris-
bee or suitcase) and instructed to report the target category they saw. In some trials,
the target image was immediately followed by a mask, impairing performance. Lower
panel: A prior study by Seijdel et al. (2021) showed that the effect of masking on per-
ceptual performance depended on the background complexity of the target image and
that this is likely due to a greater reliance on recurrent processing.
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Figure 5.4 (B) Performance of humans and different feedforward computational
models are shown. Humans (N = 60) performed significantly worse for all background
complexities when target images were masked compared to unmasked. Feedforward
models of different computational depths (ResNet10, 18, 34) have been previously
used as an proxy of varying degrees of recurrent processing (Liao & Poggio, 2016;
Seijdel et al., 2021; Seijdel, Tsakmakidis, et al., 2020) and are shown here as a ref-
erence. Indeed, performance of Resnet10, with little computational depth (recurrent
processing), follows the effect of masking seen in humans as a function of background
complexity. (C) Performance of different recurrent models for isolated (non-masked)
image presentations for various model steps (coloured lines). Only BLresnet34 shows
the characteristic interaction between background complexity and recurrent process-
ing observed in human participants. All error bars depict the 95% confidence interval
across participants or models (10 random seeds for every model). (D) While BLres-
net34 can be masked effectively, it cannot match human performance for brief pre-
sentation durations during unmasked trials. Target class prediction time courses are
shown for two image presentation durations (2 and 8 image samples, turquoise and
black lines, respectively), separately for masked und unmasked trials (solid and dashed
lines). Whereas the mask works effectively and suppresses ongoing recurrent pro-
cessing, the unmasked predictions for brief presentation durations decay too rapidly to
mimic the performance levels of human observers. The shaded areas show the model
steps during which the target image was shown. Error bars depict the 95% confidence
interval across all trials (N = 120 images).

The previous analysis showed that BLresnet34 engages in recurrent
processing based on the same visual features as human observers, yet so
far, we have not shown that such a model can also be masked directly and
produce performance differences between unmasked and masked trial as
is typically assessed in humans when target stimulus and masked are pre-
sented sequentially on a trial-by-trial basis. To this end, in the next anal-
ysis, we presented BLresnet34 with experimental trials in which an image
was either followed by a perceptual mask or not. In humans, masking de-
pends on the relative timing as well as on the visual features of the target
and the mask. To assess whether that is also the case we compared mask-
ing effects on trials when the target was presented briefly (2 samples) to
those when the target was shown over a long period of time (8 samples)
across the four different background complexities.

The results in Fig 5.4D show that BLresnet34 can be masked effec-
tively and that the impact of this on target prediction is larger for brief
presentation durations than for long presentation durations (turquoise
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vs. black lines, Fig 5.2D). That is, while unmasked trials for brief presen-
tation durations continue to improve after image offset, the presentation
of the perceptual mask disrupts this improvement and instead target pre-
dictions only decrease. For long presentation durations, there is no such
difference and both target prediction time courses drop after image offset,
irrespective of whether there was amask or not. Still, also for the long pre-
sentation duration, themasked predictions droppedmore rapidly, indica-
tive of the masking effect. Another visible pattern in these results is that
the efficacy of the first few model steps depended on background com-
plexity, with segmented objects showing a faster increase in target predic-
tions compared to objects on complex backgrounds. This is in line with
effects of masking that depend on the stimulus features. Together, both
observations replicate the known dependencies of perceptual masking on
stimulus-mask timing and the perceptual features on mask efficacy.

While these results are encouraging and support the view that mask-
ing primarily disrupts recurrent processing (Fahrenfort et al., 2007;
Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000), these simulations also reveal that there re-
mains a gap between human and model predictions: For instance, com-
paring the performance achieved by a model after brief target presenta-
tions without a mask to that of humans shows that the current model im-
provement after image offset is limited to a single model step. In contrast,
humans perform at the level of a model that has processed an image for
more than five model steps. This means that BLresnet34 was not able to
improve its target predictions in the absence of the target stimulus and
suggests that additional mechanisms may be needed to fully replicate this
pattern of results using a sequential model.

In summary, we have shown that BLresnet34 replicates the selective
masking effect for complex stimuli oftentimes reported in human ob-
serves. Further, the same model is also able to replicate two hallmark
features of backward masking when masked directly: that is that mask-
ing depends on the relative timing and the features of the target stimulus.
Finally, the same analysis also highlights a current short-coming of the
models investigated here: In contrast to humans, the current models are
not able to improve on their predictions in the absence of visual stimula-
tion.
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Most lateral recurrent models are correlated with human
reaction times

While humans recognize most objects almost perfectly, they display ro-
bust differences in their reaction times (Groen et al., 2018; Seijdel, Jahfari,
et al., 2020; Thorpe et al., 1996). This variability is thought to partially
reflect the latencies associated with recurrent processing (e.g., Lamme &
Roelfsema, 2000). As a final test of our models, we hence asked whether
the here evaluated lateral recurrent models may differ in their ability to
predict human reaction times. Indeed, different versions of BLnet have
previously been shown to better account for human reaction times on an
animacy classification task than feedforwardmodels (Spoerer et al., 2020).
In our next analysis, we aimed to test how BLresnet compares to BLnet in
predicting the same human reaction time data.

To assess this, we used the same behavioural data as Spoerer et al.
(2020). This data stems from an experiment during which humans (N =
20) were tasked to categorise 96 objects as animate or inanimate (Fig 5.5A
for an example). Participants’ reaction times varied widely across object
images and classes (Fig 5.5B). To directly connect to the previous results
by Spoerer et al. (2020), we adopted the same fitting procedure (with only
a minor modification, see Methods for more details). In brief, this pro-
cedure involved that all models were fitted and tested on human reaction
times in two steps. First, we optimized a readout layer for an animacy
discrimination task based on a separate, but comparable set of stimuli.
Secondly, we took the predictions of the optimized readout for the exper-
imental stimuli and fit an entropy threshold. The entropy of an output
defines how random the class activations are distributed. Conceptually,
an output’s layer entropy is unrelated to its accuracy. Thereby, an en-
tropy threshold can be used to obtain a model reaction time based on the
model’s predictions over model steps. In particular, these entropy thresh-
olds were fitted to the human reaction times using a double leave-one-out
cross-validation, providing an independent predicted reaction time for
every subject and image. Correlating these predicted model RTs to the
actually observed human RTs was a way to quantify in how far any model
was predictive of a subject’s reaction times. In a final step, we summa-
rized across subject by computing the mean correlation across subjects.
Fig 5.5C shows the results of this analysis for all recurrent models and
confirms that our implementation of this analysis replicates the previous
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levels of correlation for both BLnet trained on either Imagenet or ecoset
(r > 0.2, yellow and orange dots, Fig 5.2C). To our surprise, using this ap-
proach our retrained BLnet_v2 architecture was not correlated at all with
human reaction times (red dot, Fig 5.2C). This was curious since already
a randomly initialized network has previously been shown to be moder-
ately correlated with human RTs using the same procedure (Spoerer et al.,
2020). Moreover, also both BLresnet models showed weaker correlations
with human RTs than BLnet.

Inspecting the ability of all these recurrent models to solve the ani-
macy discrimination task (Fig 5.5D) led us to wonder whether the current
analysis may be confounded with a ceiling effect in discrimination perfor-
mance. Our hypothesis was that if a high-performingmodel were to solve
the task already in the first two model steps without any further improve-
ments later on, such a model would have a relatively small (temporal) dy-
namic range for fitting human RTs. In contrast, amore poorly performing
model would be both more likely to improve over time as well as to not
reach ceiling performance across model steps. Indeed, Fig 5.5D shows
that the weakly correlated models featured close to perfect performance
on their best performingmodel step and comparingmean discrimination
accuracy to the resulting correlation suggested a negative linear relation-
ship between those measures (Fig 5.5E).

Based on these observations, we reasoned that if our analysis was
correct, correlations between models and participants should increase if
model features are performing more poorly on the animacy discrimina-
tion task. To this end, we predicted human RTs using earlier network lay-
ers, which we expected to be less suitable for animacy discrimination and
thus lower performing. Fig 5.5F show the results for three earlier com-
putational stages for each of the recurrent models. As expected, we see
that in particular for the previously too high performingmodels there was
an increase in correlation for lower computational levels (BLnet_v2, both
BLresnets), whereas lower performing models either decreased (BLnet-
ecoset) or stagnated (BLnet-Imagenet) in their correlation with human
RTs. Including now more layers, we again observe a linear link between
discrimination performance and correlation, supportive of the idea of a
confounding ceiling effect (Fig 5.5G). Finally, when taking these earlier
model layers into account, we saw that BLresnets yielded comparable cor-
relation levels to those of BLnets in the output layer. This means that any
of the here examined lateral recurrent models, except for BLnet_v2, could
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Figure 5.5 Correlations between model and human reaction times are con-
founded by model performance.
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Figure 5.5 (A) The animacy classification task consisted of 96 object displays,
pasted on grey backgrounds. Participants had to classify the objects as fast and accu-
rately as possible as either animate or inanimate. Every object was shown six times.
(B) Participants showed reliable differences in RT for different object images. Images
included faces and bodies of humans and animals, foods, scenes, as well as human-
made objects, such as the umbrella shown in (A). Bar height indicates the average
RT for a given image across participants (N = 20) and error bars display the 95%
confidence interval of the mean. The RTs are organized in the same order as shown
by Spoerer et al. (2020) in Fig 5.4. More examples of these stimuli can be found
there. (C) BLnets showed the highest correlation with human reaction times. Translu-
cent dots show the correlation with each of the participants, coloured dots show the
mean across participants. As a reference, the grey shaded area displays the upper
and lower bound of the noise ceiling estimated across participants. (D) Animacy dis-
crimination performance differed across models and across model steps. Translucent
dots show the mean discrimination performance across models for the ten different
random seeds. The coloured dots display the mean across seeds. Coloured squares
show the lowest performance across model steps averaged across seeds, whereas
coloured triangles show the highest performance. (E) Animacy discrimination perfor-
mance plotted against correlation with human RTs. The highest performing models
tended to result in the lowest correlations with human RTs and vice versa. (F) Same
as in (C), but now for lower computational stages (i.e., earlier model modules) in each
of the recurrent networks. (G) Same as (E), but now for all evaluated computational
stages shown in (F). The corresponding accuracy data can be found in Fig C.2.

explain human RTs to a similar extent using this approach. Together,
these results identify a confound in the way a fit with human reaction
times is assessed, which puts high-performing models at a systematic dis-
advantage in finding a relationship with human RTs. Yet, after partly cor-
recting for it by lowering a model’s performance, we find that most lateral
recurrentmodels with stable predictions can similarly well predict human
RTs.

In conclusion, we assessed different lateral recurrent models with re-
gard to their ability to capture aspects of human dynamic object recogni-
tion. Expanding to new tasks, we observed that a lateral recurrent archi-
tecture can cover many of the hallmark features of human dynamic object
recognition shown with these tasks. Moreover, we also noted some fail-
ures, providing a productive space for developing better recurrent mod-
els. BLresnet which provided amore competitive, temporally stable lateral
recurrent architecture, can serve as a promising starting point for future
improvements.
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5.3 Discussion

In this modelling study, we investigated the functional role of lateral re-
currence in dynamic object recognition. Testing various deep neural net-
work models on different hallmarks of human dynamic object recogni-
tion, we find that lateral recurrence can, in principle, mimic the costs
and benefits of temporal integration displayed by humans. However, sim-
ply including lateral recurrent connectivity in a deep neural network did
not immediately result in human-like dynamic object recognition. In-
stead, the functional role of lateral recurrence very much depended on
the model’s object recognition ability and its temporal stability. This was
best achieved by our here developed architecture BLresnet, which brings
together lateral recurrence, residual connections, and a temporally shared
batch normalization scheme. In both the RSVP and the masking task,
BLresnet34, in particular, best reproduced human performance patterns.
In contrast, for capturing human animacy reaction times on static im-
ages, we observed that these factors (high performance, temporal stabil-
ity) were less important: there was a comparable correlation with hu-
man reaction times for most lateral recurrent models when controlling
for differences in model performance. Moreover, for all tested models
an explanatory gap with human observers persisted, pointing to a func-
tional limitation of lateral recurrence more generally. Our lateral recur-
rent models also could not well capture human perceptual performance
for brief and unmasked stimuli during the masking task. Together these
results advocate for a vital role of lateral recurrence in situations with con-
tinuous and rapidly changing visual inputs, a common scenario in natu-
ralistic vision. By identifying aspects of human performance less well ex-
plained by lateral recurrence alone, our results also pave the way for disso-
ciating the functional roles of lateral and top-down recurrent processing
in human (dynamic) object recognition as we discuss below.

Towards an account of dynamic object recognition

In this study, we leveraged the systematic successes and failures in perfor-
mance displayed by human observers during dynamic object recognition
as criteria for evaluating lateral recurrent models of primate object recog-
nition. In line with our previous findings (Chapter 4), we confirmed the
critical role of lateral recurrence in processing sequential inputs, such as
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image sequences in an RSVP task or images followed by a mask. We also
extend these previous findings by showing that a high-performing and
temporally stable model, such as BLresnet, can capture object recognition
at slower RSVP rates. Further, by extending our findings to two addi-
tional paradigms (masked object recognition and animacy classification)
and two different performance measures (accuracy and reaction times),
we demonstrated the more generic, task-independent role of lateral re-
current processing in dynamic object recognition. This also allowed us to
observe that human performance in response to static images presented
in isolation is less well explained by lateral recurrence alone. Thereby, our
results also define important avenues for follow-up modelling studies.

Dissociating the functional role of lateral and top-down
recurrence

Our results show that a lateral recurrent model can be effectively masked
by introducing a mismatch between feedforward and recurrent process-
ing, just as masking is thought to affect neural recurrent processing
(Fahrenfort et al., 2007; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Rajaei et al., 2019;
Wyatte et al., 2014). Additionally, here we show that masking can also
result from an interaction with local recurrent processing alone, without
assuming any contribution of top-down recurrence. This complements
findings of a prior modelling study investigating the role of top-down re-
currence (Wyatte et al., 2012), and fits with a general proposal by (Wyatte
et al., 2014) in which rapid, local recurrent processes within the ventral
stream are thought to be crucial for object recognition under challenging
conditions (e.g., Rajaei et al., 2019) and dissociable from later top-down
recurrent processes linked to attention (e.g., Roelfsema et al., 1998). This
view also provides an explanation for our unexpected observation that our
sequential model did not perform as humans for static unmasked images
shown only briefly (Fig 5.4D), namely that it lacked top-down recurrence
required to create stronger and more stable representations, akin to the
effect of attention. Indeed, top-down recurrent processing has been ob-
served in neural data in response to static images, even for long presen-
tation durations such as 500 ms (e.g., Kietzmann, Spoerer, et al., 2019),
and may always unfold in the absence of rapid changes in the visual input
(Wyatte et al., 2014). Based on this, we would also expect that a model
with top-down recurrence should be better able to account for the human
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animacy RTs we have modelled here: since participants in that study also
saw these images for 500 ms in isolation and without a mask, a model
with top-down recurrence may be necessary to fully account for this data.
Taken together, our results support a division of labour between lateral
and top-down recurrent processing whereby lateral recurrent processing
dominates early stimulus processing, in particular for rapidly changing
inputs, whereas top-down recurrent processing shapes later stimulus pro-
cessing in the absence of sensory competition. Future studies using both
static and dynamic tasks are necessary to further understanding of the
prerequisites for lateral and top-down recurrence and their benefits for
dynamic object recognition.

BLresnet – a stable and expressive lateral recurrent neural
network for dynamic object recognition

We here introduce a new model, BLresnet, that combines the effective ar-
chitecture of ResNets with lateral recurrent processing and temporal sta-
bility. This model takes inspiration from work (Jastrzębski et al., 2017;
Liao & Poggio, 2016) demonstrating the computational parallels between
weight-sharing residual neural networks and recurrent processing. Sev-
eral convolutional neural networks were since developed in the same
spirit. For instance, CORnet (Kubilius et al., 2019) is a lateral recurrent
convolutional neural network aiming to parallel the processing hierarchy
of the visual ventral stream, and is equivalent to a temporally unrolled
residual network with weight-sharing across model steps. In a similar
vein, Rajaei et al. (2019) folded a very deep ResNet model with 152 lay-
ers into a 5-stage lateral recurrent convolutional neural network. BLresnet
distinguishes itself from these previousmodels in three important aspects.
First, we used shared batch normalization statistics over model steps en-
abling temporal stability. This contrasts with previous models (Jastrzęb-
ski et al., 2017; Kubilius et al., 2019; Liao & Poggio, 2016; Spoerer et al.,
2020) that used a unique set of batch normalization parameters for ev-
ery model step. Hence, BLresnet can easily perform beyond its trained
model steps, whereas previous models were bound to their trained steps.
Second, the lateral recurrent loop is inside the residual connection (see
5.2A, right panel). Thus, while having the same number of parameters,
BLresnet is not computationally equivalent to an unfolded ResNet (see
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5.2A, left panel). This means that our model features both local recur-
rent connections and skip connections, enabling the adaptive computa-
tional depth that residual networks are known for, while still unfolding
its computations over time. Third and finally, BLresnet processes and in-
tegrates across sequential inputs, while previous models process a single
image sample in a recurrent fashion. This provides researchers with a
novel method to model sequential visual processing effects, which was
not possible with previous models. Taken together, we believe that these
factors make BLresnet an attractive new network class to further develop
an account of dynamic object recognition in biological systems.

During the development ofBLresnet, we discovered that sharing batch
normalization parameters stabilizes the model’s predictions beyond its
trained model steps, a particularly attractive feature for inference over
longer sequences. However, during model training, we observed that
this feature may have interacted with a model’s computational depth.
Comparing the two BLresnet models, we found that whereas BLresnet34
showed high performance across all model steps, BLresnet18’s perfor-
mance for its first model steps was relatively poor, but fully recovered dur-
ing later model steps (Fig 5.2B). A similar pattern can be seen when com-
paring the training statistics of both models (Fig C.1). Whereas BLres-
net34 steadily reduced the mean loss over the course of the training, the
mean loss for BLresnet18 increased towards the end of training (Fig C.1,
lower panels). Nonetheless, the accuracy of both models still improved
for the final model steps, also towards the end of the training (Fig C.1,
upper panels). Together, these observations suggest a trade-off between
stability and expressivity that becomes more apparent in shallower mod-
els. In previous research, this trade-off has been addressed by including an
additional loss during training (Linsley et al., 2020). Our results suggest
that a shared batch normalization regime may be an alternative approach
to induce representational stability in a recurrent neural network while
still maintaining its expressivity.

The new network class developed here, BLresnet, may even better ac-
count for dynamic object recognition in future extensions. Two promis-
ing avenues for future studies concern the training regime and the in-
clusion of a biophysical conduction delay. Human observers likely learn
about objects based on dynamic inputs and as mentioned above, BLresnet
effortlessly deals with sequential inputs. Yet, the current models were op-
timized using static inputs (the same image presented for the entirety of
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model steps). This was necessary to be able to compare them to previous
models such as BLnet. A natural next step would be to optimize BLresnet
on dynamic sequences, for instance, by augmenting current object recog-
nition datasets or adopting video benchmarks. Such a dynamic training
can be expected to further enhance the match to human dynamic recog-
nition behaviour. A second worthwhile extension would be to make the
temporal dynamics of BLresnet more biologically realistic by including a
biophysical conduction delay. As pointed out by Nayebi et al. (2022),
updating a model’s computations only after a full feedforward sweep, as
we did here, will both limit a model’s recurrent dynamics and its outputs.
Studies using feedforward spiking neural networks already show that in-
cluding biophysical conduction delays result in non-linear temporal dy-
namics (e.g., Chapter 3), without assuming any recurrent interactions.
Thereby, extending BLresnet with such conduction delays may not only
provide an important null model for examining information propagation
in neural systems, but also increase the temporal granularity of the net-
work’s predictions and its ability to explain human neural and behavioural
data.

Linking model and human behaviour

Progress in building plausible models of primate object recognition is
often tracked by their ability to predict neural activity and behavioural
performance (e.g., Schrimpf et al., 2020; Khaligh-Razavi & Kriegeskorte,
2014; Kietzmann, McClure, et al., 2019; Rajalingham et al., 2018; Scholte,
2018; but see, Bowers et al., 2022). Yet, the very process of translating a
model’s prediction into a similar measure as, for instance, human accu-
racy, is less standardized. In all our analyses, we aimed to directly repli-
cate previous approaches. To this end, we adopted three different ways of
translating a model’s prediction into experimental behaviour: computing
the Pearson correlationwith a prototype representation (RSVP task), fine-
tuning of a readout layer on a new task (masking task& animacy classifica-
tion) and fitting an entropy threshold to human reaction times (animacy
classification). These translations share the conceptual goal of quantify-
ing a perceptual decision based on a model’s visual features, but may not
always lead to the same conclusion. For example, in the animacy classifi-
cation task, we encountered a clear dissociation between amodel’s perfor-
mance and its reaction time predictivity (Fig 5.5E,G) when estimating a
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model’s reaction times using an entropy threshold. That is, while humans
excel at this task exhibiting near ceiling performance, the reaction times
of models with similarly high performance were only weakly correlated to
human reaction times. This suggests a difference in speed-accuracy trade-
off between lateral recurrent models and humans and contrasts with pre-
vious conclusions (Spoerer et al., 2020). Accordingly, we also found that
if we probed less well performingmodel features (before the output layer),
the link with human reaction times improved and was comparable to pre-
vious reports. At this point, it is unclear if these conflicting observations
in accuracy and reaction times can be attributed to the translationmethod
used or whether there is a deeper issue at play. One possibility is that indi-
vidual variability in speed-accuracy trade-off in this paradigm may have
prevented our models to well capture human performance. One way to
address this in future work is to evaluate models on tasks in which par-
ticipants are cued to report their decision after specific temporally cued
intervals (McElree & Carrasco, 1999; Subramanian et al., 2022). Such
tasks minimize variability in the speed-accuracy trade-off, but still permit
assessing the participant’s perceptual performance. Together, the results
presented in this paper showcase that deep neural networks are an appro-
priate testing ground for gleaning insights into how neural circuits im-
plement computations, but they also highlight the need to cross-validate
and test the link between model and human behaviour using a variety of
measures.

Concluding remarks

In this study, we examined the role of lateral recurrence in dynamic ob-
ject recognition using a variety of object recognition models and testing
them against key hallmarks of human dynamic object recognition. We
found that lateral recurrence can give rise to the perceptual benefits and
costs associated with temporal integration displayed by humans, and that
this was best achieved with amodel that combined lateral recurrence with
high performance and temporal stability. These results demonstrate the
importance of lateral recurrence for object recognition in conditions with
continuous and dynamically changing visual inputs.
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5.4 Methods

To understand how well different recurrent convolutional neural net-
works may account for hallmark characteristics of human dynamic ob-
ject recognition, we compared two types of architectures (Lateral recur-
rent convolutional neural networks) on three different behavioural tasks
in relation to human performance data on these same tasks (Behavioural
data & modelling).

Lateral recurrent convolutional neural networks

BLnet models

BLnet (Spoerer et al., 2020) consists of a series of repeating lateral re-
current convolutional modules (see 5.2A, middle panel). A module con-
sists of two 2D convolutional layers, a batch normalization layer for ev-
ery model step, a ReLU activation function and a MaxPooling layer. The
model is trained and evaluated over eight model steps, a proxy for biolog-
ical time. During the first model step, images are processed only through
one of the convolutions, dedicated to feedforward processing. For later
model steps, the outcome of this feedforward convolution from the previ-
ous model step is passed as an input to the second convolutional layer
(lateral recurrent processing). The outcomes of both convolutions are
summed and then passed through the remaining layers.

BLnet has been developed and trained using Keras (Chollet & others,
2015) and Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016) and its pretrained weights are
formatted accordingly. For the purposes of this paper, we translated the
implementation and pretrained weights into PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019)
using custom code. There are several fundamental differences between
PyTorch andKeras/Tensorflow such as the computational precision, mak-
ing the exact translation a challenging task. While we succeeded at re-
coveringmost of the previously reported top1-validation performance for
the pretrained weights transferred to PyTorch (62.61% here compared to
64.37% reported by Spoerer et al., 2020), a gap in performance remained
that we failed to close.

This was our motivation for retraining BLnet from scratch using the
exact same optimization strategy as used for the other models we exam-
ined here (see Imagenet training below). Doing this offered two advan-
tages: First, we controlled for the differences in training with regard to
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other models, and second, we ensured that any failure was not due to the
framework conversion from Keras/Tensorflow to PyTorch. The training
history of BLnet_v2 can be compared to that of the BLresnet models in Fig
C.1.

For converting BLnet models into a sequential model, BLnext, we fol-
lowed the same procedure as previously described (Chapter 4). Specifi-
cally, we replaced the batch normalization statistics unique to every op-
timized model step with a single set of batch normalization statistics ob-
served to be the most stable over time. For the pretrained BLnet models
that was the batch normalization statistics from model step four, for the
newly trained model, BLnet_v2, this was the fifth model step.

BLresnet models

We here introduce BLresnet, a new class of lateral recurrent convolutional
neural networks. The distinguishing feature of a BLresnet model is that
it combines a ResNet architecture, including skip connections, with the
lateral convolutional recurrence (such as in BLnet). Starting from a pre-
activation ResNet (He et al., 2016) with modules consisting of a skip and
residual connection (see Fig 5.1A for a schematic), we constructed BLres-
net bymoving half of the computations of the residual branch into a lateral
recurrent loop. Thereby, BLresnet had the same number of parameters as
a ResNet model. Reconfiguring the residual connection in this fashion
ensures that during the first model step (feedforward only), information
is only passed through half of the computational features compared to a
standard ResNet. For later model steps, however, the outcome of previous
steps is passed into the recurrent loop. The outputs of the lateral recur-
rent connection, in turn, are added back to the feedforward computations.
Both the feedforward and lateral parts of the residual branch consisted of
a Batch normalization layer, a ReLU activation function and a 2D convo-
lution layer (see rightmost panel in Fig 5.2A for a schematic). BLresnets
share a single set of batch normalization statistics across model steps.

Training for object recognition on Imagenet

We optimized all models using a standard optimization strategy for Ima-
genet implemented in PyTorch1. This involved the standard ResNet data

1https://github.com/pytorch/examples/blob/main/imagenet/main.py
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augmentation scheme (training dataset: random crop of 224 pixels; vali-
dation dataset: rescaling the shorter side to 256 pixels, followed by a 224
pixels centre crop; all RGB channels were normalized with respect to the
Imagenet training set). Further, we used a stochastic gradient descent op-
timizer with momentum of 0.9 and an initial learning rate of 0.1. Every
model was trained for 90 epochs in total and the learning rate was divided
by 10 every 30 epochs.

During training, we ran every model for eight model steps. We used a
cross-entropy loss function, whichwas computed for everymodel step. To
optimize a model over all model steps, we used backpropagation through
time. In particular, we optimized for the mean loss across all model steps.
An illustration of how the loss developed throughout training for different
architecture is shown in Fig C.1.

Behavioural data & modelling

To assess how versatile different lateral recurrent convolutional neural
networks are, we tested them on three behavioural tasks and compared
their performance to those of human observers: an RSVP task, a back-
ward masking task and an animacy discrimination task.

Rapid serial visual presentation task

The human behavioural data modelled for the RSVP task stemmed from
a replication study based on an earlier study by Potter et al. (2014). This
replication study used the same images and trial sequences as the original
study. Data collection of this replication study has been described in depth
in the previous chapter (Chapter 4) and in the following, only the key
details of this study will be described.

During the experiment, 36 observers were asked to detect images
matching a prespecified target category cue in a sequence of rapidly pre-
sented images. After seeing the image sequence, participants responded
to a screen, which again reminded them of the target category, by press-
ing a button for either yes or no. On every trial, participants received a
new target category and a new set of images. On 75% of all trials, one of
the RSVP images matched the indicated target category. Across a total of
eight blocks, 22 trials each, image presentation duration was varied and
was either 13, 40, 80 or 160 ms/image. This factor was counterbalanced
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across participants such that data for every trial was collected for all pre-
sentation durations, without repeating trials for any participant. Partic-
ipants received immediate feedback on their response. If there was no
target, they saw a screen stating: “No target”, whereas if there was a target,
they were prompted to pick the image they saw from a set of two concep-
tually similar images.

The behavioural data was analysed for perceptual sensitivity (d′) for
each of the presentation durations and participants by comparing true
and false positive rates. In particular, we followed the log-linear method
(Hautus, 1995) by adding 0.5 to every trial type correcting for extreme
values, such that d′

human is defined as:

d′
human = z

(
TPRloglinear

)
− z

(
FPRloglinear

)
with z as the z-score, that is, the inverse of the normal cumulative distri-
bution function.

To understand how well the lateral recurrent models could perform
on this task, we performed an analysis developed in the previous chapter
(Chapter 4) for the same dataset. This analysis aimed at estimating per-
ceptual sensitivity in lateral recurrent neural networks to enable a com-
parison to the perceptual performance of human observers. Specifically,
for this analysis, all models were presented with the same trials as used in
the human behavioural experiment. Importantly, we varied the number
of samples an image was shown for to manipulate presentation duration,
as was done for the human observers. Translating the models’ predic-
tions into a sensitivity measure involved three steps: (1) interpreting the
prediction time course using prototypes, (2) finding the peak prototype
correlation (PPC) for every trial as a measure for sensory evidence, and
(3) computing perceptual sensitivity based on the sensory evidence across
trials.

As mentioned above, human observers had to detect a new target cat-
egory on every trial. This made it unattractive to simply retrain a network
for every single trial and instead, we turned to a more flexible method,
namely constructing categorical prototypes that allowed us to interpret
the networks’ predictions. In trained networks, it has been observed that
images belonging to related, but untrained, categories are likely to clus-
ter in the output layer (Sorscher et al., 2022). This makes it possible to
find a readout for untrained concepts by estimating the geometric cen-
tre of activations evoked by different exemplars. Here, we refer to this
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geometric centre as the prototype. To create prototypes for each of our
trial categories, we assembled exemplars using the google image search
function. While this gave us access to a large collection of images for ev-
ery target category, some categories were rather ambiguous (e.g., ‘ranger’)
and thus resulted in a diverse set of images. To remedy this, we estimated
the semantic relevance of each of the downloaded images by computing
their distance to the mean between the target and foil image used in the
behavioural study. Prototypes were then constructed based on the ten
most related images found online. To interpret a network’s prediction
time course for a given trial and presentation duration, we determined
the representational strength p at time t for a given prototype φ andmodel
output y by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient r:

pt = r (φ, yt)

This gave us an estimate of how closely the current model’s predic-
tions yt are related to the prototype φ. Using this as a proxy for sensory
evidence, in a next step, we summarized a given trial by finding the peak
response in p, termed peak prototype correlation (PPC):

PPC = max(p)

This provided us with a PPC for every trial and presentation duration
(model steps/image). Using the PPCs across all trials for a given presenta-
tion duration, it is then possible to estimate the area under curve (AUC)
for the receiver operating characteristic (ROC):

AUC =
∫ 1

c=0
TPR

(
FPR−1 (c)

)
dc ,

where TPR and FPR are being computed for a range of possible criterion
values c. Integrating this curve sampled across these different criterion
values then defines the AUC for a specific model and presentation dura-
tion. In a final step, we can translate the AUC value into d′ by

d′
model =

√
2z (AUC)
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Object classification task with backward masking

To assess whether any of the recurrent networks are able to capture human
performance on a backward masking task, we adopted the stimuli and
behavioural data from a study by Seijdel et al. (2021). This study found
that backward masking impaired perception of target objects particularly
for targets presented against a visually complex background. Below, we
summarize the key methodological aspects of this study.

To vary stimulus complexity, the authors developed an artificial stim-
ulus set consisting of a target object pasted on an artificial background.
The target objects belonged to five target categories (birds, cats, fire hy-
drants, frisbees and suitcases) and were curated to be clearly visible and
not occluded in their original image context. Additionally, candidate
images were evaluated for their scene complexity (contrast energy and
spatial coherence, Scholte et al., 2009; Ghebreab et al., 2009; Groen et
al., 2012) and a set of eight target images each was chosen to be either
low, medium or high in scene complexity (as defined in prior research,
Groen et al., 2018), resulting in 24 target objects per category. To create
backgrounds of varying complexity, these resulting images were phase-
scrambled, thereby maintaining their complexity but making the images’
features unrecognizable. Target objects were obtained by segmenting the
objects from their respective backgrounds. To create the final stimulus set,
the same target objects were pasted on four different kinds of backgrounds
(grey backgrounds or low, medium or high complexity phase-scrambled
images, see lower panel in Fig 5.4A). This way, object and background
complexity information were independent of each other.

During the experiment, participant performed a five-way classifica-
tion task on these stimuli by pressing one of five buttons assigned to each
category. All stimuli were presented in a random sequence for 34 ms and
were either directly followed by a series of backward masks (5 x 100ms)
or a blank screen (500ms, see Fig 5.3A for a schematic). In total, partici-
pants performed 960 trials (480 masked and 480 unmasked trials), which
were divided into 8 blocks. A response was recorded as correct when the
reported target category matched the shown image, resulting in a chance
performance of 20%.

To model this task, we followed the approach taken by Seijdel et al.
(2021) and finetuned all models on a dataset containing the five exper-
imental target categories for 10 random seeds. The training and valida-
tion sets consisted of photographs from the respective categories in the
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MS COCO database (Lin et al., 2014). To finetune the networks, we re-
placed the output layer with a randomly initialized dense layer with five
units. We used the same optimization strategy described for our Imagenet
training above with the exceptions that we trained the models only for 28
epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.001, which was divided by 10 ev-
ery 7 epochs. After training, all models were tested on the experimental
stimuli using the standard data augmentation as in the validation set. We
repeated this with 10 different seeds for initializing the new dense layer,
resulting in 10 different models.

To validate our training implementation, we also replicated the pre-
vious results by Seijdel et al. (2021) using feedforward networks. The
pretrained models for ResNet18 and 34 were downloaded from PyTorch
(Paszke et al., 2019), whereas the ResNet10 was shared by the authors of
another paper (Loke et al., 2022).

Animacy discrimination task

Next to examining how our models performed on an RSVP task and a
backward masking task, in a final analysis, we compared human reac-
tion time data collected during an animacy discrimination task to reac-
tion times estimated from lateral recurrent neural networks. We used the
data publicly shared and described by Spoerer et al. (2020). As with the
previous datasets, the following will only summarize the key aspects of
this experiment and dataset.

During the animacy discrimination task, participants were asked to
judge the animacy of 96 different objects as fast and accurately as they
could. Each image was shown for 0.5 second, followed by a 1.5 second in-
terval during which the participant could give a response. The images dis-
played a variety of objects (12 human bodies, 12 animal bodies, 12 human
faces, 12 animal faces, 48 man-made objects, 24 natural objects) amount-
ing to 48 animate and 48 inanimate objects. 92 of these stimuli were pre-
viously used (Kriegeskorte, Mur, Ruff, et al., 2008) and are freely available
here2. Every image was shown six times to every participant and images
were presented in a pseudorandom order. Reaction times and accuracy
were recorded during all trials and the mean reaction times across trials
and participants is shown in Fig 5.5B.

2http://www.cns.nyu.edu/kianilab/datasets/Kriegeskorte2008/hmIT_stimuli&
RDMs.zip
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We implemented the same analysis as described by Spoerer et al.
(2020). We first optimized an animacy discrimination readout to obtain
predictions of the experimental stimuli. To translate these predictions
into amodel reaction time, we fitted an entropy threshold that maximised
the correlation with human RTs using cross-validation. Finally, we cor-
related these cross-validated model RT predictions with those of human
observers.

To optimized an animacy readout, we used a dataset by Kiani et al.
(2007) retrieved online3. We only selected images from this dataset that
showed full-colour objects, which we then divided into an animate and
inanimate group (406 vs. 493 images, respectively). We randomly as-
signed ten percent of this dataset to serve as our validation set during the
optimization of the animacy readout (stratified for target category).

For every network, we thereby obtained feature activations for both
the training and validation set as well as for the stimuli used in the ex-
periment. All features were transformed during a single principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA, including training, validation and test features for
all recurrent model steps), resulting in features with 512 dimensions for
every image and model step in each of the datasets. In a next step, we
optimized an animacy readout that takes these features as an input. The
animacy readout consisted of a fully connected layer preceded by a layer
normalization step:

yt = w ∗ LN (pt) + b,

where yt is the prediction at every model step t, pt are the PCA trans-
formed features at model step t, LN refers to the layer normalization
shared acrossmodel steps (Ba et al., 2016), andw and b are theweights and
biases of the fully connected layer. All predictions were passed through
a softmax activation function for every model step. Note that our im-
plementation of the animacy readout differs from that used previously
(Spoerer et al., 2020). We observed that this former implementation did
not perform very well. For instance, we found that the previously used
recurrence across time step was not necessary since the model already
integrates information across model steps during its processing provid-
ing the model therefore with an artificial constraint. Moreover, Spoerer
et al. (2020) fit a single term α to counteract the increase in activation

3http://www.cns.nyu.edu/kianilab/datasets/Kiani2007/Kiani_ImageSet.tar.gz
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across model steps. We found that this was much better achieved us-
ing layer normalization, a common normalization technique in recurrent
architectures. Finally, we realized that in the method described previ-
ously, softmaxed outputs were fed back into the dense layer and would be
passed through another softmax with every further time step. Intuitively,
this leads to a model that has a more and more extreme distribution over
model steps. We therefore only applied a softmax transformation outside
of the animacy readout.

We optimized the animacy readout using a categorical cross-entropy
loss and stochastic gradient descent with a momentum of 0.9 and a con-
stant learning rate of 0.001 for 1000 epochs. We repeated these steps for
ten random seeds (also including the PCA fit). Overall, we found our
method to yield very high performing animacy readouts (see Fig 5.5D and
C.2) on the held-out experimental stimuli. We were only able to use 92
of the total 96 used experimental stimuli as four images were not publicly
available.

In a next step, we transformed the predictions of the experimental im-
ages into an entropy value for every image and model step and fitted an
entropy threshold to identify the model step at which a model is certain
enough, that is, has a low enough entropy, to report a response. For in-
stance, if a model has a very high entropy threshold it will easily drop be-
low this threshold based on very few evidence (expressed in a rather flat
distribution across categories). In contrast, if the model has a very low
entropy threshold, it might take a lot of steps until the model is certain
enough to pass this threshold and thus react. Ultimately, such a threshold
can be chosen arbitrarily, thereby resulting in different speed-accuracy
trade-offs. Importantly, in the current analysis, we wanted to understand
whether the speed-accuracy trade-off in human observers can be mim-
icked with the lateral recurrent neural network predictions. To this end,
we fitted the entropy threshold to result in model RTs that are as similar
as possible to human RTs, using a double leave-one-out cross validation
(LOO-CV) approach across trials and participants, also used by Spoerer
et al. (2020). This approach provided us with a model RT for every par-
ticipant and every trial. In the first-level LOO-CV, we iterated over par-
ticipants, and in another nested LOO-CV over trials, thereby keeping one
trial of one participant as a test set on every iteration and using the re-
maining data as a training set. Within an iteration, we computed themean
RTs across all participants in the training set as well as the mean predic-
tions acrossmodel seeds for all images in the training set. Using these two
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sets of datapoints, we then repeatedly computed the correlation for dif-
ferent possible entropy thresholds. That is, for a given entropy threshold,
we obtained model RTs based on the model predictions transformed en-
tropies by simply recording the model step at which the entropy dropped
below that threshold. Using thesemodel RTs, it was then possible to check
whether these were correlated with human RTs. We picked the entropy
threshold that gave rise to the highest correlation in the training data set
and used this threshold to predict the RT of the new participant and image
in the test set. Iterating over participants and images in this fashion, we
obtained a model RT for every subject and image. In a final step, we then
simply correlated those predicted model RTs with the participant RTs, re-
sulting in one correlation value per participant and summarized across
participants using the mean (see Fig 5.5C).

In addition to estimating how well any recurrent model can be cor-
related with human RTs, we also needed to estimate how high this corre-
lation could possibly be. To this end, we calculated the upper and lower
noise ceiling across participants. For the lower noise ceiling, we corre-
lated every participant’s RT with the mean RT of all other participants,
whereas for the upper noise ceiling, every participant’s RT was correlated
with the grand average RT. For both measures, the correlations were aver-
aged across participants to obtain the final noise ceiling (as shown in Fig
5.5C).
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Chapter 6

Summary

Can deep neural networks be used as models of visual cognition, to cap-
ture the interaction between sensation and cognition during object per-
ception? In this thesis, building on extensive prior research on object
recognition in the visual ventral stream and deep neural networks, I eval-
uated this question for three different modulations of object recognition:
arousal state, spatial attention, and previous visual experience altered by
presentation duration. For each of these factors, the leading goal was to
formulate the interaction between object recognition and cognitive mod-
ulation in an image-computable, mechanistic model that reproduces key
characteristics of human behaviour. Building these models and adopting
human behavioural characteristics as the explanatory goal made it pos-
sible to revisit long-standing questions and to arbitrate between different
hypotheses at the algorithmic level.

In Chapter 2, I used this approach to investigate how a global gain
modulation — previously linked to changes in arousal state — may affect
visual processing and recognition performance on a series of tasks with
varying difficulty. In particular, I have observed that changes in global
gain reproduce a known interaction between of arousal state and task
difficulty on performance. That is, whereas difficult tasks are typically
best performed at medium arousal states, easy tasks are best performed
at higher arousal states. Studying this phenomenon with a deep convolu-
tional neural network (DCNN)made it possible to propose a new hypoth-
esis on how these effects may arise as an interaction between a global gain
modulation and a hierarchical sensory system such as the visual ventral
stream.
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In Chapter 3, I assessed the efficacy of different proposed attention
mechanisms at implementing selective processing during object recogni-
tion in naturalistic scenes. Specifically, I noted that gain-based mech-
anisms were more effective than a precision-based mechanism both at
replicating known neural modulations of selective attention in a spiking
DCNN, as well as at modulating object recognition performance.

In Chapter 4, I evaluated how different mechanisms connected to
temporal integration, such as lateral recurrent processing and sensory
adaptationmay contribute to dynamic object recognition, such as demon-
strated by humans during an RSVP task across varying presentation du-
rations. I found that lateral recurrent DCNNs augmented with sensory
adaptation mechanisms were most effective at recovering performance
levels comparable to those of human participants at fast to medium-fast
presentation rates. Evaluating participants’ trial-by-trial report rates fur-
ther indicated that in particular a model with a power-law adaptation
mechanism could account for human dynamic recognition behaviour
during this task.

In Chapter 5, I introduced an improved lateral recurrent architecture
and expanded on previous observations on lateral recurrence and its role
in dynamic recognition to two additional tasks (perceptual masking and
animacy classification), and behavioural measures (accuracy and reaction
times). Generally, I found that lateral recurrence could also capture recog-
nition behaviour on all these tasks andmeasures, particularly for continu-
ous visual stimulation. However, I observed that this critically depended
onwhether lateral recurrence was implemented in a high-performing and
temporally stable object recognition model, such as the newly developed
architecture BLresnet.

Together, the mechanistic insights gained in these four chapters pro-
vide encouraging examples of the use of DCNNs as a linking framework
between sensation and cognitive modulation. That is, DCNNs can be
used to test in how far cognitive mechanisms can generalize to richer sta-
tistical features of naturalistic images, as a testbed to arbitrate between
mechanisms, as well as to describe shortcomings and synergies of pro-
posed mechanisms across different sensory contexts. Together, DCNNs
enable us to develop and test mechanistic models of visual cognition
grounded in visual processing.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

Inwhat follows, I will first revisit themotivation for usingDCNNs to study
visual cognition. Subsequently, I will discuss the challenges and oppor-
tunities connected to this approach, using the chapters of this thesis as
examples throughout.

7.1 Motivation

Why shouldwe bother with complicatedmodels such asDCNNswhenwe
want to understand something about visual cognition? After all, theories
of visual cognition are known for their elegant abstractions and computa-
tional subdivisions (e.g., Rensink, 2000; Wolfe, 2021). Traditional models
of visual cognition are straightforward to reason about and therefore po-
tentially easier to understand. Based on the research in this thesis, I argue
that the main reason to embrace DCNNs for studying visual cognition is
that they provide a good proxy of visual representations. This makes it
possible to not only model visual cognition in the abstract, but to directly
link it to the substrate of visual cognition in the brain — that is, visual
representations.

In addition to this, DCNNs also have superior predictive ability com-
pared to abstract models of visual cognition. That is, since DCNNs are
effectively a weighted mapping between an image and an output label, a
model’s representations and outputs can be directly accessed and used to
predict neural data and behavioural responses to the same stimuli. This
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contrasts with abstract models, which usually cannot process images and
therefore lack image-specific predictions.

This is not to say that more abstract models are not helpful — they
are very much necessary for theorizing and integrating across empirical
studies. Yet, the motivation for the work in this thesis is to implement
mechanisms often developed in abstract models, and to evaluate them
when faced with rich sensory representations and challenging tasks. Es-
tablishing a link to task performance and visual representation is critical
to ensure that our modelling efforts lead us to recover the behavioural
hallmarks of visual cognition: an effective integration of visual process-
ing with our goals, internal state and knowledge of the world.

7.2 Challenges

While my outlook for using DCNNs as a framework for studying visual
cognition is optimistic, there are some specific challenges associated with
this approach: (1) the difficulty of building task-performing models of
biological processes, (2) the challenge of understanding the driving fac-
tors behind the representational alignment of DCNNs and humans dur-
ing object recognition and (3) the challenge to establish a comprehensive
mapping between model and human behaviour.

The first challenge is at the heart of every modelling effort, namely:
what is a good neural mechanistic model for a given behavioural phe-
nomenon? Consider selective attention, often described as a spotlight or
selective filter in its effect on object recognition. How should we set up
a model to reproduce such selective processing in its performance? Ask-
ing this question naturally leads us to see the many choices and trade-offs
researchers make when modelling neural processing, sometimes favour-
ing interpretability over complexity or abstraction over realism. For in-
stance, one could argue that a good model of the visual ventral stream
should share as many aspects as possible with biological brains. Yet, this
goal quickly conflicts with other modelling goals such as a model’s inter-
pretability and abstraction. In practice, model realism also oftentimes is
at odds with a model’s performance on a challenging task such as object
recognition. That is, simulating every (known) aspect of neural process-
ing is computationally intensive, and for some biological details (e.g., os-
cillations)we do not even know yetwhether they are functionally relevant,
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or rather reflect some other property of the system. In contrast, the sim-
plified neural units of DCNNs work so well partly because they can be
scaled to hundreds of thousands of neurons and billions of connections.
Beyond interpretability and abstraction, there thus exists another trade-
off between task performance and biological realism. Throughout this
thesis, I chose for the simplest model possible that allowed me to still ob-
serve task performance on images as well as to implement themechanism
of interest into the model. As a result, I chose a different model family in
almost every chapter. Most of them were feedforward convolutional neu-
ral networks (e.g., Chapter 3) enabling task performance, and some had
more biologically inspired components, such as spiking neurons (Chapter
2), or recurrent connectivity (Chapter 4 and 5).

Computational modelling of neural processing has the difficulty that
it abstracts away and is disconnected from the biological organism, in
contrast to neural or behavioural data. Thereby, our modelling choices
determine how valid our conclusions will be for the modelled system and
its phenomena. Still, researchers can make a virtue of necessity by be-
ing transparent about their modelling choices and promoting the repro-
ducibility of their results. For one, by being explicit about a model’s com-
ponents and the conditions during which certain phenomena arise, we
can contextualize our findings in light of the modelling choices made.
Furthermore, by sharing code, parameter choices and stimuli to repro-
duce the gained insights, we can enable other researchers to explore the
same theoretical space or make predictions for new situations and stim-
uli. Together, this may remedy the shortcomings of individual studies and
help to identify productive trade-offs between realism, task performance,
and abstraction for modelling of visual cognition.

The research in this thesis builds on the representational parallels ob-
served between the visual ventral stream and DCNNs optimized for ob-
ject recognition. Understanding the nature and origins of these parallels
is the second challenge that will inform and shape the use of DCNNs for
studying visual cognition. Currently, it is not clear what the key factors
for an alignment with neural representations and behaviour are. While
initially the architecture, learning function and training objective were
deemed the most important factors for the alignment with neural pro-
cessing (Kriegeskorte, 2015b; Marblestone et al., 2016; Richards et al.,
2019), more recent empirical studies observe that a model’s ability to pre-
dict fMRI activity is only partly explained by these factors (Conwell et
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al., 2022; Storrs et al., 2021), emphasizing the importance of the mapping
strategy between model and neural activations, as well as of the train-
ing data and objective instead (Cadena et al., 2022; Dwivedi et al., 2021;
Lindsay et al., 2021; Nayebi et al., 2021; Zhuang et al., 2021). Still oth-
ers argue that the higher latent dimensionality that some DCNNs exhibit
is the decisive factor for yielding an alignment with neural representa-
tions (Elmoznino & Bonner, 2022). Like neural representations (e.g., Xu
& Vaziri-Pashkam, 2021), the behaviour of human observers can also dif-
fer qualitatively from those of DCNNs (Baker et al., 2018; Geirhos et al.,
2018; Jacob et al., 2021) and here as well, the best predictor for a fit to
human data along a series of image transformations was the size of the
dataset that a model was trained on rather than other architectural con-
straints or the learning rule (Geirhos et al., 2021). Together, these studies
make it clear that understanding the driving factors behind the represen-
tational parallels in brains and models will continue to be an active area
of research in the future and will present a challenge for using DCNNs as
mechanistic models of the visual ventral stream (see also Cao & Yamins,
2021a, 2021b for an extensive discussion on this).

As research continues and gains new insight into the alignment be-
tween DCNNs and the visual ventral stream, it will be critical to also up-
date models of visual cognition to incorporate DCNNs with an improved
fit to visual processing and human behaviour. Morre recent studies al-
ready emphasize the importance of rich statistical features derived from
large, diverse training datasets, combined with highly parametrizedmod-
els and semantic objectives as the core driver for an effective mapping
between models, brains and behaviour. For instance, the currently most
predictive model for human behaviour (CLIP, Radford et al., 2021) was
jointly optimized on images and text descriptions, presumably teaching
the model more about the visual world than can be seen in an image. For
studying visual cognition, models like this will be essential to further de-
fine the boundaries and computational task of visual cognition. For in-
stance, how much of the adaptive, goal-driven visual recognition associ-
ated with visual cognition in humans can be achieved by learning from
large-scale multi-modal training data with these models? Are there task
objectives that will lead a model to develop selective attention, working
memory or arousal state as a by-product of solving another task, given
the right architecture and training data? One example that such a strat-
egy can be effective is the optimization for next-word prediction in lan-
guage models (e.g., Brown et al., 2020; Vaswani et al., 2017), which was
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not only shown to subsume various other computational problems (e.g.,
compositionality), but also to result in model features highly predictive of
language processing in the brain (Caucheteux & King, 2022; Schrimpf et
al., 2021). For studying human visual cognition, aiming to model com-
plex visual tasks using DCNNs is therefore a natural steppingstone.

A third challenge for modelling visual cognition using DCNNs is that
current DCNN models are optimized for accurate performance, whereas
human behaviour is much more flexible and varies along many output
dimensions depending on the context. For instance, consider how hu-
mans flexibly adjust their reaction times and accuracy in response to an
instruction or some other contextual factor. This flexibility makes that
simply comparing between DCNN and participant responses with regard
to their accuracy is not sufficient, since it might not generalize to another
behavioural experiment with different instructions (for instance, empha-
sizing accuracy over speed). Instead, a more principled way to translate
model outputs to human performance measures would be desirable. This
problem is also illustrated by the results in Chapter 4 and 5 where I linked
the same model to multiple output measures. I observed that by using
multiple mapping methods I can come to conflicting conclusions across
performance measures. That is, for example in Chapter 5, I found that
while some models were a good fit with human reaction times, they did
not match the accuracy levels of human participants. This suggests that
some of our strategies for translatingmodel outputs to human-like perfor-
mancemeasuresmay be overfitting on the chosen behaviouralmeasure or
task.

For future efforts, it will be critical to develop a more comprehen-
sive mapping approach between human and model performance that
takes various behavioural measures into account. Inspiration for this
could come from sequential sampling models, a well-established cogni-
tive modelling framework that accommodates both accuracy as well as
reaction time distributions (Forstmann et al., 2016; Ratcliff & McKoon,
2008). Augmenting DCNNs with a principled way to generate various
behavioural responses may be an attractive avenue to marry these differ-
ent modelling traditions, as well as to have a more stringent evaluation
of the match between model and human behaviour along a multitude of
behavioural measures.
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7.3 Opportunities

While using DCNNs as a framework for studying visual cognition does
not come without its challenges (as described above), this approach also
brings about clear opportunities: (1) DCNNs enable us to build and test
more complex sensory simulations of cognitive modulations; (2) DCNNs
can serve as a testbed to provide a proof-of-principle as well as compare
different mechanisms for their effects on performance; (3) DCNNs afford
the modelling of inter-stimulus interactions, such as similarity, a core di-
mension in different frameworks of visual cognition.

First, sensory-enriched models provide the opportunity to make
more far-reaching predictions about complex interactions betweenmech-
anisms and general principles in visual processing. Mechanisms proposed
for cognitive modulation are often derived from observations in neural
data. But these observations cannot cover all circumstances and areas in
which such a modulation can occur. This also limits our theorizing about
such a modulation to a set of neurons, or a cortical area. Yet, cortical pro-
cessing is more complex, spanning millions of neurons, organized along
various functional principles. For instance, neuroscientists have identi-
fied the functional hierarchy in visual processing as one such principle
(Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). Other examples of such general princi-
ples are neural tuning (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959) and divisive normaliza-
tion (Carandini & Heeger, 2011). DCNNs were designed to share some
of these principles with the visual ventral stream. In Chapter 2, I took
advantage of this and systematically explored how a global gain modula-
tion — previously mainly observed in early visual cortices — may inter-
act with a hierarchy of sensory representations. This was motivated by
the idea that global gain changes linked to changes in arousal state oc-
cur brain-wide and are thus not exclusive to early visual processing. This
approach enabled us to test the functional implications of this proposed
interaction for object recognition. It also allowed us to understand that a
global gain mechanism acting on such a sensory hierarchy readily gives
rise to a commonly observed interaction between arousal state and task
difficulty, known as the Yerkes-Dodson effect (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908).
This interaction in performance was not previously linked to an effect of
arousal state on the sensory hierarchy. While it was certainly not a new
idea to model global gain in a neural network (e.g., Servan-Schreiber et
al., 1990), in this case it was critical to simulate these effects in a com-
plex and task-performing model, such as a DCNN, in order to clarify the
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link between a mechanism, a model’s functional hierarchy, and its object
recognition performance. This example thus illustrates how DCNNs can
be used to simulate more general interactions between a mechanism and
sensory processing.

Second, DCNNs are a testbed for comparing different mechanisms
with regard to their effects on object recognition performance. That is,
using DCNNs as a base model and augmenting the same model with dif-
ferentmechanisms, we can compare different implementations of amech-
anism or different mechanisms altogether, while tracking changes in task
performance. Critically, DCNNs offer researchers an unprecedented de-
gree of control: of a model’s visual diet during training, its objective, its
access to certain representations when performing classification, as well
as its degree of plasticity during training. This has the marked advantage
that these factors can be excluded as an explanation when observing dif-
ferences between mechanisms during experiments. In this thesis, Chap-
ter 3, 4 and 5 contain examples of the effectiveness of this approach. In
Chapter 3, I used a spiking DCNN as a base model and compared three
different mechanisms implementing selective spatial attention within the
same model. When the model received a valid or invalid cue, perfor-
mance changed for all three mechanisms, but not to a similar extent —
some mechanisms were more effective at biasing object recognition to-
wards the attended location. This adds a nuance to the evaluation of a
mechanism: not simply assessing whether a mechanism can work, but
rather how well it works. In a similar vein, in Chapter 4, I also pursued
this approach by successively adding different mechanisms (i.e., lateral
recurrence and adaptation) to the same model while tracking its ability
to perform object detection on RSVP sequences. This way, synergies be-
tween mechanisms became apparent, such as reported for sensory adap-
tation and lateral recurrence during dynamic object recognition. Taken
together, adopting DCNNs as a testbed for mechanisms and their imple-
mentations can thereby enrich our understanding of the functional con-
tributions of a mechanism to object perception and visual cognition.

Third, DCNNs enable us to assess interactions between sensory stim-
uli. This aspect is of particular relevance for visual cognition, where vi-
sual relationships such as similarity have long been known (Koffka, 1935;
Wertheimer, 1923) to affect visual search and perceptual grouping (e.g.,
Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). However, estimates of similarity are often
not derived from image-computable models, but rather based on dimen-
sions considered relevant for human cognition a priori, such as letters,
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shapes or colour categories (but see Hebart et al., 2020 for an alternative
approach). DCNNs provide an opportunity to assess these similarity rela-
tionships in an image-computable fashion, based on features dedicated to
object recognition (but see Jozwik et al., 2017, 2022). As an example, con-
sider how in Chapter 4 I linked models of sequential stimulus processing
to a participant’s report rate for a given trial. This pointed to a systematic
link between the visual representations evoked by a sequence of images,
the timing of the sequence, and the ability to report on the presence of a
target category.

Whereas this example describes how stimulus similarity modulates
object recognition over time, it is easily conceivable that such interac-
tions based on visual and semantic similaritymay extend to domains such
as working memory, selective attention, search templates and categorical
learning. For instance, a previous study has shown that implementing at-
tentional selection into a DCNN according to the feature similarity gain
principle observed in neural data is an effective way to mimic the mag-
nitude of behavioural attentional modulation (Lindsay & Miller, 2018).
Moreover, a number of studies showcase that there is a shared notion of
visual and semantic similarity between perceptual judgements and pro-
cessing in higher visual cortices (Jozwik et al., 2016; Mur et al., 2013; Op
de Beeck et al., 2008; Wardle et al., 2016). In line with that, the dissimilar-
ity of neural activations derived from higher visual cortices has also been
shown to predict reaction times on a categorical visual search task (Cohen
et al., 2017). Together, these examples show how notions of neural simi-
larity directly affect visual cognition and highlight the appeal of capturing
such similarity using DCNNs when studying visual cognition.

7.4 Concluding remarks

Understanding the interaction between sensation and cognition is chal-
lenging, partly because it is hard to know where sensation ends, and cog-
nition begins. In recent years, DCNNs and their rich statistical sensory
features have unequivocally demonstrated that learning from sensory in-
puts can be a powerful technique for buildingmodels that are able to solve
challenging problems, such as object recognition. In this thesis, I have ex-
plored how cognitive modulation, a hallmark of human behaviour, may
add to such a capable sensory system to support a wider and more flexible
set of behaviours.
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Supplement to Chapter 2
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A. Supplement to Chapter 2

Figure A.1 Signal detection properties as a function of perceptual difficulty and
global gain. Shaded areas depict the 95% confidence interval across ten model in-
stances. The grey vertical lines are in reference to Fig 2.2D and serve to illustrate the
results for a more narrowly sampled global gain range.
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Figure A.2 A DCNN with global gain and a linear activation regime also repro-
duces the Yerkes-Dodson effect. (A) Comparison of the activation functions used for
the main experiments (sigmoidal) and an alternative (rectified linear unit, ReLU) eval-
uated in this figure. While activation regimes are comparable for small values, they
diverge for large values. (B) Binary accuracy for all levels of perceptual difficulty as a
function of global gain state. The shaded areas represent the 95% confidence interval
(CI) across ten network instances in B and C. As in Fig 2.3, this pattern of results also
reproduced the Yerkes-Dodson effect in the DCNN’s performance.
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Figure A.2 (C) Signal detection properties as a function of perceptual difficulty and
global gain. (D) Global gain level linked to peak performance per difficulty condition in
B. In line with the Yerkes-Dodson effect, peak performance was again associated with
reductions in global gain level with increasing task difficulty (as in Fig 2.3). The error
bars correspond to 95% CI across ten model instances. If multiple gain states were
linked to the best performance, the median was used to summarize them. The dashed
line corresponds to the neutral gain state from training, during which no global gain
changes are applied. (E) As in (C) but now global gain states linked to the performance
for sensitivity and bias.
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Figure A.3 Global gain changes affect task-related information and activation.
All figure conventions are the same as in Fig 2.5A.
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Figure A.4 Link between most informative network block and global gain state
shown separately for different levels of perceptual difficulty. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the data shown in Fig 2.4E and B. The shaded areas show the 95%
confidence interval across ten network instances.
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Figure A.5 Importance curves obtained from spatial scrambling at neutral gain
states. The dots represent the scrambling rate at which 20% of the baseline perfor-
mance is maintained.
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Figure A.6 Performance-gain profiles for scrambling early to late network
blocks. (A) shows a perceptually difficult task and (B) a perceptually easy task. All
figure conventions are the same as in Fig 2.6.
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Supplement to Chapter 4
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B. Supplement to Chapter 4

Figure B.1 Comparison of a linear and softmax readout for categorical traces.
BLnet was optimized with a softmax readout using categorical labels. A softmax oper-
ation applies an exponential function to all elements and normalizes them to a sum of
1. This leads to a distribution in which the highest value dominates and as result such
a transformation is useful for matching a categorical vector. This principle is illustrated
here in the correlation values for a linear and softmax readout. While a linear read-
out (no skewing toward the maximum value) produced a rather low correlation with
the categorical vector (left panel). A softmax readout produces much more extreme
correlation values due to its winner-take-all properties, renormalizing across all target
classes (right panel).
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Figure B.2 Varying the number of prototype exemplars scales baseline sensitiv-
ity levels, without changing the pattern of results. Using prototypes that are based
on more exemplar images leads to a reduction in performance levels that affects all
model types in a similar fashion. Note that performance is reduced as a result of in-
creasing the number of images because the exemplar images have been ranked with
regard to their distance to the mean of the target and foil image. This step was nec-
essary to ensure that the prototype was informative and unambiguous (see Methods
- Prototypes). Without such ranking, one would expect performance to increase as a
function of exemplars.
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Supplement to Chapter 5
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C. Supplement to Chapter 5

Figure C.1 Training histories of different recurrent convolutional neural net-
works. The upper panels show how Top1 accuracy on the ImageNet training and
validation set developed during training. For all models, accuracy is displayed for the
final model step. The lower panels show the cross-entropy loss on each of the datasets.
In contrast to Top1 accuracy, the loss for the average across model steps is shown.
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Figure C.2 Animacy classification accuracies for different stages in the recur-
rent convolutional neural networks. Data is shown analogously to Fig 5.5D. Translu-
cent dots show the mean discrimination performance across model layers for the ten
different random seeds. The coloured dots show the mean across seeds. Coloured
squares show the lowest performance across model steps averaged across seeds,
whereas coloured triangles show the highest performance.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)

Diepe neurale netwerken als modellen van visuele cognitie

Onze visuele wereld bestaat uit objecten. Objecten structureren onze
wereld en geven er betekenis aan. Objecten geven ons bijvoorbeeld infor-
matie over waar we zijn, wat er op een plek kan worden gedaan of wat er
daarna gaat gebeuren. Objecten zijn dus als het ware de bouwstenen van
betekenis in onze omgeving - we kunnen ze herkennen, betekenis ontle-
nen aan hun rangschikking en ze gebruiken omplannen voor de toekomst
te maken.

Mensen zijn buitengewoon goed in het onderscheiden van verschil-
lende objecten. Daarom zou je bijna het complexe proces over het hoofd
zien waarmee we een object in verschillende situaties kunnen herkennen.
We zijn bijvoorbeeld uitstekend in staat om vruchten, zoals vijgen, te her-
kennen, ook al hangen ze in de schaduw aan een boom, liggen ze vers en
goed belicht in de schappen van de groenteboer, of gedroogd in een pot
in de voorraadkast (zie Figuur 1). In dit voorbeeld worden twee eigen-
schappen van dit proces benadrukt. Ten eerste, dat een enkel object kan
worden geassocieerd met een groot aantal mogelijke visuele indrukken.
Aan de andere kant is het herkennen van een object een proces dat verder
gaat dan zien; het gaat om het verbinden van verschillende zintuiglijke in-
drukkenmet een (enkel) concept of categorie. Ons brein heeft eenmanier
gevonden om dit soort verbindingen (tussen visuele variatie en een con-
cept) temaken voor bijna elk object dat we in ons leven tegenkomen. Deze
verbindingen, bestaand uit netwerken van hersencellen, vormen de basis
van ons vermogen om objecten in de meest uiteenlopende situaties en in
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een fractie van een seconde te herkennen. Dit proces wordt objectherken-
ning genoemd.

Op basis van de voorgaande beschrijving zou men de indruk kunnen
krijgen dat objectherkenning werkt als een rekenmachine: je kunt ver-
schillende cijfercombinaties invoeren (bijv. “2+2”, “6-2”, “36/6”) en de re-
kenmachine berekent het resultaat (altijd “4”). Het maakt niet uit of een
rekenmachine deze berekeningen midden in de nacht of in de middag
doet; we verwachten dat het resultaat altijd hetzelfde is (namelijk “4”).
In feite werkt objectherkenning niet altijd zoals een rekenmachine, maar
wordt het beïnvloed door vele andere factoren: we kunnen bijvoorbeeld
meer moeite hebben om een object te herkennen als we moe zijn dan als
we klaarwakker zijn. Vermoeidheid kan dus ons vermogen om objecten
te herkennen verminderen. Aan de andere kant kunnen we onder bepaal-
de omstandigheden ook beter worden in het herkennen van objecten. Als
we bijvoorbeeld op zoek zijn naar een specifiek object, dus onze aandacht
richten op de eigenschappen van een object, dan kan dit ertoe leiden dat
we dat object beter kunnen herkennen. Aandacht kan ons dus helpen om
objecten te herkennen. Onderzoekers in de psychologie en neuroweten-
schap hebben ontdekt dat tal van invloeden, zoals onze fysieke toestand
(bijvoorbeeld of we net hebben gerend), de context en situatie (bijvoor-
beeld wat we eerder zagen) en vele andere factoren van invloed zijn op ons
vermogen om objecten te herkennen. Objectherkenning in de hersenen is
dus een flexibel proces dat zich kan aanpassen aan omstandigheden, aan
onze doelen en aan onze ervaringen. Deze bredere vorm van objecther-
kenning noem ik visuele cognitie. Hoewel er al veel bewijs is dat de visuele
verwerking in onze hersenen ook verandert onder deze invloeden, begrij-
pen we nog niet hoe dit gebeurt. Dit betekent dat we demechanismen nog
niet begrijpen waarmee de visuele verwerking van objecten enerzijds be-
trouwbaar werkt, maar flexibel genoeg blijft om ruimte te geven aan an-
dere invloeden. De centrale vraag van dit proefschrift is daarom hoe deze
flexibele interactie, d.w.z. visuele cognitie, ontstaat bij visuele verwerking
in de hersenen en of we demechanismen die onze visuele cognitie vormen
beter kunnen begrijpen met behulp van computermodellen.
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Objectherkenning in de visuele cortex en diepe neurale netwerken (DNN’s)

Figuur 1 Objectherkenning in de visuele cortex en diepe neurale netwerken.
Objectherkenning is een moeilijke taak. Hoe leren we bijvoorbeeld dat alle afbeeldin-
gen aan de linkerkant van de figuur een vijg voorstellen? Hersenonderzoek naar de
visuele cortex en modelleringsstudies van diepe neurale netwerken hebben aange-
toond dat ons vermogen om objecten te herkennen waarschijnlijk afhankelijk is van
een systeem dat beelden verwerkt met steeds complexere filters (middelste deel van
figuur). Er wordt bijvoorbeeld verondersteld dat vroege visuele verwerking vooral de
nadruk legt op hoeken en randen (streeppatroon aan de linkerkant), terwijl latere delen
van de verwerking meer complexe kenmerken benadrukken. Zo wordt een afbeelding
stapsgewijs onderzocht op steeds complexere kenmerken en omgezet in een signaal-
patroon waarmee eenvoudig kan worden bepaald of een afbeelding een vijg laat zien
of niet.

Objectherkenning in de visuele cortex en diepe
neurale netwerken (DNN’s)

De beste computermodellen die momenteel beschikbaar zijn van visue-
le verwerking in de hersenen, en met name objectherkenning, zijn diepe
neurale netwerken (kortweg DNN’s). De geschiedenis van wetenschappe-
lijke ontdekkingen in de visuele cortex en de ontwikkeling van de eerste
neurale netwerken is nauw met elkaar verweven. Daarom zal ik in het
volgende deel kort de visuele verwerking in de hersenen schetsen en ver-
volgens uitleggen welke aspecten van de visuele cortex inmoderneDNN’s
worden aangetroffen.
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De visuele cortex, een deel van de hersenen dat zich uitstrekt van de
achterkant van het hoofd tot de slaap (gebieden van de hersenen die grijs
zijn gemarkeerd in Figuur 1), is misschien wel het meest bestudeerde net-
werk van hersencellen. Een van de dingen die uit dit onderzoek bleek, was
dat ons vermogen om objecten te herkennen zich in dit deel van de her-
senen bevindt. Decennia van onderzoek hebben ook aangetoond dat veel
hersencellen in de visuele cortex als een soort filter werken en dat ver-
schillende delen van de visuele cortex hiërarchisch zijn. Bij vroege visuele
verwerking worden bijvoorbeeld signaalpatronen van het netvlies in on-
ze ogen eerst omgezet of gefilterd naar een formaat dat met name hoeken
en randen in een afbeelding benadrukt (middelste deel in Figuur 1). Als
een lopende band geven deze eerste hersengebieden deze signaalpatronen
door aan andere delen van de visuele cortex. Deze filteren op hun beurt
deze signaalpatronen weer en geven ze door aan andere gebieden. Hier-
door ontstaat een hiërarchie waarin informatie van het ene gebied naar
het andere wordt doorgegeven en door de constante herhaling van een-
voudige stappen ontstaat geleidelijk een steeds complexer samenspel van
signaalpatronen en filters. Experimenten in de neurowetenschap hebben
aangetoond dat er diep in zo’n hiërarchie in de visuele cortex zelfs hersen-
cellen kunnen zijn die alleen reageren op zeer specifieke signaalpatronen.
Zo zijn er hersencellen die alleen reageren als een afbeelding een heel spe-
cifiek gezicht of object laat zien.

Net als de visuele cortex bestaan ook DNN’s, oftewel computermo-
dellen, uit netwerken van cellen, zij het sterk vereenvoudigd. Deze cellen
zijnmet elkaar verbonden enmeestal hiërarchisch opgebouwd. Bij DNN’s
houdt dit in dat er verschillende niveaus zijn (ongeveer analoog aan de ge-
bieden in de visuele cortex) die signaalpatronen (bijvoorbeeld een afbeel-
ding) via hun verbindingen kunnen filteren (Figuur 1). Ook hier geldt de
vuistregel dat cellen aan het begin van het netwerk afbeeldingen filteren
op eenvoudige kenmerken (bijv. hoeken en randen), terwijl cellen dieper
in het netwerk de signaalpatronen filteren op steeds complexere kenmer-
ken. Wat houdt het precies in om een afbeelding te filteren? Het omzetten
van een kleurenfoto naar zwart-wit is bijvoorbeeld ook een vorm van fil-
teren. Hierdoor gaat bepaalde informatie verloren (in dit geval: kleuren),
maar komen ook andere eigenschappen van het beeld beter naar voren
(in dit geval: contrasten en patronen). Filteren betekent dus het omzetten
van een signaalpatroon (een afbeelding) in een nieuw patroonmet net iets
andere eigenschappen. Het doel hiervan is dat dit nieuwe patroon beter
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kan worden gebruikt om een specifieke taak op te lossen. In een DNN zijn
deze filters niets meer dan verbindingen tussen twee niveaus van cellen,
waarbij de sterkte van deze verbindingen bepaalt hoe informatie door het
netwerk stroomt.

Waar komen deze filters vandaan in een DNN?DNN’s verwerven hun
filters door te worden getraind om objecten op foto’s te herkennen. Je kunt
je het trainen van een DNN voorstellen als een eindeloos spel van vallen
en opstaan. Aan het begin van de training heeft hetmodel geen informatie
over wat bijvoorbeeld een hond van een kat onderscheidt; dus het kan nog
geen objecten herkennen. Het model kan echter wèl een afbeelding met
zijn filters verwerken (bijvoorbeeld een afbeelding van een hond) en zal
een willekeurige objectcategorie bedenken (bijvoorbeeld een hoed). Dit
komt omdat het model nog geen bruikbare filters heeft om honden op te
sporen. In plaats daarvan heeft het alleen filters die volledig willekeurige
kenmerken benadrukken. Het belangrijkste deel van de training gebeurt
in de volgende stap. Het model krijgt dan feedback of het antwoord goed
of fout was. Het model kan deze feedback vervolgens gebruiken om zijn
verbindingen, d.w.z. filters, aan te passen, zodat het de volgende keer geen
fouten maakt. Specifieker gezegd: het model past zijn verbindingen aan,
zodat het de volgende keer dat het dezelfde afbeelding verwerkt, het een
hond erin herkent in plaats van een hoed. Om dit proces goed te laten
werken en een model daadwerkelijk goed te laten worden in het onder-
scheiden van objecten, zijn er somswelmeer dan eenmiljoen voorbeelden
nodig diemeerdere keren aan hetmodel worden getoond.Het trainen van
een DNN is dus een langzaam en moeizaam proces, waarbij het model bij
elke iteratie van de afbeeldingen een beetje beter wordt in het herkennen
van objecten.

De huidige DNN’s zijn zelfs beter dan veel mensen in het onderschei-
den van wel duizend verschillende objecten van elkaar, zoals de zoge-
naamde “ImageNet challenge” heeft laten zien. Dit verbluffende resultaat
kwam echter mede tot stand doordat 120 van de 1000 categorieën ver-
schillende hondenrassen waren, en de meeste mensen gewoon niet zo
goed zijn in het uit elkaar houden van honden. Dat wil zeggen, hoewel
vrijwel alle mensen met recht objectexperts kunnen worden genoemd,
versloegen DNN’s hen hier omdat ze zich konden specialiseren in het on-
derscheiden van hondenrassen tijdens de training. In het algemeen bete-
kent dit dat de afbeeldingen en categorieën die DNN’s tijdens de training
verwerken, ook bepalenwelke objecten het na de training kan onderschei-
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den. DNN’s zijn één van de vele technologieën die onze wereld in de af-
gelopen 10 jaar hebben veranderd. DNN’s worden bijvoorbeeld gebruikt
in zelfrijdende auto’s, of voor videobewaking.

Ik schreef eerder al dat er veel parallellen zijn tussen visuele verwer-
king in de hersenen enDNN’s. ZijnDNN’s daarmee een exacte replica van
de visuele cortex? Hoewel de ontwikkeling van neurale netwerken en on-
derzoek naar de visuele cortex in de jaren vijftig nauw met elkaar verbon-
den waren, zijn deze onderzoeksgebieden in de daaropvolgende decennia
steeds verder van elkaar verwijderd geraakt. Dit gebeurde omdat enerzijds
niet altijd duidelijk was hoe bepaalde bevindingen in de visuele neurowe-
tenschap vertaald konden worden naar een dergelijk netwerk, en ander-
zijds de processen meestal te veel rekenkracht vergden voor de computers
van toen. Deze vervreemding betekende dat het uiteindelijke succes van
neurale netwerken, en DNN’s in het bijzonder, dat we tegenwoordig zien
grotendeels werd gedreven door vooruitgang in de informatica en tech-
nische wetenschappen. Dit betekent ook dat DNN’s slechts enkele directe
overeenkomsten met het visuele systeem hebben.

Bij de ontwikkeling van moderne DNN’s speelden hun prestaties een
grote rol. Het maakte gewoon niet uit hóé een model een taak oploste, áls
het de taak maar oploste. Om deze reden was het des te verrassender dat
deze DNN’s door hun objectherkenningstraining niet alleen op mensen
gingen lijken in gedrag, maar dat DNN’s ook opvallende parallellen ver-
tonen met verwerking in de visuele cortex. Wetenschappers hebben bij-
voorbeeld aangetoond dat de verschillende niveaus van een DNN lijken
op de visuele hiërarchie bij mensen en sommige apen (zie Figuur 1). De
belangrijkste bevinding van dit onderzoek was dat een geoptimaliseerd
model dat goed is in objectherkenning een manier lijkt te hebben gevon-
den om objecten te herkennen die vergelijkbaar is met die van de visuele
cortex in de hersenen.

In de afgelopen jaren hebben DNN’s ons begrip van objectherken-
ning in het menselijk brein fundamenteel veranderd en zijn ze een in-
tegraal onderdeel geworden van onderzoek naar visuele verwerking. Er is
geen ander type model dat zoveel verschillende fenomenen kan verklaren
als DNN’s. Hoewel sommige wetenschappers deze modellen nog steeds
met scepsis bekijken omdat ze erg complex zijn, wordt het gebruik ervan
steeds wijdverspreider. Naast visuele verwerking zijn dergelijke modellen
ook toegepast op auditieve verwerking (waardoor we kunnen horen) en
taalverwerking. Vanwege deze successen beweren sommige wetenschap-
pers zelfs datmodellen die zijn getraind op een specifieke taak diemensen
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ook in het dagelijks leven uitvoeren, de sleutel zijn tot het begrijpen van
de basale verwerkingsprincipes van de hersenen.

DNN’s als modellen van visuele cognitie?

De hoofdvraag van dit proefschrift is of we DNN’s kunnen gebruiken om
een beter begrip te krijgen van het flexibele proces van objectherkenning.
Traditioneel werden dergelijke flexibele processen onderzocht en gemo-
delleerd met behulp van eenvoudige afbeeldingen (bijvoorbeeld geome-
trische vormen, d.w.z. eenvoudigere signaalpatronen). Dit is gebaseerd
op de veronderstelling dat mechanismen die bijvoorbeeld belangrijk zijn
voor ons vermogen om onze aandacht te richten op bepaalde kenmer-
ken in onze visuele omgeving, net zo goed zouden moeten werken met
complexere afbeeldingen en taken (bijvoorbeeld objecten). In de meeste
gevallen is het echter nog niet duidelijk of dit daadwerkelijk zo is. Boven-
dien kan de manier waarop complexere afbeeldingen in de visuele cortex
worden verwerkt, ook van invloed zijn op het soortmechanismendat erbij
betrokken is. Eenmechanisme dat bijvoorbeeld goed werkt in eenvoudige
situaties (bijvoorbeeld het onderscheiden van een rode driehoek van een
blauw vierkant) werkt mogelijk niet meer met complexere afbeeldingen
(bijvoorbeeld het detecteren van een voetganger die een straat oversteekt
tussen auto’s). Het is daarom belangrijk om de in de visuele cognitieve
wetenschap ontwikkelde mechanismen en theorieën expliciet te toetsen
in een model dat complexe afbeeldingen kan verwerken en taken kan op-
lossen op een niveau vergelijkbaar met dat van de mens.

DNN’s stellen ons nu in staat om dit te doen, dankzij hun parallellen
met de visuele cortex en hun vermogen om complexe afbeeldingen te ver-
werken en objecten erin te herkennen. Met behulp van DNN’s kunnen we
verschillende theorieën en hun mechanismen expliciet toetsen (bijvoor-
beeld “een model wordt beter in een taak met dit mechanisme”). Daar-
naast kunnen we verschillende mechanismen met elkaar vergelijken en
zo zwakke punten en nuttige interacties ontdekken tussen de verwerking
van complexe afbeeldingen en cognitieve mechanismen. Dit is de bena-
dering die ik heb gevolgd in alle onderzoeken in dit proefschrift.

De eerste studie (Hoofdstuk 2) behandelt de invloed van opwindings-
toestanden of alertheid op visuele verwerking en objectherkenning. Deze
interactie is keer op keer waargenomen in studies met mensen en die-
ren en lijkt een bepaald patroon te volgen: terwijl moeilijke taken bij-
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zonder goed worden opgelost in een gematigde staat van opwinding, is
een verhoogde staat van opwinding beter geschikt voor eenvoudige ta-
ken. Hersenmetingen hebben daarnaast aangetoond dat een hoog niveau
van opwinding de respons van hersencellen opschaalt. Dit betekent dat
bij dezelfde stimulatie een hersencel een sterkere respons geeft. Je kunt
je dit voorstellen als een muzikant in een orkest die plotseling bijzonder
hard speelt. Tot nu toe was het niet duidelijk waarom de staat van op-
winding het vermogen om taken van verschillende moeilijkheidsgraden
uit te voeren zou moeten beïnvloeden en wat het mechanisme is. In dit
hoofdstuk heb ik een model ontwikkeld waarin ik heb laten zien dat de
verhoogde respons van hersencellen kan leiden tot deze gedragsinteractie
waarbij moeilijke taken niet langer goed worden opgelost in verhoogde
staat van opwinding, maar eenvoudige taken wel. Dat heb ik gedaan door
een mechanisme in een DNN in te bouwen om de veranderingen in op-
windingstoestand te simuleren, en door een taak te ontwikkelen waarvan
ik de moeilijkheidsgraad continu kon veranderen. Met dit model en deze
taak kon ik aantonen dat een hiërarchisch gestructureerd model precies
zo’n interactie in het gedrag laat zien. In een volgende stap heb ik dit mo-
del vervolgens in meer detail geanalyseerd en gemanipuleerd en kon ik
ontdekken dat de gedragsinteractie het gevolg was van een specifieke in-
teractie in de visuele verwerking van het model. Het oplossen van moei-
lijke taken vereiste bijvoorbeeld nauwkeurige visuele verwerking, en dit is
vooral goed gegarandeerd in een gematigde staat van opwinding. Als we
dit terugbrengen naar het voorbeeld van het orkest, betekent dit dat als al-
le muzikanten heel hard spelen, het muziekstuk wordt verstoord, en deze
vervorming het moeilijker maakt om een bepaalde taak op te lossen (bij-
voorbeeld: “welke componist heeft dit stuk geschreven?”). Eenvoudige ta-
ken daarentegen (bijvoorbeeld: “is het klassieke muziek of heavy metal?”)
kunnen in veel omstandighedenworden opgelost, zolang het signaalmaar
sterk genoeg is. Hierdoor kunnen eenvoudige taken worden opgelost in
zowel gematigde als verhoogde staat van opwinding. Alles bij elkaar laat
dit resultaat zien hoe belangrijk het is om het verband te leggen tussen een
lokaal fenomeen (bijvoorbeeld het veranderde reactievermogen van her-
sencellen) en hiërarchische visuele verwerking om complexe interacties
in gedrag beter te kunnen begrijpen.

De tweede studie (Hoofdstuk 3) behandelt de invloed van selectie-
ve aandacht op objectherkenning. Er zijn momenteel verschillende theo-
rieën over hoe aandacht de visuele verwerking kan beïnvloeden. Sommi-
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ge experimentele studies suggereren dat aandacht de sterkte van de res-
pons van hersencellen beïnvloedt (vergelijkbaar met de orkestmuzikant
in Hoofdstuk 2), terwijl andere studies laten zien dat vooral de betrouw-
baarheid van de hersencelrespons verandert. Het is echter moeilijk om
erachter te komen welke theorie de juiste is en welk soort mechanisme
objectherkenning effectief kan beïnvloeden. Het doel van deze studie was
daarom om deze verschillende mechanismen in hetzelfde model te toet-
sen, terwijl ze dezelfde complexe taak oplossen om objecten (bijv. auto’s,
mensen, stopborden enz.) in straattaferelen te herkennen. Hoewel al deze
mechanismen hetzelfde proces modelleren, waren sommigen effectiever
in het veranderen van de objectherkenning van het model. In het bijzon-
der was een mechanisme dat selectieve aandacht modelleert als een ver-
andering in de sterkte van de neurale respons goed in het effectief beïn-
vloeden van objectherkenning. In de praktijk betekent dit dat een model
beter een auto kan vinden als het van tevorenweet in welk deel van de foto
het moet zoeken. Omgekeerd werd het model slechter in deze taak als de
aandacht van het model op de verkeerde plaats op de foto werd gericht.
Dit is een van de vele typische resultaten die bekend zijn uit zowel mens-
als dierstudies. Samengevat toonde deze studie aan dat we DNN’s kunnen
gebruiken om verschillende mechanismen die het effect van aandacht op
visuele verwerking in de hersenen kunnen verklaren, direct te vergelijken.
Op deze manier kunnen we begrijpen welke mechanismen bijzonder ef-
fectief kunnen zijn in het beïnvloeden van objectherkenning, en of het
soort veranderingen dat deze mechanismen teweegbrengen vergelijkbaar
zijn met die in gedrag en visuele verwerking bij mens en dier.

De focus van de laatste twee onderzoeken (Hoofdstukken 4 & 5) was
de invloed van reeds verwerkte visuele indrukken op objectherkenning.
Het doel is om te begrijpen hoe wat we eerder gezien hebben ons vermo-
gen om objecten te herkennen beïnvloedt en of bepaalde mechanismen
bijzonder belangrijk zijn om met deze meer dynamische vorm van ob-
jectherkenning om te gaan.

Daarom vergelijk ik in Hoofdstuk 4 verschillende mechanismen die
zijn waargenomen in hersenmetingen en bepaal ik of DNN-modellen die
beschikken over deze mechanismen gedrag vertonen dat vergelijkbaar is
met dat van mensen. Om het effect van verwerkte visuele indrukken on-
der verschillende omstandigheden te observeren, heb ik een onderzoek
uitgevoerd waarin ik de deelnemers reeksen van zes foto’s liet zien. In dit
onderzoek heb ik getoetst of de deelnemers aan het onderzoek een object
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van een bepaalde categorie in deze reeks afbeeldingen konden ontdekken.
Om de invloed van wat er net werd gezien te variëren, liet ik deze sequen-
ties in verschillende snelheden zien.

Op deze manier kon ik het effect van al verwerkte visuele indrukken
op de objectherkenning meten en in de volgende stap onderzoeken wat
voor soort mechanismen nodig zijn om dergelijke effecten in modellen te
simuleren. Het bleek dat twee soorten mechanismen bijzonder belangrijk
zijn voor het waarnemen van een overeenkomst met menselijk gedrag.
Aan de ene kant moet een model de mogelijkheid hebben om zijn visuele
verwerking in de loop van de tijd aan te passen. Dit houdt in dat hoe lan-
ger een model een afbeelding ziet, hoe beter het wordt in het herkennen
van een object erin. Deze vorm van visuele verwerking wordt recursie ge-
noemd. Het tweede mechanisme dat belangrijk was, om de modellen ver-
gelijkbaar te maken met mensen, was adaptatie. Adaptatie houdt in dat
de cellen in een model een soort gewenning vertonen aan dezelfde sti-
mulatie (dezelfde foto) en hun reactie verminderen als er niets verandert.
Adaptatie wordt vaak waargenomen in de hersenen, zelfs in afzonderlij-
ke hersencellen. In dit hoofdstuk kon ik, door de gedragsgegevens van de
deelnemers te vergelijken met die van de verschillende modellen, conclu-
deren dat deze twee mechanismen samen een goede verklaring vormen
voor het menselijke vermogen om opeenvolgende objecten te herkennen.

In Hoofdstuk 5 bouwde ik vervolgens voort op deze inzichten en
breidde ik deze observaties uit naar andere dynamische taken en andere
effecten op menselijk gedrag. Om effectief conclusies te kunnen trekken,
heb ik ook een nieuw type DNN met recursie ontwikkeld en vergeleken
met de voorgaande DNN’s (bijvoorbeeld uit Hoofdstuk 4). Door deze ver-
gelijking te maken ontdekte ik dat recursie alleen het gedrag van deelne-
mers bij verschillende taken verklaart wanneer het wordt gerealiseerd in
een model dat erg goed is in objectherkenning en waarvan de verwerking
over langere tijd goed functioneert. Dit betekent dus dat herhaling be-
paalde kaders nodig heeft om behulpzaam te kunnen zijn bij dynamische
objectherkenning. Samen hebben deze twee onderzoeken (Hoofdstukken
4 en 5) aangetoond dat het ook mogelijk is om DNN’s te gebruiken om de
mechanismen die dynamische objectherkenning mogelijk maken beter te
begrijpen.
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Conclusie

Kunnen we DNN’s gebruiken om meer inzicht te krijgen in het flexibele
proces van objectherkenning? Op basis van de vier gepresenteerde mo-
delleringsstudies, beargumenteer ik dat DNN’s kunnen dienen als een be-
langrijke brug tussen cognitieve mechanismen en complexe visuele taken
zoals objectherkenning. DNN’s kunnen ons met name helpen om cogni-
tieve theorieën in complexe situaties te toetsen en in interactie met mo-
dellen te verfijnen.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
(Summary in German)

Tiefe neuronale Netzwerke als Modelle visueller Kognition

Unsere visuelle Welt besteht aus Gegenständen oder Objekten. Ob-
jekte strukturieren diese Welt und geben ihr Bedeutung. So etwa geben
Objekte uns Auskunft darüber, wo wir sind, was man an einem Ort tun
kann, oder was als nächstes passieren wird. Objekte sind also so etwas wie
die Bedeutungs-Bausteine in unserer Umwelt – wir können sie erkennen,
aus ihrer Anordnung Bedeutung ableiten und sie benutzen, um Pläne für
die Zukunft zu schmieden.

Menschen sind enorm gut darin Objekte voneinander zu unterschei-
den. Daher könnte man beinahe den komplexen Prozess übersehen, der
uns erlaubt ein Objekt in den unterschiedlichsten Situationen, zu erken-
nen. So etwa können wir mühelos verschiedene Früchte erkennen, wie
zumBeispiel eine Feige, obwohl sie im Schatten amBaumhängt, dezent li-
la in der Auslage vom Gemüsehändler liegt oder getrocknet im Einmach-
glas im Vorratsschrank aufbewahrt wird (siehe Abb. 2). Dieses Beispiel
hebt zwei Eigenschaften dieses Prozesses hervor: Zum einen, dass ein ein-
ziges Objekt mit einer Vielzahl von möglichen visuellen Eindrücken ver-
knüpft sein kann. Zum anderen, dass das Erkennen eines Objektes ein
Prozess ist, der über das Sehen hinaus geht; es geht darumeineVielfalt von
Sinneseindrücken mit einem (einzigen) Konzept oder einer Kategorie zu
verbinden. Unser Gehirn hat einen Weg gefunden, diese Art von Verbin-
dungen (zwischen visueller Vielfalt und einem Konzept) für beinahe alle
Gegenstände aufzubauen, denen wir in unserem Leben begegnen. Die-
se Verbindungen oder Netzwerke aus Gehirnzellen bilden die Grundlage
für unsere Fähigkeit Gegenstände in den unterschiedlichsten Situationen
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und im Bruchteil einer Sekunde zu erkennen. Diesen Prozess nennt man
Objekterkennung.

Anhand der bisherigen Beschreibung könnte man den Eindruck be-
kommen, dass Objekterkennung wie ein Taschenrechner funktioniert:
Man kann verschiedene Kombinationen von Zahlen eingeben (z.B. „2+2“,
„6-2“, „36/6“), und der Taschenrechner wandelt diese Zahlen in ein Er-
gebnis um (immer „4“). Dabei ist egal, ob ein Taschenrechner diese Be-
rechnungen mitten in der Nacht oder am Nachmittag ausführt; wir er-
warten, dass das Ergebnis immer das gleiche ist (nämlich „4“). Tatsäch-
lich funktioniert Objekterkennung nicht immer wie ein Taschenrechner,
sondern wird von vielen anderen Faktoren beeinflusst: So etwa kann es
uns schwerer fallen, einenGegenstand zu entdecken, wennwirmüde sind
und nicht hellwach. Müdigkeit kann also unsere Fähigkeit zur Objekt-
erkennung verringern. Andersrum können wir in gewissen Umständen
auch besser darin werden Objekte zu erkennen. Zum Beispiel, wenn wir
nach einem bestimmten Objekt suchen, also unsere Aufmerksamkeit auf
die Eigenschaften eines Objektes richten, kann dies dazu führen, dass wir
dieses Objekt besser erkennen. Aufmerksamkeit kann uns also dabei hel-
fen Objekte zu erkennen. Forscher in der Psychologie und den Neurowis-
senschaften haben herausgefunden, dass zahlreiche Einflüsse, wie unser
körperlicher Zustand (z.B. ob wir gerade gerannt sind), der Kontext und
Situation (z.B. was wir zuvor gesehen haben), und viele weitere Faktoren,
unsere Fähigkeit zurObjekterkennung beeinflussen.Objekterkennung im
Gehirn ist also ein flexibler Prozess, der sich an die Umstände, an unsere
Ziele und unsere Erfahrungen anpassen kann. Diese weiter gefasste Form
von Objekterkennung, nenne ich visuelle Kognition. Obwohl es bereits
viele Anhaltspunkte dafür gibt, dass die visuelle Verarbeitung in unserem
Gehirn, sich auch mit diesen Einflüssen verändert, verstehen wir bisher
noch nicht auf welche Art und Weise dies geschieht. Das bedeutet, dass
wir die Mechanismen noch nicht verstehen, durch die die visuelle Ver-
arbeitung von Objekten einerseits verlässlich funktioniert, aber dennoch
flexibel genug bleibt, um anderen Einflüssen Raum zu geben. Daher ist
die Leitfrage dieser Doktorarbeit, wie dieses flexible Zusammenspiel, al-
so visuelle Kognition, in der visuellen Verarbeitung im Gehirn entsteht
und ob wir die Mechanismen, die unsere visuelle Kognition prägen, bes-
ser verstehen können mithilfe von Computermodellen.
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Abbildung 2 Objekterkennung im visuellen Kortex und tiefen neuronalen Netz-
werken. Objekte zu erkennen ist eine schwierige Aufgabe. Wie lernen wir zum Bei-
spiel, dass alle Bilder auf der linken Seite der Abbildung eine Feige abbilden? Gehirn-
forschung im visuellen Kortex und Modellstudien mit tiefen neuronalen Netzwerken
haben gezeigt, dass unsere Fähigkeit Objekte zu erkennen, wahrscheinlich auf einem
System beruht, dass Bilder mit immer komplexeren Filtern verarbeitet (mittlerer Teil
der Abbildung). So etwa wird vermutet, dass die frühe visuelle Verarbeitung besonders
Ecken und Kanten hervorhebt (Streifenmuster auf der linken Seite), während spätere
Teile der Verarbeitung komplexere Merkmale hervorheben. So wird ein Bild nach und
nach auf immer komplexere Merkmale geprüft und in ein Signal-Muster verwandelt, an
dem man leicht feststellen kann, ob ein Bild eine Feige zeigt oder nicht.

Objekterkennung im visuellen Kortex und DNNs

Die besten Computermodelle, die es zurzeit von visueller Verarbeitung
im Gehirn, und ins besondere Objekterkennung, gibt, sind tiefe neuro-
nale Netzwerke (deep neural networks, kurz DNNs). Die Geschichte der
wissenschaftlichen Entdeckungen im visuellen Kortex und die Entwick-
lung erster neuronaler Netzwerke ist eng verwoben. Deshalb werde ich
im nächsten Teil kurz die visuelle Verarbeitung im Gehirn skizzieren, um
danach zu erklären, welche Aspekte des visuellen Kortex in modernen
DNNs zu finden sind.

Der visuelle Kortex, ein Teil des Gehirns, das sich vom Hinterkopf
bis in die Schläfe erstreckt (grau hervorgehobene Areale des Gehirns in
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Abb. 2), ist vielleicht das meisterforschte Netzwerk aus Gehirnzellen. Die-
se Forschunghat unter anderemgezeigt, dass unsere Fähigkeit zurObjekt-
erkennung in diesem Teil des Gehirns angelegt ist. Jahrzehnte Forschung
haben außerdem gezeigt, dass viele Gehirnzellen des visuellen Kortex als
eine Art Filter agieren und dass verschiedene Teile des visuellen Kortex
hierarchisch aufeinander aufbauen. Sowerden zumBeispiel, in der frühen
visuellen Verarbeitung, Signalmuster von der Netzhaut in unseren Augen
zunächst in ein Format umgewandelt, oder gefiltert, das besonders Ecken
und Kanten in einem Bild hervorhebt (mittlerer Teil in Abb. 2). Wie ein
Fließband, geben diese ersten visuellen Areale diese Signalmuster weiter
an andere Teile des visuellen Kortex. Diese wiederum filtern diese Signal-
muster erneut und reichen sie wieder weiter an andere Areale. So entsteht
eineHierarchie, in der Informationen von einemAreal ins nächste weiter-
gereicht wird und durch die stetige Wiederholung von einfachen Schrit-
ten, entsteht nach und nach ein immer komplexeres Zusammenspiel aus
Signalmustern und Filtern. Experimente in den Neurowissenschaften ha-
ben gezeigt, dass es tief in so einer Hierarchie im visuellen Kortex sogar
Gehirnzellen geben kann, die nur noch auf ganz bestimmte Signalmuster
reagieren. So gibt es zum Beispiel Gehirnzellen, die nur darauf reagieren,
wenn ein Bild ein ganz bestimmtes Gesicht oder Objekt zeigt.

Wie der visuelleKortex, bestehenDNNs, alsoComputermodelle, auch
aus Netzwerken von allerdings stark vereinfachten Zellen. Diese Zellen
sind miteinander verbunden und meist auch in einer Hierarchie aufge-
baut. Im Falle eines DNNs bedeutet das, dass es verschiedenen Ebenen
gibt (grob gesehen analog zu den Arealen im visuellen Kortex), die durch
ihre Verbindungen Signalmuster (z.B. ein Bild) filtern können (Abb. 2).
Auch hier gilt wieder die Faustregel, dass Zellen amAnfang desNetzwerks
Bilder auf einfache Merkmale filtern (z.B. Ecken und Kanten), wohinge-
gen Zellen tiefer im Netzwerk die Signalmuster auf immer komplexere
Merkmale filtern. Was genau bedeutet es ein Bild zu filtern? Wenn man
zum Beispiel ein Farbfoto in ein Schwarz-Weiß-Bild umwandelt, ist das
auch eine Art filtern. Das führt dazu, dass bestimmte Informationen ver-
loren gehen (z.B. die Farben), aber auch dass andere Eigenschaften des
Bilds besser zum Vorschein kommen (z.B. Kontraste undMuster). Filtern
bedeutet also, dass ein Signalmuster (z.B. ein Bild), in ein neues Muster,
mit etwas anderen Eigenschaften umgewandelt wird. Der Zweck davon
ist, dass dieses neue Muster besser genutzt werden kann, um eine be-
stimmte Aufgabe zu lösen. In einem DNN sind diese Filter nichts anderes
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als Verbindungen zwischen zwei Ebenen aus Zellen, die durch die Stär-
ke ihrer Verbindungen bestimmen, wie Information durch das Netzwerk
fließt.

Woher kommen diese Filter in einemDNN?DNNs erwerben ihre Fil-
ter, indem sie dazu trainiert werden Objekte in Fotos zu erkennen. Nun
kann man sich das Training eines DNNs, wie ein ewiges Spiel aus Ver-
such und Irrtum vorstellen. Zu Beginn des Trainings hat das Model keine
Information darüber was einen Hund, zum Beispiel, von einer Katze un-
terscheidet; es kann also noch keine Objekte erkennen. Trotzdem kann
dieses Model ein Bild mit seinen Filtern verarbeiten, (z.B. ein Bild von
einem Hund) und dabei kommt dann eine zufällige Objektkategorie her-
aus (z.B. Modell-Antwort: Hut). Das passiert, weil das Modell noch keine
nützlichen Filter hat, um Objekte zu erkennen. Stattdessen hat es nur Fil-
ter, die ganz zufällige Merkmale hervorheben. Der wichtige Teil des Trai-
nings passiert im nächsten Schritt. Dann bekommt das Modell nämlich
eine Rückmeldung darüber, ob es richtig oder falsch gelegen hat mit sei-
nerAntwort.DieseRückmeldung kanndasModel dannbenutzen, um sei-
ne Verbindungen, also Filter, so anzupassen, damit es beim nächsten Mal
keinen Fehler mehr macht. Genauer gesagt, passt es seine Verbindungen
so an, sodass es beim nächsten Mal, wenn es das gleiche Bild verarbeitet,
nicht mehr einen Hut, sondern einen Hund darin erkennt. Damit dieser
Prozess gut funktioniert und einModel tatsächlich gut darinwirdObjekte
voneinander zu unterscheiden, sind über eine Millionen Beispiele nötig,
die dem Modell etliche Male wieder gezeigt werden. Das Training eines
DNNs ist also ein langsamer und mühsamer Prozess, bei dem das Modell
bei jeder Wiederholung der Bilder ein bisschen besser darin wird Objekte
zu erkennen.

Die heutigenDNNs sind sogar besser als vieleMenschen, wenn es dar-
um geht, tausend verschiedene Objekte voneinander zu unterscheiden,
wie die sogenannte „ImageNet challenge“ gezeigt hat. Dieses verblüffen-
de Ergebnis kam teils auch zustande, weil 120 von diesen 1000 Kategorien
Hunderassen sind und die meisten Menschen, einfach nicht so gut darin
sind Hunde voneinander zu unterscheiden. Das heißt, obwohl man ei-
gentlich alle Menschen als Objektexperten bezeichnen kann, werden sie
hier von DNNs geschlagen, weil sich diese während des Trainings auf das
Unterscheiden von Hunderassen spezialisieren konnten. Im Allgemeinen
bedeutet das, dass die Bilder undKategorien, dieDNNswährend des Trai-
nings verarbeiten auch bestimmen, welche Objekte es nach dem Training
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unterscheiden kann. DNNs sind eine von vielen Technologien, die in den
letzten 10 Jahren unsere Welt verändert haben. DNNs werden zum Bei-
spiel in selbstfahrenden Autos oder zur Video-Überwachung benutzt.

Anfangs habe ich erwähnt, dass es viele Parallelen zwischen der vi-
suellen Verarbeitung im Gehirn und DNNs gibt. Sind DNNs also eine
exakte Kopie des visuellen Kortex? Obwohl die Entwicklung neuronaler
Netze und die Forschung im visuellen Kortex in den 1950er Jahren eng
verknüpft war, haben sich diese Forschungsfelder in den darauffolgen-
den Jahrzehnten immer weiter voneinander entfernt. Das passierte, weil
es zum einen nicht immer klar war, wie man bestimmte Erkenntnisse in
den visuellenNeurowissenschaften in so einNetzwerk übersetzen konnte,
zum anderen waren die Prozesse nochmeist viel zu rechenintensiv für die
Computer dieser Zeit. Diese Entfremdung führte dazu, dass der letztend-
liche Erfolg von neuronalen Netzwerken, und im Besonderen DNNs, den
wir heute beobachten, vor allem durch die Computer- und Ingenieurswis-
senschaften hervorgebracht wurde. Dies hatte auch zur Folge, dass DNNs
nur noch einige wenige direkte Verbindungen zum visuellen System ha-
ben.

Bei der Entwicklung von modernen DNNs spielte vor allem ihre Leis-
tung eine große Rolle. Es war schlichtweg nicht relevant, wie ein Modell
eine Aufgabe löste, solange es sie gut löste. Aus diesem Grund war es
umso überraschender, dass diese DNNs durch ihr Objekterkennungstrai-
ning nicht nurMenschen imVerhalten zu ähneln begonnen, sondern dass
DNNs auch erstaunliche Parallelen zur Verarbeitung im visuellen Kortex
aufwiesen. So etwa haben Wissenschaftler zeigen können, dass diese ver-
schiedenen Ebenen eines DNNs der visuellen Hierarchie im Menschen
und einiger Affen ähnelten (siehe Abb. 2). Die zentrale Erkenntnis war
hier, dass ein optimiertesModell, das gut inObjekterkennung ist, anschei-
nend einen ähnlichen Weg gefunden hat Objekte zu erkennen, wie der
visuelle Kortex im Gehirn.

In den letzten Jahren haben DNNs unser Verständnis von Objekter-
kennung im menschlichen Gehirn grundlegend verändert und sind aus
der Forschung zur visuellen Verarbeitung nicht mehr wegzudenken. Es
gibt keine andere Art von Modellen, die so viele verschiedene Phänome-
ne vorhersagen kann wie DNNs. Obwohl manche Wissenschaftler diese
Modelle noch mit Skepsis betrachten, weil sie sehr komplex sind, wird ihr
Gebrauch immer üblicher. Neben der visuellen Verarbeitung wurden sol-
cheModelle auch auf die auditorische Verarbeitung (der Teil des Gehirns,
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der uns erlaubt zu hören), und Sprachverarbeitung angewandt. Aufgrund
dieser Erfolge argumentieren manche Wissenschaftler sogar, dass Model-
le, die auf eine bestimmte Aufgabe trainiert werden, die Menschen auch
im täglichen Leben bewältigen, der Schlüssel sind, um die grundlegenden
Verarbeitungsprinzipien des Gehirns zu verstehen.

DNNs als Modelle visueller Kognition?

Die Leitfrage dieser Doktorarbeit ist, ob wir mithilfe von DNNs ein um-
fassenderes Verständnis vom flexiblen Prozess der Objekterkennung er-
reichen können. Traditionell wurden solche flexiblen Prozesse eher an-
hand von einfachen Abbildungen (z.B. geometrische Formen, also einfa-
chere Signalmuster) untersucht und modelliert. Das beruht auf der An-
nahme, dass Mechanismen, die z.B. wichtig sind für unsere Fähigkeit un-
sere Aufmerksamkeit auf bestimmte Merkmale in unserer visuellen Um-
gebung zu richten, genauso gut mit komplizierteren Abbildungen und
Aufgaben funktionieren sollten (z.B. Objekte). In denmeisten Fällen ist es
allerdings noch nicht klar, ob das tatsächlich stimmt. Hier kommt hinzu,
dass die Art und Weise wie komplexere Abbildungen verarbeitet werden
im visuellen Kortex, sich auch auf die Art von Mechanismen auswirken
könnte, die dafür in Frage kommen. Es kann zum Beispiel sein, dass ein
Mechanismus, der gut in einfachen Situationen funktioniert (z.B. ein ro-
tes Dreieck von einem blauen Quadrat unterscheiden), nicht mehr mit
komplexeren Abbildungen funktioniert (z.B. einen Fußgänger entdecken,
der eine Straße überquert). Es ist also wichtig, die Mechanismen und
Theorien, die in der visuellen Kognitionswissenschaft entwickelt wurden,
explizit in einem Modell zu testen, dass komplexe Abbildungen verarbei-
ten kann und Aufgaben auf einem vergleichbaren Niveau wie Menschen
lösen kann.

DNNs mit ihren Parallelen zum visuellen Kortex und ihrer Fähigkeit
komplexe Abbildungen zu verarbeiten und darin Objekte zu erkennen,
erlauben uns dies nun zu tun. Mithilfe von DNNs können wir verschie-
deneTheorien und ihreMechanismen explizit testen (z.B. „einModel mit
einem bestimmtenMechanismus wird besser in einer bestimmten Aufga-
be“). Darüber hinaus können wir verschiedene Mechanismen miteinan-
der vergleichen und so Schwachstellen und hilfreiche Wechselwirkungen
zwischen der Verarbeitung von komplexen Abbildungen und kognitiven
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Mechanismen entdecken. Dies ist der Ansatz, den ich in allen Studien in
dieser Doktorarbeit gewählt habe.

Die erste Studie (Kapitel 2) beschäftigt sich mit dem Einfluss von Er-
regungszuständen oder Wachsamkeit auf die visuelle Verarbeitung und
Objekterkennung. Diese Wechselwirkung wurde immer wieder in Studi-
en mit Menschen und Tieren beobachtet und scheint einem bestimm-
ten Muster zu folgen: Während schwierige Aufgaben besonders gut in
einem mittleren Erregungszustand gelöst werden, ist für einfache Auf-
gaben ein erhöhter Erregungszustand besser geeignet. Gehirnmessungen
haben außerdem gezeigt, dass ein hoher Erregungszustand die Antwort
von Gehirnzellen heraufskaliert. Das bedeutet, dass eine Gehirnzelle bei
gleicher Stimulation, eine stärkere Antwort gibt. Das kann man sich so
vorstellen, als ob ein Musiker in einem Orchester auf einmal besonders
laut spielt. Bisher war nicht klar, warum der Erregungszustand die Fähig-
keit Aufgaben von verschiedenen Schwierigkeitsgraden beeinflussen soll-
te, und welcher Mechanismus dahintersteckt. In diesem Kapitel habe ich
ein Model entwickelt, in dem ich gezeigt habe, dass die erhöhte Antwort
von Gehirnzellen zu dieser Wechselwirkung im Verhalten führen kann,
bei dem schwierige Aufgaben nicht mehr gut gelöst werden in erhöhten
Erregungszuständen, einfach Aufgaben aber schon. Genauer gesagt, ha-
be ich einen Mechanismus in ein DNN gebaut, um die Veränderungen
im Erregungszustand zu simulieren und eine Aufgabe entwickelt, in der
ich kontinuierlich die Schwierigkeit verändern konnte. In diesem Model
konnte ich zeigen, dass ein hierarchisch-aufgebautes Modell eine genau
solche Wechselwirkung, zwischen Erregungszustand und Schwierigkeits-
grad, beim Lösen der Aufgaben zeigt. In einem nächsten Schritt habe ich
dieses Modell dann genauer analysiert und manipuliert und konnte so
herausfinden, dass die Wechselwirkung im Verhalten auf eine bestimm-
te Wechselwirkung in der visuellen Verarbeitung des Modells zurückzu-
führen war. So war für das Lösen von schwierigen Aufgaben eine präzise
visuelle Verarbeitung nötig, und diese ist besonders gut in einem mittle-
ren Erregungszustand gewährleistet. Wenn wir das zum Beispiel des Or-
chesters zurückbringen, bedeutet dies, dass wenn alle Musiker sehr laut
spielen, das Musikstück dadurch verzerrt wird und es durch diese Verzer-
rung erschwert wird die Aufgabe zu lösen (z.B. welcher Komponist hat
dieses Stück geschrieben?). Einfache Aufgaben hingegen, können unter
vielen Umständen gelöst werden, solange das Signal nur stark genug ist
(z.B. handelt es sich um klassische Musik oder heavy Metal?). Aus die-
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sem Grund können einfache Aufgaben sowohl in mittleren als auch in er-
höhten Erregungszuständen gelöst werden. Zusammengefasst zeigt dieses
Ergebnis wie wichtig es ist den Zusammenhang zwischen einem lokalen
Phänomen (z.B. veränderte Antwortbereitschaft von Gehirnzellen) und
hierarchischer visueller Verarbeitung herzustellen, um komplexe Wech-
selwirkungen im Verhalten besser verstehen zu können.

In der zweiten Studie (Kapitel 3) geht es um die Einflüsse von selek-
tiver Aufmerksamkeit auf die Objekterkennung. Es gibt zurzeit mehre-
re Theorien wie Aufmerksamkeit die visuelle Verarbeitung beeinflussen
könnte. Manche experimentelle Studien legen nahe, dass Aufmerksam-
keit die Stärke der Antwort von Gehirnzellen beeinflusst (ähnlich zum
Orchestermusiker in Kapitel 2), andere wiederum zeigen, dass sich vor
allem die Zuverlässigkeit in der neuronalen Antwort verändert. Es ist je-
doch schwierig herauszufinden welche Theorie stimmen könnte und wel-
che Art von Mechanismus effektiv Einfluss auf Objekterkennung nehmen
kann. Das Ziel dieser Studie war daher diese verschiedenenMechanismen
im gleichen Modell zu testen, während sie die gleiche komplexe Aufga-
be lösen, nämlich Objekte (z.B. Autos, Personen, Stopp-Schilder etc.) in
Straßenszenen zu finden. Obwohl alle diese Mechanismen den gleichen
Prozessmodellieren, warenmanche effektiver darin die Objekterkennung
desModells zu verändern. Besonders einMechanismus, der selektiveAuf-
merksamkeit als eine Veränderung der Stärke der neuronalen Antwort
modelliert, war gut darin die Objekterkennung effektiv zu beeinflussen.
Praktisch bedeutet das, dass ein Modell besser darin wurde ein Auto zu
finden, wenn es vorher wusste auf welchen Teil des Bildes es achten sollte.
Andersrumwurde dasModell schlechter in dieserAufgabe, wennmandie
Aufmerksamkeit des Modells auf die falsche Stelle im Bild lenkte. Dies ist
eines von vielen typischen Ergebnissen, die sowohl aus Studien mit Men-
schen als auchmit Tieren bekannt sind. Zusammengefasst hat diese Studie
also gezeigt, dass wir DNNs benutzen können, um verschiedene Mecha-
nismen, die den Effekt von Aufmerksamkeit auf die visuelle Verarbeitung
im Gehirn erklären könnten, direkt miteinander vergleichen können. So
können wir zum einen verstehen, welche Mechanismen besonders effek-
tiv darin sein können, Objekterkennung zu beeinflussen und zum ande-
ren ob, die Art von Veränderungen, die diese Mechanismen hervorbrin-
gen, derer im Verhalten und der visuellen Verarbeitung von Menschen
und Tieren ähneln.

Der Fokus der zwei letzten Studien (Kapitel 4 & 5) war der Einfluss
von gerade verarbeiteten visuellen Eindrücken auf die Objekterkennung.
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Hierbei geht es darum zu verstehen, wie das gerade Gesehene unsere Fä-
higkeit zurObjekterkennung beeinflusst und ob bestimmteMechanismen
besonders wichtig sind, um diese dynamischere Form von Objekterken-
nung zu bewältigen.

In Kapitel 4 vergleiche ich deshalb verschiedene Mechanismen, die in
Hirnmessungen beobachtet wurden und stelle fest, ob DNN Modelle mit
solchen Mechanismen Verhalten zeigen, das dem von Menschen ähnelt.
Um den Effekt von gerade verarbeiteten Eindrücken unter verschiedenen
Umständen beobachten zu können, habe ich eine Studie durchgeführt in
der ich Teilnehmern Sequenzen von sechs Fotographien gezeigt habe. In
dieser Studie habe ich getestet, ob die Studienteilnehmer ein Objekt ei-
ner bestimmten Kategorie in dieser Bildersequenz entdecken konnten.
Um den Einfluss des gerade Gesehenen zu variieren, habe ich diese Se-
quenzen in unterschiedlichen Geschwindigkeiten gezeigt. So konnte ich
den Effekt von gerade verarbeiteten Eindrücken auf die Objekterkennung
messen und im nächsten Schritt testen, welche Art vonMechanismen nö-
tig sind, um solche Effekte in Modellen zu simulieren. Dabei hat sich her-
ausgestellt, dass zweierlei Mechanismen besonders wichtig sind, um ei-
ne Ähnlichkeit zum menschlichen Verhalten zu beobachten: Zum einen,
dass ein Modell die Möglichkeit hat seine visuelle Verarbeitung über die
Zeit zu entfalten. Das bedeutet, je länger ein Modell ein Bild sehen kann,
desto besser sollte es darin werden, ein Objekt darin zu erkennen. Diese
Form von visueller Verarbeitung nennt man Rekursion oder wiederho-
lende Verarbeitung (English: recurrence). Der zweite Mechanismus, der
wichtig dafür war, dass ein Modell Ähnlichkeiten aufwies, war Adaptati-
on. Adaptation bedeutet, dass die Zellen in einem Modell bei gleichblei-
bender Stimulation eine Art von Gewöhnung zeigen und ihre Antwort
verringern, wenn sich nichts verändert. Adaptation wird häufig sogar in
einzelnen Gehirnzellen beobachtet. Dadurch, dass ich die Verhaltensda-
ten der Teilnehmer mit denen verschiedener Modelle verglichen haben,
konnte ich in diesemKapitel feststellen, dass diese zweiMechanismen zu-
sammen erklären können, wie es Menschen so gut gelingt schnell aufein-
anderfolgende Objekte zu erkennen.

In Kapitel 5 habe ich dann auf diese Erkenntnisse aufgebaut, und die-
se Beobachtungen auf weitere dynamische Aufgaben und andere Effekte
im menschlichen Verhalten ausgeweitet. Um effektiv Schlüsse ziehen zu
können habe ich auch eine neue Art von DNN mit Rekursion entwickelt
und es mit den bisherigen DNNs (z.B. aus Kapitel 4) verglichen. Durch
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Fazit

den Vergleich habe ich festgestellt, dass Rekurrenz nur das Verhalten der
Teilnehmer bei verschiedenenAufgaben erklärt, wenn es in einModell ge-
baut ist, dass sehr gut darin ist Objekte zu erkennen und dessen Verarbei-
tung gut über längere Zeiträume funktioniert. Das bedeutet also, dass Re-
kurrenz bestimmte Rahmenbedingungen benötigt, um bei dynamischer
Objekterkennung helfen zu können. Zusammengenommen haben diesen
beiden Studien (Kapitel 4 und 5) gezeigt, dass es auch möglich ist, DNNs
zu benutzen, um die Mechanismen die dynamische Objekterkennung er-
möglichen, besser zu verstehen.

Fazit

Könnenwirmithilfe vonDNNs ein umfassenderes Verständnis vomflexi-
blen Prozess der Objekterkennung erreichen? Auf der Basis der vier prä-
sentierten Modellierungsstudien argumentiere ich dafür, dass DNNs als
wichtige Brücke dienen können zwischen kognitiven Mechanismen und
komplexen visuellen Aufgaben wie Objekterkennung. Insbesondere kön-
nen DNNs uns dabei helfen kognitiveTheorien in komplexen Situationen
zu testen und dieseTheorien imWechselspielmitModellen zu verfeinern.
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